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Right Dislocation (RD) refers to the phenomenon in which a sentence 
possesses a component standing to the right of what we normally take to be sentence-
fmal boundary. RD in Cantonese and EngHsh are typologicaUy different hi English, 
the right-detached component is coreferential exclusively with a cataphoric pronoun 
in the sentence (Ross 1967), but in Cantonese, such a pronoun is usmUy lacking in 
the sentence. Analyses ofEnglish RD are inadequate for explaining Cantonese RD. A 
more detailed study ofthe grammatical aspects in Cantonese can help us gain better 
understanding ofthe nature ofRD in natural language. 
Existing approaches to RD in both Chinese and English are largely based on 
the functional assumption that the right-detachment is an afterthought or 
conversational repair (Chao (1968); Tai & Hu (1991); Geluykens (1994)). However, 
the pragmatic analyses do not provide a systematic account of the syntactic 
dependency between the sentence and the detachment, e.g. the interaction between 
quantifiers and the co-occurrence restriction between verbs and w/z-phrases. A 
syntactic explanation is therefore necessary to address the grammatical aspects of 
Cantonese RD. 
Among the possible syntactic representations of Cantonese RD, the leftward 
movement account can secure a more constrained and consistent grammar. Siu (1992) 
also approaches Cantonese RD using a leftward preposing rule and topicaUzation. 
However, the representation has not been systematicaUy justified. Alternatively, I 
propose the Generalized Dislocation Adjunction (GDA), an instantiation ofMove-a, 
to generate different types ofRD in Cantonese. Apart from conditions on movement, 
GDA is further constrained by D(islocation)-Adjacency, focus distribution, and a 
negation constraint. Finally, it is noticed that the interpretation of RD in Cantonese 
• • 參 
Vlll 
requires reconstruction in the LF component. The reconstruction fects are shown to be 
consistent with the minimalist assumption that internal levels are probably not 
syntacticaUy necessary levels. 
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Chapter 1 Theoretical Significance ofDislocation in Linguistic Study 
Displacement phenomena such as topicalization and >t'/2-movement have been 
one of the central topics of investigation in Unguistic research. Research on wh-
movement phenomenon during the last few decades has made considerable 
contribution to our understanding of natural language grammar. When compared with 
leftward movement process, what has traditionally been called Right Dislocation 
(RD) is far less well understood Cantonese is basically an SVO language. Adverbs 
are mostly preverbaL (la) is a Cantonese sentence with normal word order. The 
subject NP and the adverb go before the verb, (lb) is an example ofRD. The subject 
and preverbal adverb, however, do not appear in pre-verbal position but post-
sentential position. 
( l ) a ngo U gei nin douhou siu teng syu laa3 [normal word order] 
I the-last-few-yrs all very seldom listen book SP 
b douhou siu teng syulaa3 ngo ji gei nin [dislocation] 
all very seldom listen book SP I the-last-few-yrs 
(a>=(b>="I seldom paid much attention in lessons in the last few years." 
Relatively little attention has been paid to syntactic and semantic properties of this 
type ofsentences. The negligence ofRD is partly attributedto the dominant view that 
it is an afterthought or a speech repair strategy. Recent studies of RD in some 
languages^ affirm that RD makes special contribution to the information structure of 
discourse. Although RD in those studies is not necessarily unitary in structure and 
function, they demonstrate that RD in general may possess some interesting properties 
of natural language and it deserves more careful examination. If RD can indeed be 
recognized as a grammatical process, which is the position I am taking, syntactic 
theory should have a way to tackle these structures. 
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The general interest of displacement constructions lies in the revelation of the 
nature of linguistic representations. Take w/2-m0vement as an example. In order to 
attain a leamable grammar，aU sentences are hypothesized to be generated according 
to some highly generalized phrase structure schema, or X’ syntax. The clause-initial 
dislocated phrases such as topic and w/z-phrase in English are associated with a gap to 
its base position in the sentence. These dislocation phenomena in overt syntax are 
assumed to be derived from the underlying undislocated sentences via Move-a 
mapping. In his influential dissertation, Ross (1986) has discovered island constraints 
of movement that provide important insight into the fundamental properties of 
syntactic movement. 
In Huang (1982), the comparison of w/z-question formation in Chinese and 
English takes us one step further by asserting the existence of w/z-movement in both 
languages. Whereas Chinese requires w/z-movement to take place at Logical Form 
(covert), English does so at S-Structure (overt). Up to the point of Spell-Out, wh-
phrase remains in-situ at the base postion in Chinese, but that in English has 
undergone leftward movement. He convincingly argues that despite superficial 
differences, w/z-phrases in both languages are subject to the same operator-variable 
condition at Logical Form. That is, in direct questions, the wA-phrase is raised into the 
matrix COMP; in indirect question, into the embedded COMP. Postulating movement 
at different levels of representation has led to a deeper understanding of underlying 
similarities between languages that front w/z-phrases in syntax and languages that do 
not. 
Research in the last few decades has subsumed leftward dislocation structures 
such as w/z-movement and topicalization under Move-a. Lasnik & Saito (1992) 
presents a neat implementation of the spirit, reducing movement of various kinds to a 
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simple rule Affect-o^. These studies indicate that we should not limit ourselves to 
functional aspects of RD such as afterthought. Research on RD, however, rarely 
attends to the syntactic and semantic aspects of right dislocation. There seems to be 
no established view among linguists on whether RD possesses a peculiar syntactic 
representation or whether it is another instance ofMove-a. Inadequate understanding 
ofRD may deny our access to some interesting characteristics of syntax. Furthermore, 
unlike many Lido-European languages, Chinese lacks rich inflectional morphology to 
express the grammatical relations among various elements in a sentencel It therefore 
relies more heavily on word order to indicate those relations. Chinese sentence word 
ordertends to be relatively more fixed. The diversity of dislocation types in languages 
such as Cantonese puts such an assumption into doubt. The pairing between overt 
syntactic structure and ultimate semantic interpretation in natural language may be 
more complicated than previously imagined. All these motivate the investigation of 
RD structure in the present thesis. 
y 
I will structure the thesis as follows, bi Chapter 2, I first review the existing 
theories on RD. Li particular, RD in Cantonese and English will be compared. 
Chinese RD can be further classified into several different types, which differ from 
English RD. Starting from Chapter 3, we will concentrate on one major sub-type of 
RD in Cantonese conversation. I will supply evidence showing that it involves 
syntactic operation(s). I argue that Cantonese RD can be treated as a leftward 
movement derived by an adjunction rule. Chapter 4 discusses various restrictions on 
the syntactic operation ofRD. The examination of four cases of dislocation in Chapter 
5 has led to the conjecture that some conditions which are held to be S-Structure ones 
should be better reformulated as LF conditions. This echoes the minimalist view that 
the only necessary linguistic levels are interface levels but not internal levels. Lti the 
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ending chapter, I summarize the findings in the thesis. 
The study draws examples based on my own intuition, informal interviews 
with Cantonese native speakers, as well as a small computerized corpus^ containing 
seven 40 minutes interviews. Sentences taken from the corpus are marked with (•) . 
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Chapter 2 Comparison ofRD in Cantonese and English 
This chapter compares RD phenomena in Cantonese and English, with an aim 
to provide a comprehensive background for the study of RD, and to enhance our 
understanding of the typological differences. As the analysis unfolds, it will be clear 
that RD structures in the two languages are rather different. This will shed Hght on the 
nature of RD in general. §2.1 examines the surface structures of RD in the two 
languages. §2.2 is a literature review of various approaches to RD phenomena. 
2A Structure of RD in Cantonese and English 
2.1.1 Types of Right Dislocation 
The formal aspects ofRD in the two languages are by no means unitary. What 
is probably common among these RD forms is that they consist of a component, 
which stands to the right of (what we normally sentence-final position. The 
component is generally assumed to belong to the preceding clause or sentence. The 
earliest discussion on English RD is found in Ross (1967: 257~260). He suggests 
that the dislocated NP at the right periphery of a sentence must be related to a [+Pro] 
(pronominal) NP in the sentence, as stated in the transformation rule and the 
following example. 
r N P 1 
(1) X— —Y 
-Pro 
一 「 1 一 
1 2 3 ^ 1 3 #2 
1 ^ j 1 +Pro 
• ^ 」 — 
(2) I have seen him before, the old man over there. 
As specified in the rule, only the nominal element in position 2 can be the element for 
right dislocation. Ziv (1994) characterizes English RD as a structure which is closed 
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by a non-vocative NP and this NP is co-referential with another NP in the sentence. 
Taking the conversational analysis perspective, Geluykens (1994) rejects a 
strict syntactic definition but opts for a semantic definition ofRD, as in (3). 
(3) [proposition with a general form] [specific form] (Geluykens 1994: 92) 
The NP at the end of a dislocation sentence is a "specific form” that provides specific 
qualification for the more general form (e.g. a pronoun) in the main sentence to the 
left of the dislocated NP. He argues that though the dislocated element is typicaUy an 
NP5，other categories are also identified in discourse data, as exemplified below in 
(4a-b) . Prepositional phrase and infinitival phrase are involved 
(4) a Steve put the beans there, in this cupboard, 
b Steve likes that, to eat beans. 
The range of facts is clearly not predicted by Ross’ rule, which excludes non-NP 
categories. Jn (4b), the infinitival phrase “to eat beans" suppUes specific information 
to clarify "that." Though (4a~b) are arguably genuine afterthoughts, Geluykens' 
qualification account ofEnglish RD seems to be valid for canonical NP RD. 
(5) a. *John is here，him. 
b *John is here, John, 
c He is here, John. 
(5a~b) are ill-fomed because the dislocated element fails to supply any further 
qualification to the NP in the sentence. 
RD in Cantonese is different from English RD in a number of aspects. Let me 
first define what the term "Cantonese RD" encompasses in the rest of the discussion. 
Cantonese RD is an umbreUa term that refers to those constructions with the surface 
string pattern: 
(6) a (SP) P (a, p = components of the sentence; SP = Sentence Particle^) 
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P is interpreted as an element of the preceding part "a (SP)". P can be related to a gap, 
a pro-form, or a duplicate of P in a. The SP between a and P is not obligatory, but it 
is employed in the majority of Cantonese RDs found in the corpus. Let us study the 
two examples of Cantonese RD in (7) and (8). 
(7) a zungji sik saa leot gaa3 ngo dei dou> 
like eat salad SP we all 
“WeaUlikeeatingsalad” 
b ngo dei dou zung j i sik saa leot gaa3. 
we all like eat saIad SP 
“We all like eating salad." 
Zung ji sik saa leot “like eating salad" is a, and ngo dei dou 'Ve all”，P. The 
dislocation part ngo dei dou is interpreted as if it were in the canonical subject 
position preceding p, like (7b). 
(8) ngo dei dou zungji sik saa leot gaa3 ngo dei dou 
we all like eat salad SP we all 
“We all like eating salad." 
Li (8), a is a duplicate of a sub-string in the sentence preceding the SP. All three 
sentences (7a), (7b) and (8) are more or less the same. Traditionally, SP is regarded as 
a marker deUmiting a sentence. This is why these particles are also known as 
Sentence Final Particles or Final Particles. As a result, any component of a sentence 
occurring after an SP is often perceived as misplacements or additional information 
for repairing purposes. While it is true that SPs normally coincide with the sentence 
boundary，it is questionable whether they necessarily terminate a sentence in light of 
the dislocation structures. Li fact, it will be argued that a and P parts together make up 
a single sentence. The occurrence of SPs in non-sentence-final position is a defining 
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characteristic of Cantonese RD. Henceforth,. I refer to a as aString, p as fi-String. 
Broadly speaking, Cantonese RD can be divided into three types. In the first 
type, the right dislocated part is related to a lexical item in the preceding clause, 
which I call Pronominal RD (PN RD)7 Two examples are listed in (9) and (10). 
(9) keoi ii ging paai biu laa3 go gaan hok haau. ( • ) 
it already distribute form SP that CL school 
"The school has ab*eady distributed (application) forms." 
(10) keoi heoi zo leoi hang wo3 Aaming. 
he goASP pinic SP Aaming 
"Aaming has gone for a picnic." 
Jn the two examples, the dislocated NP (specific form) is coreferent with the pronoun 
(general form) in the sentence. (9) is an example taken from the corpus. In the 
context, there is no referent other than “that school" for keoi (third person pronoun) to 
refer to in the discourse. Although the two examples resemble English RD, PN RD is 
not as common as its variant form. Repeated Copy RD (RC RD). Jn (11) and (12), the 
P-string is an exact copy (as opposed to a pro-form) of the associated element in the 
sentence. 
(11) keoi sik dim tungngo dei kaau tung gaa3 keoi. ( • ) 
she know how with we communicate SP she 
"She knows how to communicate with us.’， 
(12) hung sau dou wui hai mou je hok go3 lol Mi ( • ) 
karate clubbe nothing leam SP be 
"The karate club offers nothing for us to leam." 
Lti (11), the dislocated pronoun keoi is an exact copy of the subject, bi (12), the 
repeated element is the copular hai. As illustrated in (5), English does not aUow this 
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type of dislocation. 
The second type of Cantonese RD, called Gap RD (GP RD), consists of a 
dislocated part that relates to no lexical item in the clause. No corresponding RD can 
be found in English. This group is the most frequently found in the corpus. Consider 
sentences (13) and (14). 
(13) 一 m hai hou sik pou tung waa lol zi gei ( • ) 
not be very know Mandarin SP self 
“I myself do not Mandarin much." 
(14) daan hai — mou mat gwai suk gam lo 1 dou hai ( • ) 
however not-much sense-of-belonging SP still 
"However, I still do not have much sense ofbelonging." 
Li both sentences, the dislocated parts are interpreted as if they were located in the 
gap. This RD type accounts for 91.9% of all the Cantonese RD cases in the corpus. 
Chapters 3 and 4 will be devoted to this type ofRD. 
The third type is in fact a mixture of the former two types. The dislocated part 
is made up of two components: one part is PN RD or RC RD and the other is a GP 
RD. I call it Mixed RD fMX RD). Two examples are given in (15) and (16). The 
italicized words are dislocated part. The underlined words are dupUcated in the 
dislocated strings. 
(15) ngo man soeng gaa3 ngo hai. (•) 
I arts-commerce SP I be 
“I belong to the artSK:ommerce stream (in secondary school).，， 
(16) gam kei sat nei ho m hoji zyunlel keisat nei go zan sil (•) 
so actuaUy you can-not-can change SP actually you then 
"Actually was it possible for you to change (to another school) then?" 
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Jn (15)，the dislocated portion consists of the copular hai and a dupUcate of ngo 'T'. 
The copular is not found to correspond to any lexical item in the clause. Similarly, in 
(16), kei sat nei "actually you" is the repeated part and the adverb go zan si “then,, has 
no associated part. Again this type ofRD is impossible in English. 
Table 1 summarizes the frequencies of each RD type in the Cantonese corpus. 
RD is not produced to the same extent in the 7 interviews. It is used most frequently 
in VN3 (102 instances) but seldomly in IW6 (10 instances). Notably, the majority of 
RD used belongs to the type GP RD. It outnumbers the other three types with an 
overwhelming majority, 91.6%, of all cases. RC RD and MX RD occur only 
occasionally. PN RD is rare. (9) is one of the two instances found in the entire corpus. 
This is unlike English RD which is exclusively PN RD. 
Interview rwi W2 mi> m4 ms me mi Total % 
GapRD 48 69 94 24 35 10 15 295 91.6% 
Repeated CopyRD 5 6 7 3 3 0 1 25 7.8% 
/MixedRD 
Pronominal RD 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 0.6% 
Total ofRD 53 75 102 27(1) 38 (8) 10(3) 17(0) 322 
( 4 / (12) (28) (56) 
Table 1 Frequencies of differentRD types in the Cantonese corpus 
2.1.2 Dislocated String and Co-referential Linking 
The characterizations in both Ross (1986) and Ziv (1994) require that the P-
string be an NP in English RD. Though Geluykens (1994) adopts a semantic 
definition，accommodating non-NP dislocated phrases, such as in (4a) and (4b), he 
also admits that the prototypical kind is NP RD. The dislocation part is linked to an 
NP. In fact, this NP is usually a pronoun such as "him" in (2), “there” in (4a), and 
"that" in (4b). The preference for NPs in RD does not seem to be unique to English. 
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bi our informal survey of RD in other languages, we found that in the other five 
languages, most of the samples obtained involved dislocation of NP linking to a 
pronoun or clitic in the sentence. Nominal element is undoubtedly the most 
unmarked category for RD. There is a tendency to regard the two NPs as involving 
antecedent-pronominal relation. 
Cantonese RD is obviously more flexible in the range of dislocated categories 
than English RD. Apart from NPs, it allows as the p-string many other elements like 
adverbs, connectives, verbs, and modals. Table 2 lists the frequencies of “Single NP" 
p-string as opposed to other types of P-string found in the Cantonese corpus. It is 
evident from Table 2 that NP RD in the corpus clearly does not constitute the 
majority. They account for only 17.9% of all occurrences of RDs. The rest are either 
non-NP categories (Type B: 49.7%) or strings of some combination of adverb, PP, 
NP, etc (Type C: 32.6%). P-strings are very different in Cantonese and English. 
Types Qfp^SMg IW! JW2 丨 IW3 IW4 IW5 TW6 JW7 Total % 
A. SingleNP 8 16 10 5 10 2 6 57 17.7% 
B. Adverb/Moday 36 31 58 12 15 3 (3) 5(0) 160 (56) 49.7% 
Single non-NP (4)^ ® (12) (28) (1) (8) 
Phrasal Constituent 
C. Multiple 9 28 34 10 13 5 6 105 32.6% 
Total ofRD 53 (4) 75 102 27 38(8) 10(3) 17(0) 322 
(12) (28) (1) (56) 
Tcibie 2 Types of P-string fThe dislocated types stated in §2.1 are not distinguished here.) 
Tvpe A: cases in which the p-string is a single NP. The NP may be related to subject, object, topic, etc. 
e.g. daan hai kei sat daai gaa dou m zi lol nijoengje. ( • ) 
but actually everybody all not know SP this CL thing 
"But actually everybody didn't know this matter." 
TypeB: cases in which the P-string is either single adverb, modal or other non-NP phrasal constituent. 
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e.g. hou dou fei hei aa3 wui. ( • ) 
very much fume SP will 
“There will be much fume." 
Type C: cases in which the P-string is neither a phrasal constituent nor a single adverb; they are some 
combinations of adverbs, verbs, NPs or strings like ngo gok dak “I feel that", 
e.g. naan m naan wan aa3 kei sat gam nin wan gung ( • ) 
difficult not difficult find SP actually this year find job 
"ActuaUy is it difficult to find ajob this year?" 
English RD requires a co-referential expression (normally a pronoun) in the 
sentence. Though the exact syntactic representation of RD is fer from clear, the co-
referential link may have led to the analysis that English RD is a special kind of 
antecedent-pronominal relation. Geluykens (1994) considered the pronoun as 
cataphoric, linking forward to the dislocated part. Ross (1986) asserts that the pronoun 
and the NP are linked by a "copying rule", which is also used to characterize the 
anaphoric relation in left dislocation. (See §2.2.2 for discussion) 
However satisfactory these accounts are in English RD, the antecedent-
pronominal view is met with great difficulty in the Cantonese data. Li the data, there 
are only 2 (out of 322) instances of PN RD" (i.e. dislocated NP co-refers with an 
overt pronoun). The scarcity of PN RD makes the previous accounts of English-style 
RD implausible. One can revise those proposals by assuming that dislocated NPs can 
be linked to null anaphora (e.g. small pro) in Cantonese. Unfortunately, such an 
explanation wiU leave the dislocated non-nominal expressions (e.g. adverbs, verbs) 
unexplained because a pronoun can only be co-referential with a nominal expression. 
The solution is equaUy implausible in applying to instances ofRC RD whose p-string 
is repeated in the sentence. For example, referring expressions cannot be bound by 
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another expression. This probably explains why (17)丨2 is banned in English. 
(17) *John is here, John. 
Nevertheless, a similarly constructed sentence such as (18) is acceptable in 
Cantonese. 
(18) Aaming hou mou noi sing gaa3 Aaming, 
Aaming very have-not patience SP Aaming 
“Aaming is not very patience." 
These entail that explanation of Cantonese RD cannot rely on antecedent-pronominal 
relation. Neither is Geluykens' semantic qualification hypothesis satisfactory because 
by no means can repetition make the expression more informative. Besides, even if 
the P-string is a kind of qualificational comment, we wiU see in §3.3.1 that it is 
subject to some structural constraint. Qualification relation is not obtained in many 
cases. 
2.2 Approaches to RD 
Approaches to RD in the literature can be divided into two major groups, 
namely, functional and syntactic. I will present the key arguments of each approach, 
and explain why they are inadequate in explaining certain Cantonese data facts. 
2.2.1 Functional Approaches 
The idea behind the functional approaches is that RD is motivated by 
discourse functions such as conversational repair/afterthought, meta-linguistic 
information, or emphasis of sentence. Probably due to the deviation from normal 
word order, RD is often perceived as some kind of mis-produced speech form. The 
idea of speech repair or afterthought is used as an approximation of the function of 
RD. Geluykens (1994) maintains that English RD is a speech repair mechanism. 
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RecaU the rule in (3). The speaker first produces a general form, usually a pronoun. 
Then the speaker considers the information inadequate and spells out the full NP to 
clarify the meaning of the pronoun, hi a similar vein, Giv6n (1976) sees English RD 
as a "just-to-be-safe" strategy (p.l54). As the speakers utters the sentence, s/he first 
thinks that the hearer can identify the referent of the pronoun, but s/he then chooses to 
clarify by using a full NP form to ensure the referent can be picked out correctly. 
Chao (1968) uses the term afterthought form to refer to RD in Mandarin 
Chinese. According to his analysis, afterthought form is "an unplanned part added to a 
sentence which has aJiready been completed." (p. 132) The completion of an utterance 
is immediately followed by the sudden intrusion of a related thought. 
(19) ni jianzhi mei guiju yue lai yue Pvlandarin Chinese] 
you simply no manner more-and-more 
“You are simply without manners, more and more.” 
In the above example that Chao gives, yue-lai-yue "more-and-more" is a modifier 
which normally precedes mei guiju “no manners." Since it occurs after the completed 
sentence "you simply no manners", it is therefore taken as additional information 
about the sentence for better understanding. Chao also treats postposing the dependent 
clause in (20) as afterthought. 
(20) wo jinr buqu kan xi le~~jin wei tianr tai re. P^andarin Chinese] 
I today not go see show because sky very hot 
“I am not going to the show today, for the weather is too hot." 
Chao (1968) is rather brief in the description of RD phenomenon. Nevertheless, we 
may infer from the writing that the afterthought part is a device for repairing or 
fiuther qualifying the preceding sentence. The emphasis on the "completeness" of the 
sentence (before the dislocated part) implies that the sentence and the afterthought are 
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separate from each other. Basically, they are related semantically or pragmaticaUy. 
Nothing has been said whether the afterthought part can have any syntactic bearing on 
the preceding part or a-string. 
Some other views are put forward in more recent research of Chinese RD. Tai 
& Hu (1991) points out that one function ofRD" is thematization. RD brings about a 
shift of emphasis in the sentence. RD restructures a sentence so that the theme 
element can be placed at sentence-initial position, instead of the normal position. 
Zhang & Fang (1995) also analyzes RD as a conversational convention for re-
organizing a sentence according to the importance of information. Those parts that are 
infonnationaUy more important are moved to the front of a sentence. Though the p-
string is less important, it may result in obscurity if omitted. RD provides a means to 
demote the importance of certain elements without sacrificing clarity. By re-
positioning the important message neaf the beginning of sentence, this strategy can 
arouse the attention of the hearer. 
Based on the speech of a Mandarin-speaking child, Guo (1992) claims that RD 
is a characteristic of speakers' communicative interaction. Speakers choose the most 
newsworthy information to be placed in the a-string. He asserts that the sentence-final 
slot for the P-string has been grammaticalized to fimction as a “carrier of 
metalinguistic comments by the speaker [".] to direct the addressee's interpretation 
(ofthe assertioni4)” ( 卩 247) 
(21) zhei shi shemne ya, ni kan pvlandarin Chinese] 
this is what SP you look 
“What‘sthis，look” 
The dislocated expression ni kan '^ou look" can be interpreted simply as an attention 
pointer, or a marker of speaker's intention for the hearer to act in the speaker's way. 
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Before we move on, let me give some remarks on the problems that functional 
explanation faces. Undeniably, RD can be employed to achieve discourse purposes 
such as speech repair, afterthought quaUfication, or information restructuring. The 
major problem of the ftmctional approaches is that they provide no principled account 
of certain syntactic and semantic restrictions. tfRD is just an afterthought, it should 
be able to qualify any part of a sentence because the P-string is linked to the preceding 
sentence by discourse inference or pragmatic strategies. This is actuaUy impossible in 
many cases. There are constraints on dislocations that aie not readily reducible to 
pragmatic reasons. 
(22) — ngo gin gwo_ heoi zo Mei Gwok duk syu ge go go pangjau aa3 gaau nin. 
I see ASP go ASP US study COMP that CL fnend SP last-year 
i. “Last year I met the friend who went to US to study." (available) 
ii. “I met [the friend who went to US to study last year].，， (unavailable) 
Lti (22), the dislocated time adverbial can only be construed with the matrix verb but 
not the verb in embedded clause. This is an embarrassing instance to functional 
accounts. The element within the complex NP cannot be dislocated to the right. We 
would expect that afterthought qualification can be made to any part in the sentence. 
There is nothing compHcated in the reading (ii). The subsequent analysis in Chapter 3 
and 4 will suggest that Cantonese RD is actually the result of leftward movement. The 
unavailability of reading (ii) is attributable to the D-Adjacency Constraint (see §4.2), 
which says the fronted XP must be located right in front of the SP. If “last year" 
originates from the matrix gap, it is possible to move the matrix CP node to the left of 
the adverb and derive (22). Note that D-Adjacency Constraint is observed because S 
is counted as an XP right next to the SP. However, if "last year" originates from the 
Complex NP clause, there is no way to move an XP right next to SP and derive (22). 
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To put it in a nutshell, (22) demonstrates that Cantonese RD is sensitive to structure. 
Functional account does not seem to provide any satisfactory explanation for it. 
Furthermore, there is a tendency to regard the a-string as a complete sentence. 
For example, Tai & Hu (1991) states that "without afterthought appendage, a sentence 
is still complete with all the necessary information." (p. 89) The idea is also impUed 
in Chao's characterization~the afterthought part is an added part to a completed 
sentence. The idea is found not to be entirely correct. As wiU be pointed out in 
Chapter 3, the interpretation of the a-string elements is dependent on the P-string. The 
a-string does not constitute a "complete sentence". Zhang & Fang's (1995) view that 
dislocation re-structures a sentence according to relative importance does not explain 
a number of restrictions on dislocation. Though it will be argued in Chapter 4 that the 
a-string is indeed the domain for focus, it is certainly not the case that any part of a 
sentence can be subject to dislocation. Though fimctionaI explanations address 
different aspects of the phenomena of RD, there is a need to search for grammatical 
explanations. 
2.2.2 Syntactic Approaches 
Syntactic investigation ofRD is relatively rare. Ross (1986) includes a short 
section on English RD. Ross (1986) proposed that two kinds of reordering 
transformations should be distinguished. They are subject to two different rules~" 
"copying rule" and "chopping rule." M recent syntactic terminology, they refer to 
antecedent-pronominal and antecedent-trace relations respectively. The P-string and 
the co-referential pronoun is shown to be govemed by the copying rule. For example, 
it violates an island constraint of movement (antecedent-trace relation)^^ Coordinate 
Structure Constraint. 
(23) a *I saw Mary and — downtown yesterday your friend from Keokuk. 
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b I saw Mary and him downtown yesterday, your friend from Keokuk. 
PRoss' 6.151] 
Jn (23b)，it is possible to co-index "you friend from Keokuk", the dislocated part, with 
the "him", the NP conjunct, but not with the gap in the corresponding (23a) sentence. 
He also discovers that that RD in English exhibits upward-boundedness effect, 
or the so-called "Right Roof Constraint." A dislocated NP must be adjacent to the 
clause in which an NP inside is co-indexed with the dislocated NP. The contrast in 
(24) and (25) demonstrates the restriction. [==Ross’ 6.146 & 6.147] 
(24) a That they spoke to thejanitor about that robbery yesterday, the cops, is 
terrible. 
b ？* That they spoke to the janitor about that robbery yesterday is terrible, 
the cops. 
(25) a That the cops spoke to the janitor about it yesterday, that robbery, is terrible, 
b 7*That the copsspoke to thejanitor about it yesterday is terrible, that robbery. 
This is a special property of English RD.^ ^ A left-dislocated phrase need not be 
adjacent to the associated clause. Compare (24)/(25) with (26) [Left Dislocation]. 
(26) John, I believe that Mary knew that he left for Canada last night 
Li (26), the left-dislocated embedded subject "John" is separated from the 
coreferenced pronoun "he" by the matrix clause. Li fact, the two elements can be 
indefinitely removed from the clause, limited only by memory and processing factors. 
Adjacency condition is not detected 
Siu's (1992) pioneering work on Cantonese RD is an important point of 
reference for discussion in Chapter 3. He argues that the right dislocated part is in fact 
the remnant ofleftward movement which is triggered by an SP with a covert inversion 
feature rather than the result of right-detachment. The proposal is captured by a 
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movement transformation called Phrasal Constituent Preposing (PCP). Every 
dislocated sentence hence possesses a corresponding sentence with normal word 
order. This is called "Mirror Ltnage Phenomenon" (Siu 1992： 58) The word order in 
dislocation sentence is believed to be the result of topicalization and the fronting 
operation PCP. Below is the slightly simplified version ofPCP for ease of exposition. 
(27) Y — XP + SP [+mV] [Y = the whole string before XP] 
1 2 3 
今 2 + 3 + 1 t t [adapted from Siu (1992:65)] 
A phrasal constituent XP which is adjacent to the SP is fronted (together with the SP) 
to a position before Y. (Y consists of some components of the sentence preceding 
XP.) The analysis has led to an entirely new perspective to deal with RD sentences. 
However, it suffers from a number of problems. In the first place, he has not 
demonstrated that RD is syntactic process. Surface order has almost been the 
exclusive source of evidence. It has not been shown whether the a-string and the P_ 
string are related syntactically. Without justifying the syntactic relation between the 
a-string and the P-string, one may attribute the "inverted order" to be performance 
factors, for example, flexibility in conversation or speaker's sloppiness. Second, the 
range of sentence types considered is limited. More sentence types will be presented. 
Third, when Siu implements PCP in phrase structure, he argues that the movement 
mechanism cannot involve adjunction. But the statement tums out to be based on 
incorrect arguments. 
2.3 Summary 
The comparison in §2.1 has made it clear that RD structures in the two 
languages are rather different. Li English, RD prototypically involves a dislocated NP 
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and a co-referential pronoun in the sentence. La Cantonese, the dislocated string is not 
nece ssarily an NP. Categories like adverbs, PP and verbs are all possible. Further the 
string does not need to be a phrasal constituent, e.g. an adverb followed by a modal. 
There seems to be a tendency to analyze English RD as anaphoric relation. Owing to 
scarcity of RD in Cantonese, such a solution is rendered implausible in Cantonese 
RD. These ftmdamental differences suggest that RD in the two languages cannot be 
collapsed into one. Though functional accounts have identified various functions of 
RD, they fall short of explaining some migrammatical dislocation. Siu (1992) 
signifies a break from the functional approach in addressing the uniqueness of 
Cantonese RD. Despite serious problems in the Siu (1992) implementation, I will 
adopt the spirit o fa leftward movement account in the analysis of the major type, Gap 
RD. 
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Chapter 3 Syntax of Cantonese Right Dislocation 
Li our review ofRD, we realize that many of the previous studies focus on the 
functional aspects ofRD. Its syntax has not been given much attention, hi the rest of 
the thesis, we wiU concentrate on the syntax of Gap RD (GP RD), which accounts for 
91.6% of the aU RD instances in the corpus (see Table 1 on p. lO)?，So far we have 
only recognized the problems of functional approaches to RD. The next set of 
questions to ask is: 
I. Js it justified to regard RD as a syntactic phenomenon? 
II. ]f the answer to Question I is affirmative, how shoidd we adequately capture 
the surface word order and the syntactic properties of RD within the 
generative theory of syntax? 
The study will assume the Principles and Parameters framework developed from 
Chomsky (1981) to explain Cantonese RD. Li Chapter 5, the impUcations of 
Cantonese RD for the Minimalist Program will also be taken up. 
To address the ftmdimiental issue ofleamability, generative syntax attempts to 
constrain the diversity and number of syntactic rules. One way to achieve the goal is 
to reduce a large number of superficiaUy unrelated rules to a smaU set of highly 
generalized and abstract rules. That is to say, the interaction of these abstract rules 
results in the large variety of superficiaHy divergent rules. Since language specific 
rules are considered costly from the leamability point of view, they are invoked only 
when the grammatical phenomenon cannot be guaranteed by general rules. How 
should we treat the rule governing Cantonese RD in UgJit of the generative 
assumptions? Here is an outline of my analysis. Due to the lack of an adequate 
description of Cantonese RD, §3.1 and §3.2 wiU describe the range of sentence types 
to which dislocation can be applied and the nature of SP in dislocation respectively. 
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§3.3 addresses Question I by pointing out that the dislocated part is tied to the 
sentence syntactically. Answering Question II, §3.4~§3.6 will be devoted to the 
syntactic representation of RD. There I propose that dislocation be generated by a 
leftward adjunction rule, an instance ofMove-a. The restrictions on it will be detailed 
in Chapter 4. 
3.1 Dislocation Types 
Dislocation is a general process that is applicable to many sentence types.^ ^ 
We will now describe what the a-string and the P-string are as defined in (1) [= (6) in 
Chapter 2] in actual sentences. 
(1) a (SP) P (a, P = components of the sentence) 
A comprehensive documentation of dislocation in Mandarin Chinese can be found in 
Lu (1980) and Zhang & Fang (1995). They cover quite a number of sentence types in 
Mandarin Chinese RD. The description is generally applicable to Cantonese. 
Nevertheless, due to the emphasis on the p-string, sentence type classification in the 
studies mentioned is done according to the functional and the grammatical category of 
the p-string. As will be argued in §3.4, dislocation is a leftward movement operation. 
The P-string is the remnant of movement. If the analysis is correct, the specification 
of the categories in the P-string is not designated directly by the rule of dislocation. 
The p-string is the by-product of leftward movement. Syntactically speaking, the 
interest of dislocation lies in the moved phrases and their landing sites, i.e. the a-
string. Jn view of this, the ensuing description will give emphasis to both the a-string 
and the P-string. Three Dislocation Types OD-Types) are identified. 
3.1.1 Dislocation Type I: XP(+SP) in Preclausal Position 
Both Lu (1980) and Siu (1992) recognize that dislocation is often found 
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between subject and predicate. The predicate can be a verb phrase or a nominal 
predicate. The P-string is usually the subject NP (and the modifying element of the 
predicate). The fronting of an XP to sentence-initial is referred to as Dislocation Type 
I (D-Type I). The a-string can virtually be predicate of any sentence type, e.g. 
intraositive, simple transitive, resuhative, the second verb phrase in serial verb 
construction^^ non-finite verbal structure, embedded sentence, etc. They are listed as 
follows: 
(2) Soeng Hoi jan aa4 nei?2� pSTP predicate] 
Shanghainese SP you 
“Are you Shanghainese?" 
(3) a lo zo bou meng biu lu3 wo3 daai gaa dou. [transitive VP] 
get ASP application form SP we aU 
“We all have got the application form." 
b hou gon zeng wo3 zoeng toi. [stative VP] 
very clean SP CL table 
“The table is very clean." 
(4) wan sik mat lo4 ngo dei cit fat.21 [non-finite clause VP] 
find food SP we try 
"We tried to find some food." 
(5) mit laan fung seon aa3 keoi naau dou. [result complement ofresultative] 
tear break CL letter SP s/he angry till 
"Sy^e got so angry that s/he tore the letter." 
(6) srnig bei Aafan wo3 keoi maai go zek biu. [2nd VP of serial verb construction] 
give toAafan SP s/he buy that CL watch 
''S/hQ bought that watch to give to Aafan." 
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(7) hou gwai wo3 keoi waa li di jyu. Q)^edicate in embedded sentence] 
very expensive SP s/he say this CL fish 
“She said this fish was very expensive." 
Apart firom predicate, a postverbal complement or postverbal adjunct can also 
constitute the a-string. The phrasal constituent is fronted to pre-clausal sentence 
position, leaving the rest of the sentence after the SP (P-string). 
(8) go bun siu syut aal maa3 keoi soeng maai. [object NP: 
that CL novel SP s/hc want buy 
“S/Tie wants to buy that novel.” 
(9) loeng go zung tau laa3 keoi zau zo. [duration phrase^ "^ 
two CL hour SP s/he leave ASP 
"S/he has left for two hours." 
(10) saam ci gaa3 laa3 ngo wan gwonei. [frequency phrase] 
three times SP I look-for ASP you 
“I have looked for you three times." 
(11) keoi wui lei lol ngo hei mong. [clausal complement] 
sAie will come SP I hope 
“I hope that s/hQ will come” 
(12) bei Aaming lo4 ngo sung zo zibat [dative object phrase] 
to Aaming SP I give ASP CL pen 
“I gave the pen to Aaming." 
This type of dislocation is less frequently found in the corpus, as compared with 
dislocation between subject and predicate. Noticeably, most of the P-strings in the 
corpus tend to be short. The fronting of a postverbal complement or adjunct (as in 
(8)~(11)) generally leaves a long remnant. This may explain why complement 
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fronting is less preferred. Besides, the fronting of some complement types is not as 
acceptable as others. 
(13) ?hai go gwai dou lol ngo baai zo zeon zau (hai). [locative complement] 
at CL cupboard there SP I put ASP CL wine at 
“I put the bottle of wine in the cupboard." 
(14) *Aaming gaa3 laa3 ngo wan gwo saam ci . [direct object: 
Aaming SP I look-for ASP three times 
“I have looked for Aaming for three times.” 
Lastly, dislocation can occur between a topic and its associated sentence. The 
sentence S (or CP) can be regarded as the XP in preclausal position. This type of data 
has not been mentioned in previous studies like Siu (1992) and Lu (1980). (15) is an 
example of topic dislocation. 
(15) a A-Level，di hok saang soeng sing kei haau jyun lu3. [normal word order] 
A-Level exam CL student last-week finish-take SP 
“The A-Level exams, the students finished taking last week." 
b di hok saang soeng sing kei haaujyun lu3 A-Level. [dislocated order] 
CL student last-week finish-take SP A-Level 
"The A-Level exams, the students finished taking last week." 
"A-Level" is superficially linked to the object complement gap of haau "exam-
taking". However, there is evidence that the dislocated object NP is not associated 
directly to the verbal complement position. Rather it correlates with a topic. The 
dislocated object NP in dislocation like (15b) cannot be indefinite. Examine the 
interpretation of the object NP in (16a) and (16b). 
(16)a ngo gin dou loeng gaa baa si lo3. 
I see two CL bus SP 
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“I can see the two buses." [definite reading] (marginal) 
“I can see two buses." [indefinite reading] (available) 
b ngo gin dou lo3 loeng gaa baa si. 
I see SP two CL bus 
“I can see the two buses." [definite reading] (available) 
“I can see two buses." [indefinite reading] (unavailable) 
Lidefinite reading is unmarked for Cantonese numeral NP in object position, as shown 
in (16a). Lidefinite reading, however, becomes unavailable in the corresponding 
dislocation sentence (16b). When the object NP is moved to the left, no such 
restriction is detected. The initial numeral NP in (17) can be interpreted as indefinite 
with ease. (See also §3.4.4.4.) 
(17) loeng gaa baa si lo3 ngo gin dou. 
two CL bus SP I see 
“I can see the two buses." [definite reading] (marginal) 
“I can see two buses." [indefinite reading] (available) 
A similar pattem is also found in the interpretation of classifier NP. Consider (18). 
(18) a keoi maai zo bun syu laa3. 
I buy ASPCLbookSP 
“I have bought the book." [definite reading] (available) 
“I have bought a book” [indefinite reading] (available) 
b keoi maai zo laa3 bun syu. 
I buy ASP SP CL book 
“I have bought the book." [definite reading] (available) 
“I have bought a book." [indefinite reading] (unavailable) 
kidefinite reading is again denied in (18b)，though such a reading is possible in the 
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undislocated counterpart (18a), The systematic unavailability of indefiniteness of 
object NP in the P-string reminds us of the similar property of topic, fodeflnite topic is 
generally not accepted in Chinese. It is assumed that sentences in (16b), (17)，and 
(18b) are instances of dislocation between topic and the sentence. The sentence S that 
normally foUows the topic precedes the topic phrase after dislocation.^ 
Apart from topicalization associating with a gap in the sentence, Cantonese 
also allows what Chafe (1976: 55) caJls Chinese-style topic. It sets the spatiai-
temporal frame for the sentence. Such topic is not linked to any eJement in the 
sentence. (19) and (20) are two Cantonese examples of Chinese-style topic structures 
(translated from the Majodarin CMnese examples m Xu and Langendoen (1985: 
19)).(a) sentences are in jaonnal word order; the 0^) counterparts have the topic 
appearing sentence-finally. 
(19) a Zoeng gaa, ngo bei zo mui go sai lou zai jat gin wun geoi gaa3. 
Zoeng famiJy I give ASP every CL child one CL toy SP 
"In the Zoeng famiJy, I gave every chiJd a toy.” 
b Bgo bei zo mui go sai lou zai jat gin wun geoi gaa3 Zoeng gaa. 
I give ASP every CL child ojieCL toy SP ZoengfamiJy 
“to the Zoeng family, I gave every child a toy." 
(20) a Tai hei, keoi zing hai tai heikek gaa3 zaa3, 
see play s/he only see comedy SP 
"As for plays，s/hQ only sees comedies." 
b keoi zing hai tai heikek gaa3 zaa3 tai hei. 
s/he only see comedy SP seeplay 
“As for plays, s/he only sees comedies." 
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3.1.2 Dislocation Type H: Subj. + Vredrear (+SP) + Predyw 
In D-Type II, the relative position switching occurs between two components 
of a predicate, Pred—/ (the front part of the complex predicate) and PrecUor (the rear 
part). The fronted part Ues in the position immediately after the subject, as represented 
in(21). 
(21) Subj. + \?TQdfront + P r e d ^ + SP1 今 Subj. + [Pred^+ SP + Pred—J 
Take (22a) as an example. The entire predicate is made up of an adverb (i.e. Pred>„/) 
plus a VP (i.e. Predrear). Dislocation exchanges the order of the two components, 
making Predrear precede Pred>„/, as in dislocated sentence (22b). The subject remains 
unaffected throughout. 
(22) a Aamingji ging zou jvun gungfo laa3. [simple transitive] 
Aaming already do finish homework SP 
“Aaming has already finished doing the homework.” 
b Aaming zou iviin gung fo laa3 j i ging. 
Aaming do finish homework SP already 
"Aaming has already finished doing the homework." 
After dislocation, the resulting dislocation consists of a sentence (a-string = Subject + 
Predrear) followcd by Pred^on/ (P-string). Some typical elements of Pred— are 
adjuncts Uke adverb, adverbial or PP adjimcf^. (23) and (24) are more examples ofD-
Type n dislocation involving switching between the coverb phrase and the verb 
phrase. 
(23) keoi daa laan wo4 zoeng nei zek bui. [zoewg-construction^^] 
s/he hit break SP ZOENG you CL cup 
"S/he broke your cup." 
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(24) Aafan zong dou aa3 bei gaa ce. [Z>e/-passive^ ]^ 
Aafan hit SP by CL car 
"Aafan was hit by a car." 
Pred^ ow/ does not have to be an adjunct. It can be the outer part of the complex 
predicate, e.g. modal verb, the matrix verb in resultative construction, the first VP in 
serial verb construction and the first verb in verb-reduplication. PrecUor is normally a 
simple predicate itself. 
(25) keoi dei heoi jau seoi gaa3 wui. [modal + VP] 
they go swimming SP will 
“They will go swimming.” 
(26) keoi mit laan fimg seon aa3 naau dou. [resultative] 
s/hc tear break CL letter SP angry till 
"S/he got so angry that s/hQ tore the letter." 
(27) keoi sung bei Aafan wo3 maai go zek biu. [serial verb construction] 
s/hQ give to Aafan SP buy that CL watch 
“S/he bought that watch to give to Aafan." 
(28) ngo dei wan sik mat lo4 cit fat^ [verb taking a non-finite clause] 
we find food SP try-our-best 
"We tried out best to find some food." 
(29) ngo haau gwo loeng ci gaa3 laa3 haau ce paai. [verb redupHcation] 
I sit-exam ASP twice SP sit-exam driving-license 
“I have sat the driving test twice." 
The constructions in (25)~~(29) all involve inner predicates [i.e. Pred^] whose 
understood subject coincides with the subject of the entire predicate. If the fronted 
predicate is not predicated upon the matrix subject, D-Type H will be rendered ill-
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formecL Consider (30) and (31). Li each of them，the subject of the embedded 
predicate [i.e. Predrear] is not the same as the matrix predicate. 
(30) a ngo wui ceng pangjau caam gaa ngo ge saangjat wui aal maa3. [normal] 
I will invite friend take-part-in I GEN birthday party SP 
“I will invite some friend tojoin my birthday party." 
b caam gaa ngo ge saang iat wui aal maa3 ngo wui ceng pang jau. P-Type 1' 
take-part-in I GEN birthday party SP I will invite friend 
b, *ngo caam gaa ngo ge saang iat wui aal maa3 wui ceng pang jau. P-Type II] 
I take-part-in I GEN birthday party SP will invite friend 
(31) *go ceot hei soeng fan gaau aa3 mun dou mui go jan dou.^ ^ 
that CL fihn want sleep SP boring till everybody all 
"The film is so boring that everybody wants to sleep." 
(30b,) is ruled out because the underHned VP is not predicated upon the matrix NP 
ngo. Rather, the subject of the fronted part is understood to be the object NP in the 
first VP pang jau "friends". Like (30b，)，(31) is ill-formed because the matrix NP 
"film" is not the subject of the predicate of “want to sleep". The predication 
restriction is not found in D-Type I in (30b). The predication constraint correctly 
predicts that fronting of complement in D-Type II is denied because NP complement 
is generally not a predicate. 
(32) *keoi go bun siu syut aal maa3 soeng maai. 
sAie that CL novel SP want buy 
"That novel, s/he want to buy i t " 
(33) 7Aafan saam go zung tau gwaa3 tai zo go go zit muk. 
Aafan three CL hours SP see ASP that CL TV programme 
"Aafaan has been watching the TV programme for three hours." 
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(32)~~(33) are well-formed only when the first NPs in the sentences are understood as 
topics29. If the first NP is a topic, the second NP is adjoined to JP (or S). It is more like 
D-Type I. 
Another characteristic ofD-Type II is that it is a local process but D-Type I is 
unbounded. When the PrecW is fronted, it must land right before the adjacent 
VTQdfront but not beyond. This is evident in (34). 
(34) *Aaming/ zou jvun gung fo laa3 waa [keoi, ji ging —: . 
Aaming do finish homework SP say he already 
"Aaming said that he had already finished doing the homework." 
Ifwe take zou jyun gungfo laa3 in (34) as Predrear, nothing seems to prevent us from 
fronting it to right before the matrix verb. The matrix subject is also the subject of the 
fronted Predrear. The predication constraint is hence observed in (34). Yet it is ill-
formed. Something else seems to be going on. 
(35) *Aaming daa laan zo lo3 wo3 singjing [keoi zoeng zekbui 一 ]. 
Aaming hit break ASP SP admit he ZOENG CL cup 
“Aamingi thought that hci had broken the cup." 
Similarly, in (35), the embedded subject coincides with the matrix subject. However, 
the embedded predicate is prohibited from advancing into the matrix clause. 
Obviously predication constraint alone is not sufficient to constrain D-Type IL The 
examples show that the displacement of the inner predicate carmot cross a clause in 
D-Type II. 
Note the distinction between D-Type I and D-Type E with respect to locality. 
(36)~~(38) are examples ofD-Type I. The complement NP jyu jin hok "Linguistics" 
in (36), the VP man gwo ngo gei ci "asked me several times" in (37), and the 
durational adjunct phrase loeng go zung tau "two hours" in (38)~~all originate in the 
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embedded clause. Yet these can appear in the matrix clause. 
(36) ivu iin hok lo3 Aafan zi dou ngo hei mong Aaming duk. PD-Type I 
Linguistics SP Aafan know I hope Aaming study 
"Aafan knew that I hoped that Aaming studied linguistics." 
(37) man gwo ngo gei ci gaa3 laa3 ngo gei dak keoi. P>Typeq 
ask ASP I several time SP I remember s/he 
“I remember that s/he asked me several times." 
(38) loeng go zrnig tau gaa3 laa3 ngo nam keoi zau zo. P-Type 1' 
two CL hour SP I think s/hQ leave ASP 
“I knew that s/hQ had left for two hours." 
D-Type I is grammatical regardless of the distance. The fronting process is 
unbounded3o. D-Type II is considered to be more marked than D-Type I because of 
the special predication relationship and restriction to local domain. 
3.1.3 Dislocation Type HL Sentence Fragment 
To minimize redundancy in conversation, utterances are often incomplete 
sentences in colloquial Cantonese. Recoverable elements can be omitted. They 
become isolated phrases or elliptical sentences. Dislocation is also applicable to these 
sentence fragments. 
(39) A: hai m hai janjan dou lei dou laa3? 
be not be everybody all come arrive SP 
“Is it that everybody has arrived?" 
B: (i) ceoi zo Aaming lo4. [normal order] 
except Aaming SP 
"(Everyone has arrived,) except Aaming." 
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B: (ii) Aaming lo4 ceoi zo [dislocation order] 
Aaming SP except 
“(Everyone has arrived,) except Aaming." 
Dislocation in fragment may sound rather odd in isolation. With appropriate contexts, 
they can be rather natural in conversation. Both (i) and (ii) are valid responses to the 
question in (39). Two more examples are supplied in (40a) and (40b). 
(40) a A: keoi bei matje zong can aa3? 
sy^e by what hit SP 
"Whathityou?" 
B: (i) bei gaa ce lol. 
by CL car SP 
"{SM was hit) by a car." 
B: (ii) gaace lol bei. <- dislocation 
CL car SP by 
'XS/hewashit)byacar." 
b A: nei tung bin go maai ni bun syu aa3? 
you for who buy this CL book SP 
“For whom did you buy this book?’’ 
B: (i) tung Aafan zil maa3. 
for Aafan SP 
“I bought this book for Aafan." 
B: (ii) Aafan zi maa3 tung. <- dislocation 
Aafan SP for 
“I bought this book for Aafan.” 
Why bother highli^ting this category? After all, they can be treated as variants ofD-
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Type I. Upon closer inspection, they reveal some interesting properties ofdislocation. 
D-Type EI informs us of the dislocation possibility that is not possible in complete 
sentences. The fronting of prepositional complements in (39) and (40) are prohibited 
when the omitted parts are recovered, as shown in (41) and (42). 
(41) *Aaming ceoi zo—janjan dou lei zo laa3. 
Aaming except everybody all come ASP SP 
“Except Aaming, everybody has all come." 
(42) *gaa ce lol ngo bei — zong can. 
CL carSP I by hit 
“I was hit by a car." 
The pattem wiU eventually be explained by D-Adjacency Constraint in §4.2. 
3.2 Sentence Particles 
When we defined Cantonese RD as [a (SP) p] in (6) (Chapter 2), we simply 
assume that the particle between a and P is an SP identical to the sentence-final SP in 
uDdislocated sentences. This is also the assumption taken for granted in many 
previous studies. Such a view, however, is not logically necessary. SPs in dislocation 
can be homonyms of sentence-final SPs. The former does not necessarily perform the 
same set offimctions as the latter. A special section on SP is thus considered essential 
for verifying the assumption. I will argue that the SP in dislocation is indeed identical 
to a sentence-final SP. The SP used in dislocation can thus be seen as derived from 
the SP placed sentence-finally in normal word order sentences. 
Traditionally, Sentence Particle (SP) is regarded as a marker delimiting the 
rightmost boundary of a sentence. Any component of a sentence occurring after an SP 
would therefore be treated as misplacements or additional information for repairing 
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purposes. Luke (1990:3) notes the following features of SPs in Cantonese: 1.) SPs are 
bound forms attached to the end of utterances; 2.) SPs have no semantic content. They 
indicate grammatical moods, e.g. declarative, interrogative, and imperatives; and 3.) 
PragmaticaUy, they express the speaker's attitudes and emotions, e.g. doubt, request, 
and order. Li addition, as we will discuss in §3.2.2, dislocation disaUows a second SP 
to appear at the end of the P-string. This can be naturaUy explained if the sentence-
medial SP is derived from the sentence-final SP in the underlying sentence. Finally, in 
§3.2.3, some SPs (e.g. mel, aal laa4 and gwaa3) are found to be subject to the same 
range of co-occurrence restrictions with other elements (e.g. wA-phrase) in the same 
way as sentence-final SPs. The evidence leads us to the generalization below. 
(43) The sentence-medial SP in dislocation is syntactically and functionally 
identical to the sentence-final SP used in normal word order sentences. 
3.2.1 Function of SPs in Dislocation 
When an SP is used in dislocation, it must occur in the middle of a dislocation 
structure. It is questionable whether they necessarily terminate a sentence or an 
utterance��as we normally assmne. According to Leung (1992: 5), the function of 
sentence-final SPs is to help the description of the external world and the expression 
of personal intention. SPs in dislocation function exactly the same as sentence-final 
SPs in conveying the mood of the sentence. 
(44) a keoi heoi zo gei seon gwaa. [speculative] 
sy^e go ASP postletter SP 
"S;lie probably went to post letters." 
b gei seon gwaa keoi heoi zo. [speculative] 
post letter SP s/he goASP 
"Sy^e probably went to post letters." 
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(45) a nei gei zyu gei seon lo3 wo3. [imperative] 
you remember post letter SP 
"You remember to post the letter." 
b gei seon lo3 wo3 nei gei zyu. [imperative] 
post letter SP you remember 
"You remember to post the letter." 
We can see that the grammatical moods of (44a) and (45a) (speculative and 
imperative respectively) are retained in the corresponding dislocation sentences (44b) 
and (45b). 
3.2.2 Prohibition of Dual SPs in Dislocation 
A second SP cannot be attached to the P-string of dislocation, (46a) and (46b) 
are iU-fomed if they are intended to be interpreted as single utterances. 
(46)a go zek san fim sau biu aa4 keoi dei maai (*mel/*gaa4) 
that CL trendy watch SP they buy SP 
"Is that the trendy watch that they bought?" 
b heoi Dak Gwok gaa3 laa3 keoi tingjat (*aa3/*wo3/*laa3) 
go Germany SP s/he tomorrow SP 
"S/he will go to Germany tomorrow." 
When a second SP is imposed, they are taken to be two separate utterances. For 
instance, in (46a), go zek san fun sau biu aa4? keoi dei maai mel? means “(You 
mean) That trendy watch? Are they going to buy (it)?” (46a) consists of two direct 
questions instead of one. Two pieces of syntactic evidence supports the claim that the 
addition of an SP in sentence-final position denies the string from being analyzed as 
RD. Generally zing hai "only" in the P-string can focus an element in the a-string. 
(see §3.3.2.3, §3.4.4.5, §4.3.3 for a more detailed discussion of zing hai) In (47), 
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without the second SP, zing hai can focus the fronted object NP, go loeng fuk waak 
"two paintings". It means that the only thing that they bought was the two paintings. 
(47) go loeng fuk waak zil maa3 keoi dei zing hai maai zo (*laa3/*gaa3 laa3) 
that two CL painting SP they only buy ASP SP 
“They only bought the two paintings." 
If the second SP is inserted in (47), zing haF "only" can no longer focus "the two 
paintings". This can be easily explained if the insertion of a second SP disaUows 
single utterance interpretation. The failure of focussing in (47) follows because zing 
hai cannot focus an element outside the sentence. 
In (48a), the w/z-phrase bin go "who" is interpreted as an indirect question. In 
(48b)，adding a second SP denies indirect question reading, we only get the non-
interrogative indefinite reading of bin go "who" (see §3.2.3.1 for non-interrogative 
indefinite wh), which suggests that the verb zi dou "know" cannot exert control over 
the w/z-phrase the fronted embedded clause, (48b) becomes two sentences. 
(48)a bin go ceot maau lo4 keoi zi dou. 
who cheat-in-exam SP s/he know 
“S/he knew who cheated in the exam." [available] 
"She knew somebody cheated in the exam." [available] 
b bin go ceot maau lo4 keoi zi dou gaa3. 
who cheat-in-exam SP s/hQ know SP 
"Sy i^e knew who cheated in the exam." [unavailable] 
“That person cheated in the exam. Sy^e knew (it)” [available] 
The claim that RD does not permit an SP to the right of the p-string explains the set of 
facts which otherwise defies analysis. 
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3.23 Co-occurrence Restriction between SP and Other Elements 
Some SPs display special co-occurrence restriction with another element in the 
sentence, e.g. w/z-phrase, when they occur in normal sentence final position. Jf the 
sentence-final SP in normal sentences and sentence-medial SP in dislocation are one 
and the same thing except that they are placed differently, we expect that SPs in 
dislocated sentences possess similar property of co-occurrence restriction. In 
§3.2.3.1一§3.2.3.3, three cases of co-occurrence restriction will be presented. They all 
reveal that generalization about the co-occurrence restriction in normal sentence is 
equally applicable to SPs in dislocation. They therefore support (43). 
3.13.1 IndefiniteWii 
Ln Cantonese, w/z-phrases must be interpreted as non-interrogative indefinite 
when the sentence ends with a non-wA-question SP^ ^ such as aal maa3, lol and wo3. 
Hence, (49a) is considered as a statement, instead of a question. This is contrasted 
with (49b), which ends with a Wz-question SP. (see §3.3.2.1) 
(49) a keoi dei maai zo me aal maa4 / lol / wo3. 
they buy ASP what (non-question) SP 
"They bought something." 
b keoi dei maai zo me aa4 / lel / waa2 / zekl? 
they buy ASP what (question) SP 
"Whatdidtheybuy?" 
The SP in dislocation can also determine whether the wA-phrase is interrogative or 
non-interrogative indefinite in the same way as sentence-final SP, as shown below. 
(50) maai zo me laa3 keoi dei ji ging. 
buy ASP what SP they already 
"They have already bought that thing (which I don't know how to refer to).，， 
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(51) tai zo bin go lo3 wo3 keoi zing waa ji ging 
remind ASP who SP s/he just-now already 
"I've already remind the person (whose name I forgot) just now.” 
ln (50) and (51), non-question SPs are used. Both wA-phrases in (50) and (51) are 
non-interrogative indefinite. Question reading is not available, ]f they are changed 
into a question SP (e.g. aa3 or waa2), the existing readings will be replaced by 
interrogative readings. Evidently, an SP in either position can have control over the 
interpretation of w/z-phrase. It is compatible with the hypothesis that despite sentence-
medial and sentence-final SPs are underlyingly the same. 
3.2.3.2 Interpretation of aal laa4 
As Leung (1992: 95) notices, the SP aal laa4 acquires one meaning in direct 
question and another meaning in non-question. Lf the sensitivity to direct question is 
also obtained in sentence-mediaUy position, it lends support to the idea that both 
sentence-medial and sentence-final SPs share the same syntactic function. 
The two meanings of aal laa4 are as follows. When the SP aal laa4 is used in 
a direct question, the speaker invites the interlocutor to make a guess on the answer to 
the direct question. The question type can be either w/zH^uestion or A-not-A question. 
This can be seen in examples below. 
(52) keoi wui dimjoeng coeng go sau go aal laa4? [simple w/z-question] 
sylie will how sing that CL song SP 
"How s/he will sing the song?" 
(53) keoi wui soeng seon bin go ceot maau aal laa4? [embedded wh with matrix scope] 
s/he will believe who cheat-in-exam SP 
"Who will he believe to have cheated in the exam?" 
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(54) Aaming wui m wui lei aal laa4? [A-not-A question] 
Aaming will not will come SP 
"WillAamingcome?" 
Ifthe sentence is not used in a direct question, aal laa4 is perceived as an unfriendly 
warning. The speaker waras the hearer not to carry out the action described. If the 
hearer does not take the advice, s/hs is likely to suffer from some implied or explicitly 
stated unpleasant consequence or punishment. Consider (55)~~(57). 
(55) nei zoi daai seng coeng go aal laa4. (ngo wui gon nei ceot heoi gaa3.) 
you again loudly sing song SP I will drive you out go SP 
“(If) you keep singing so loundly. (I will kick you out of this room.),， 
The embedded w/z_questions in (56) and (57) do not trigger invitation-for-guess 
reading because the w/z-phrases stay in the embedded COMP. The sentences are 
therefore taken as a waming or a threat. 
(56) keoi man \bin go ceot maau aal laa4]. [embedded wh with embedded scope] 
s/hQ ask who cheat-in-exam SP 
“(H) sy^e asked who cheated in the exam, (we will punish himy^er). 
(57) nei man Aaming lei m lei aal laa4. 
you ask Aaming come not come SP 
“(If) you ask whether Aaming will come, (you may suffer).” 
In dislocation, the invitation-for-guess aal laa4 is also licensed only when the 
dislocation sentence is considered a direct question. 
(58) zungji bin fan lai mat aal laa4 neijing wai keoi wui. 
like which CL gift SP you think s/^e will 
"Which gift do you think s/he will like?" [invitation-for-guess] 
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(59) zungji bin fen lai mat aal laa4 keoi zung man. 
like which CL gift SP s/he again ask 
unavailable: "Which gift did s/he ask again (s/he) likes?" 
available: “(U) you keep on asking me which gift (sy^e) likes, (you wiH be 
punished).,， 
Due to the selection of embedded COMP by the matrix verb, (58) is a direct question 
and (59) is not. If we assume that aal laa4 in dislocation has the same range of 
syntactic functions as sentence-final SP, we correctly predict that only (59) but not 
(58) is not interpreted as invitation for guess. 
3.2,3,3 mai... lol 
Li Cantonese, the particle mai is an evidential marker indicating obvious fact 
or obvious inference. (Lee & Man 1997) It links an (explicit or implicit) antecedent 
and the consequent clauses. What is relevant to the current discussion is its 
morphophonological licensing condition. When mai is used, the sentence must end 
with either an SP lol or a tone rise on the last syllable. Observe the contrast in (60) 
and(61). 
(60) jyu gwo tingjat lokjyu, ngo dei mai heoi m doujau seoi *(lol). 
if tomorrow rain we MAI go not able swim SP 
"(Obviously,) if it rains tomorrow, we wiU not be able to go swimming." 
(61) jyu gwo tingjat lokjyu, ngo dei mai heoi m doujau seoi 个. 
if tomorrow rain we MAI go not able swim 
"(Obviously,) if it rains tomorrow, we will not be able to go swimming." 
[rise tone on seoi; otherwise ill-formed] 
A similar restriction is found in dislocation. In (62), without tone rise or lol in the a-
string, the use of mai in the P-string is unacceptable. 
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(62) ivu gwo ting iat lok ivu, heoi m dou iau seoi *( f/Xol) ngo dei mai. 
if tomorrow rain go not able swim SP we MAI 
"(Obviously,) if it rains tomorrow, we wiU not be able to go swimming." 
The co-occurrence fact suggests that the two components are syntactically linked 
within a sentence. 
To sum up, the SP in dislocation structure functions strikingly similar to 
ordinary sentence-final SPs pragmatically and syntactically. It is reasonable to 
hypothesize that SPs in dislocation are one and the same as the SPs we find in an 
undislocated sentence underlyingly. The assumption in (43) allows a neat and simple 
explanation why (i.) a second SP is prohibited; and (ii.) sentence-medial SPs and 
sentence-final SPs share the same pattem of co-occurrence restriction with other 
elements in the sentence. 
S.3 Why a Single Syntactic Unit? 
One may query why syntax should have a role to play in the first place. It is 
possible that RD is purely driven by discourse considerations. The interpretation of 
the P-string can be derived from our pragmatic knowledge about discourse coherence, 
our inferencing ability, contextual information, and so on. The P-string can be a 
separate utterance immediately following the a-string to provide comment. Li fact RD 
does often serve as afterthought, or qualification. Is syntax really necessary in the 
explication ofRD? Even though Siu (1992) adopts a syntactic approach to Cantonese 
RD, he has not really justified why syntax is necessary in the explication of RD, 
except that his account makes certain predictions about sentence word order. Ln view 
of this, the justification of syntax in the study of RD in Cantonese is indispensable. 
The following discussion does not intend to dismiss the performance theory of RD in 
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pragmatic usage. What I am trying to suggest is that syntactic properties of RD is not 
satisfactorily accounted for by performance theories. 
There are two sets of evidence indicating that mere afterthought function is not 
adequate in the explication of dislocation structure. First there are structures which 
cannot be qualified by an afterthought although nothing should prevent this from 
happening pragmatically. (§3.3.1) Second, a strong dependency between the a-string 
and the P-string is discovered in some cases of dislocation structures. (§3.3.2) We will 
conclude that the dislocated string is syntactically part of the preceding sentence. The 
a-string and the P-string together constitute a syntactic unit, i.e. a sentence for D-
Type I and II and a phrase for D-Type III. The pragmatic account and grammatical 
account ofRD do not necessarily conflict with each other. 
3.3.1 Afterthought is not a Panacea 
Let me first recapitulate the idea of afterthought by Chao (1968), Giv6n 
(1976), and Geluykens (1994). After a speaker produces an utterance, he or she 
realizes that certain parts of the sentence may not be clear to the hearer. As a result, he 
or she attaches an afterthought component to clarify the preceding whole utterance. 
This can be taken to be the consequence of the speaker's observance of the Gricean 
Maxim of Quality. 
Lf the use of an afterthought form is pragmatically driven, the linkage is 
independently derived from the context. We would expect that this appended part can 
qualify any part of the a-string as long as a pragmatic relation can be established 
Interestingly, even if such a condition is given, it is not always possible to freely have 
an afterthought form. Consider the sentences in (63). 
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(63) a Aaming — heoi ngoi gwok duk syu laa3 haa gojyut 
Aaming go abroad study SP next CL month 
"Aaming will study abroad next month." 
b *lou si gin gwo [ _ heoi ngoi gwok duk syu ge hok saang] laa3 haa go jyut 
teacher see ASP go abroad study COMP student SP next CL month 
"The teacher saw those students who would study abroad next month." 
(63a) shows that the dislocated adverbial haa go jyut “next month" can be dislocated 
and be interpreted as if it was in the gap of the sentence. Li (63b), as the matrix verb is 
in past tense, it greatly favours the embedded reading of the adverbial. However, 
"next month" in (63b) cannot be construed with the embedded clause in the complex 
NP. Afterthought account thus has a hard time explaining why RD in (63b) fails. Li 
Cantonese resultative, the verbal component can be dislocated, as illustrated in (64a). 
(64) a Aaming — hou hoi sam lo4 zou dak. 
Aaming very happy SP work DAK 
"Aaming worked happily." 
b *Aaming 一 hou hoi sam ge gong fat m hai hou ho seon lo4 zou dak. 
Aaming very happy COMP hearsay not be very credible SP work DAK 
"The hearsay that Aaming worked happily is not credible." 
bi (64b), the sentential subject is a resultative clause. If dislocation is enabled by 
afterthought relation, we expect that the verbal component in the resultative could be 
dislocated to the rightmost position like (64a). Again, this prediction is not borae out. 
(64b) is not accepted. The above are not isolated facts. (65) and (66) are two 
additional examples. 
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(65) a keoi zoeng go faa zeon daa laan sat zoi ling jan mok ming kei miu aa3. 
sfhQ ZOENG CL vase hit break really make people puzzled SP 
That s/he (deliberately) broke the vase really made people feel puzzled, 
b *keoi — daa laan (zo) sat zoi ling jan ging kei aa3 zoeng go faa zeon?* 
s/he hit break ASP really make people surprised SP ZOENG CL vase 
That s/he (deliberately) broke the vase really made people feel puzzled. 
(66) a Aaming gai waak hok din nou hai jat gin hou si lei4 gaa3. 
Aaming plan leam computer be one CL good matter SP 
“That Aaming planned to leam (how to operate) a computer is a good thing." 
b *Aaming — hok din nou hai jat gin hou si lei4 gaa3 gai waak. 
Aaming leara computer be one CL good matter SP plan 
"That Aaming planned to leam (how to operate) a computer is a good thing.” 
The so-called afterthought forms in (63b), (64b)，(65b) and (66b) are all illegitimate. 
The attempt to invoke afterthought as a panacea to RD is called into doubt. Similar 
argumentation can be applied to other related functional explanations. For example, it 
is unclear why repair (Tai & Hu (1991); Geluykens (1994)) and emphasizing (Zhang 
& Fang 1995) are not possible in those cases. As the discussion goes on, we will 
discover more ungrammatical cases ofRD in Cantonese. Cantonese RD is not as free 
as we might have thought. The failure of fimctional accounts in these cases informs us 
that we need explore the syntax of Cantonese RD. 
33.2 Syntactic Dependency in RD 
Chao (1967), Guo (1992), and Geluykens (1994) all assume a bipartite 
structure ofRD: a propositiony'sentence foUowed by a qualification. The a-string is a 
self-contained sentence or proposition. The P-string serves as qualification or repair of 
the "complete" sentence. The dislocated part is extemal to the sentence. The a-string 
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is very often not “complete”. The a-string in many cases depends on the P-string for 
interpretation. The p-string is not outside the sentence. Evidence will be presented in 
§3.3.2.1一§3.3.2.3 to defend the view that the whole dislocation structure is contained 
in a syntactic unit. 
33,2A Interpretation ofWh-phrase 
As Huang (1982) argues, whether an embedded w/z-phrase can be interpreted 
as direct or indirect question is determined by the selectional restriction of the matrix 
verb. The same pattem is found when the matrix part is dislocated. Ln the cases to be 
discussed, the interpretation of w/z-phrase in the a-string depends on the selectional 
property of the dislocated matrix verb in the P-string. The a-string and the P-string 
therefore are likely to be syntactically related. 
Let us briefly review the essentials of w/z-phrase interpretation in Chinese. 
Basically, Huang's (1982) analysis of Mandarin Chinese is applicable to Cantonese. 
The matrix verb selects an embedded clause with either a +w/z COMP or a -wh 
COMP. The ±wh nature of COMP affects the scope that the embedded wA-phrase 
takes accordingly. He classifies verbs into three groups: strictly +wh, strictly -wh, or 
±wh COMP respectively.^^ ]QFthe embedded COMP is +wh, the w/z-phrase can move 
into the embedded COMP at LF and be interpreted as having embedded scope, i.e. 
indirect question. Otherwise, it has to move further to the matrix COMP and be 
interpreted as having matrix scope, i.e. direct question^ 
^1 Mandarin Chinese and Cantonese, apart from interrogative use, w/z-words 
can become non-interrogative indefinite in certain environments. The phenomenon 
has been discussed extensively in Li (1992). There she finds that indefinite wh is 
subject to both semantic and syntactic constraints. Semantically, indefinite wh is 
obtained only when the context is "negated, non-fixed, asserted with uncertainty, or 
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inferred tentatively，？，（p. 146) In other words, the proposition must not be firmly 
asserted.38 Besides, the indefinite wA-word shouM also be licensed by a c-
commanding licensor at S-Structure. The licensor include negation, factive verb, 
modal and conditional marker (see examples in endnote 38) 
Indefinite wh phenomenon is also found in Cantonese. Tn Cantonese, two 
types of w/z-phrases~(aa3) hin+CL+NP "who/what" and matje "what"~~can be used 
as non-interrogative indefinite expression. They are also used to refer to a referent 
whose name the speaker suddenly forgets at the moment of speaking or do not want to 
name directly. Jn such cases, the w^-phrase is somewhat Kke a place-holder.^^ Li's 
semantic constraint prohibits wA-phrases in a strongly asserted proposition from 
acquiring the indefinite use. The generalization about Mandarin Chinese is basically 
applicable to indefinite wh in Cantonese. However, Li's analysis runs into problems if 
we take into consideration the elaborate Cantonese SP system, (see endnote 36) Here T 
want to distinguish two types ofSPs—Direct J^-Question SPs (+DWQ SPs) vs，non-
Direct Pf%<Juestion SPs (-DWQ SPs). +DWQ SPs such as aa3, gaa3, ge3^, and zekl 
are SPs that are compatible with direct w/z-questions, as shown in (67)~~^(69), 
(67) keoi zungji matje aa3/gaa3/zekl？ 
s^e like what +DWQSP 
"Whatdoes s/he like?" 
(68) Nei pou jyun ngo faan deoi/gin dou mat je aa3/gaa3/zek 1 ？ 
you complain T oppose see what +DWQ SP 
"What did you complain that T opposed to/saw?" 
(69) Nei faatjin bin go lei zo aa3/gaa3/zekl ？ 
You discover who come ASP +DWQ SP 
"Who do you discover has come?" 
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-DWQ SPs, however, can never occur in direct questions. Many SPs are -DWQ SP. 
For example, aal maa3, go3 wo3, gwaa3, laa3, lol, lo4, wo3, and zaa3. The wh-
phrase cannot be construed as taking matrix scope, tfwe replace the +DWQ SPs with 
-DWQ SPs, (67)~~(69) cannot be interpreted as direct questions any more. 
(70) keoi zungji matje aal maa3/lol/wo3. 
sy^e like what -DWQSP 
"S>^e likes something" 
(71) Nei pou jyun ngo faan deoi/gin dou mat je aal maa3/lol/wo3? 
you complain I oppose see what -DWQ SP 
"You complained that I opposed to/saw something." 
(72) nei faatjin bingo lei zo aal maa3;lol/wo3. 
you discover who come ASP -DWQ SP 
(i.) "You discover that person (whose name I forgot) has come." 
(ii.) "You discover who has come” 
The availability of (72ii) shows that though -DWQ SP cannot co-occur with direct 
w/z-question, they are compatible with an indirect wA-question. 
Now let us retum to RD in Cantonese. It is found that the dislocated verb in 
the p-string can determine the scope of the w/z-phrase in the a-string like the matrix 
verb in an ordinary embedded sentence. (73) and (74) differ minimally in the choice 
of the matrix verb. Man "ask" in (73) takes a +wh COMP, and soeng seon "believe" 
in the (74), a -wh COMP. The scope of w/z-phrase in (a) sentences depends on the 
matrix verb type, in the same way that Huang (1982) analyzes ordinary embedded 
sentences. What is noteworthy is that the w/i-phrases in (a) and (b) sentences share 
exactly the scope of interpretation. 
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(73)a Aaming man bin go wui heoi tengjin coeng wui lo4 
Aaming ask who will go listen concert SP 
"Aaming asked who wouM go to concert." [indefinite wh reading unavailable] 
b bin go wui heoi teng jin coeng wui lo4 Aaming man. 
who will go listen concert SP Aaming ask 
"Aaming asked who would go to concert." [indefinite wh reading unavailable 
(74)a Aaming soeng seon bin go wui heoi tengjin coeng wui lo4. 
Aaming believe who will go listen concert SP 
"Aaming believed that that person (whose name I forgot) would go to 
concert." 
b bin go wui heoi teng jin coeng wui lo4 Aaming soeng seon. 
who will go listen concert SP Aaming believe 
"Aaming believed that that person (whose name I forgot) would go to 
concert." 
In (73a), the embedded w/z-phrase takes the embedded scope at LF. The w/z-phrase in 
(73b) acquires the same interpretation as that in (73a). It behaves like a w/2-phrase in 
the embedded clause. Jn (74a), since a -DWQ SP is used, direct question reading is 
denied. It can only be interpreted as an indefinite wh. Similarly, the wA-phrase in 
(74b) can only be construed as indefinite wh. That (73a) and (74a) pattem with (73b) 
and (74b) respectively is not an obvious consequence if the a-string is not 
syntactically linked to the p-string. ffthe a-string itself is syntactically independent of 
the p-string, we would expect that wA-phrases in (73b) and (74b) share similar 
interpretation. It tums out that the wA-phrase in (73b) is interrogative but the 
counterpart in (74b) is non-interrogative indefinite. It would be odd to maintain that 
the difference in w/z-interpretation is a result of qualification from the verb in the 
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afterthought component. It is quite clear that the difference follows from the 
subcategorization property of the verb in the P-string. Further, we note that the scope 
of H'/i-interpretation is dependent on the verb in the P-string. If we change the SP in 
(74) to a +DWQ SP, say, zekl, the wA-phrase can have matrix scope reading, as 
shown in (75). This is constrasted with the embedded scope of wA-phrase in (73b). 
(75)a Aaming soeng seon bin go wui heoi tengjin coeng wui zekl ？ 
Aaming believe who will go listen concert +DWQSP 
"Who did Aaming believe would go to concert?" 
b bin go wui heoi teng jin coeng wui zekl Aaming soeng seon. 
who will go listen concert +DWQ SP Aaming believe 
"Who did Aaming believe would go to concert?" 
As a qualifiying element, the verb in the f3-string should not affect the scope of the 
w/z-phrase in the a-string. How can we account for the correktion between matrix 
verb and w/z-phrase in both (a) and (b) sentences? A promising answer lies in positing 
a syntactic connection between the a-string and the P-string. On the basis of the 
above, it is possible (a) and (b) sentences are isomorphic at some level of 
representation. The syntactic dependency is fulfilled there. Jn this way，the 
generalization about matrix verb types can be maintained. 
3.3.2.2 Interaction of Quandflcadonal Elements 
Homstein (1984) identifies "a set of quantificational NP expressions whose 
interpretive scope domain is restricted to the clause in which the quantified NP is 
situated”4i (p. 17) They include classic quantifiers, “a”，"every" and “some，，. Their 
interpretive scope is sentence-bound. When two such quantifiers interact to yield 
scope dependency, they must be within the same sentence, toer-sentential scope is 
impossible. The analysis also applies to Cantonese quantifiers mui "every" and 
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numerally quantified NP. Note the scope property in (76). 
(76) Mui go jan doutai zo loeng bxm syu. Ngo dou tai zo loeng bim syu. 
every CL person all read ASP two CL book I all read ASP two CL book 
"Everyone read two books." “I also read two books” 
[every > two is available] [every > two is unavailable] 
Consider only the first sentence. It is possible for the universal quantifier "every" to 
have scope over the nxunerally quantified NP "two books". Suppose the group of 
people consists of 10 students. They together may have read a total oftwenty different 
books. This is expected as scope dependency can occur within a sentence. Now 
consider both sentences. If the scope of "every" could be extended beyond the 
sentence, we wouM predict that the second sentence to possess a reading in which 
"every" in the first sentence takes wide scope over "two" in the second sentence. The 
meaning would be “I read every book that the 10 students read." Clearly such an 
interpretation is impossible. We may conclude that when two quantifiers under 
discussion interact, they must be bound within a sentence. 
In dislocation structures, we have found instances in which the interpretation 
ofthe quantifier in the a-string depends on another in the P-string, as in: 
(77) tai gwo sei bun syu gaa laa mui jat go hok saang. [ambiguous] 
see ASP four CL book SP every CL student 
(i) "Every student has read different set of four books." 
(ii) “There are four books such that every student has read them." 
tf "four books” is not dependent on "every student", there are exactly four books 
under discussion, bi (77ii), the interpretation of "four books" depends on "every 
student". What is significant about (77) is that the quantifier in the P-string interacts 
with the other one in the a-string. The test implies that the a-string and the p-string 
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are integrated in a sentence. The P-string is not outside the sentence. The finding is 
not at all obvious if one assumes that the dislocated quantifier is merely an 
afterthought. 
Huang (1982) proposes the Isomorphic Principle to account for the interaction 
of quantifiers. In Chinese, if a quantifier QA c-commands another quantifier Qs at S-
Structure, QA c-commands Qs at Logical Fo rm, Essentially the scope ofquantifiers 
refers to their relative scope at S-Structure. Later, Aoun and Li (1989, 1993a) fmds 
some counter-examples to the principle. Below are their descriptive statements about 
quantifier scope in Chinese. (Aoun & Li 1993a) 
a. Active sentences are ambiguous in English but unambiguous in Chinese. 
b. Passive sentences in Chinese, unlike active sentence, are ambiguous. 
They find that (78) is ambiguous, though Isomorphic Principle predicts otherwise. 
According to Isomorphic Principle, (78) should be unambiguous because Liangge 
xiansuo "two clues" c-commands meigeren "everyone" at S-Structure. 
(78) Liangge xiansuo hui bei meige ren zhaodao. 
two clue wiU by every CL person find 
“Two clues will be found by everyone." [every > two; two > every] ^^  
Consequently, Aoun & Li put forward Minimal Binding Requirement^ and Scope 
Principle45 to accommodate the new data. 
Another line of thinking of the Chinese quantifier scope is suggested in Xu & 
Lee (1989). According to Aoun & Li,s analysis, (79) can be assigned two structural 
configurations which will result in two readings. 
(79) Ta song le san ben shu gei liang ge ren [ambiguous] 
s;1ie give ASP three CL book to two CL person 
"Sy^e gave three books to two people." 
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Xu & Lee (1989), however, have reservation about the motivation of the structures in 
Chinese, and the flexibility in assigning the representation of the two readings, 
fostead, they resort to linear ordering of the quantifiers, that is, a quantifier Q^ that 
linearly precedes a quantifier Qe will have scope over Qe. Linearity is complemented 
further by the thematic hierarchy, which states that theme, patient, factitive inherently 
take narrow scope. This explains why (79) can be ambiguous. 
These analyses refer to either structural relation or linearity at S-Stnicture in 
scope determination. Evidently, Xu & Lee's approach fails to predict quantifier scope 
in RD because it predicts that the dislocated quantifier has narrow scope. On this 
account, the wide scope reading of"every student" is unexpected. Structural approach 
is inapplicable if the dislocated quantifier is not in the same sentence as the preceding 
sentence. RD would therefore constitute an exception to the general property of 
quantifiers. However, if we assume that the whole dislocation structure is bound by a 
sentence, there is a possibility that the quantifier scope can interact. 
A related phenomenon is the interaction of quantificational adverbials and 
quantifiers. They can yield scope dependency in a sentence. Consider (80). 
(80)a fung sing keijatjau gei go pangjau lei taam Wong taai gaa3. 
every Sunday have several CL fnends come visit Wong Mrs SP 
"Every Sunday, some friends will come to visit Mrs Wong." 
b jau gei go pang jau fung sing kei jat lei taam Wong taai gaa3. 
have several CL friend every Sunday come visit Wong Mrs SP 
"Several friends (ofMrs. Wong's) come to visit Mrs. Wong every Sunday." 
Jn (80a)，the group of friends who visit Mrs. Wong every Sunday can be different. It 
is a case of "every Sunday" taking scope over “some friends." The relative scope is 
reversed in (80b). The same group of Mrs. Wong's friends visit Mrs. Wong every 
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Sunday regularly. Huang's Isomorphic Principle correctly predicts the scope of the 
quantificational elements. Now consider the dislocation counter-parts of (80) in (81). 
(81)a jau gei go pangjau lei taam Wong taai gaa3 fung sing keijat 
have several CL friends come visit Wong Mrs SP every Sunday 
"Every Sunday, some friends will come to visit Mrs Wong."^ 
b fung sing kei jat lei taam Wong taai gaa3 jau gei go pangjau. 
every Sunday come visit Wong Mrs SP have several CL friend 
"There are several friends that come to visit Mrs. Wong every Sunday." 
(81) shows that the dislocated quantifier and frequency adverbial interact with the 
other quantificational element in the sentence, hi addition, the dislocated 
quantificational element can have scope over the other one in the sentence. Again, 
these facts imply that a quantifier in the P-string can interact with other 
quantificational elements in the a-string. 
3.3.Z3 Focus Adverb Zing Hai “Only，， 
Zing hai "only" is an exclusive focus adverb in Cantonese. According to Lee 
(1995), zing hai focusses rightward. The preverbal zing hai in (82) takes either verb, 
object, or the whole VP but not subject as their scope of focus. (82) lists the multiple 
readings corresponding to the different focussing scope. The focussing scope of zing 
hai is associated with stress. For example, in (82)，when the verb sau goi "edif' is 
stressed, the (a) reading can be obtained. 
(82) keoi zing hai sau goi gwo go pin man zoeng. 
s/he only edit ASP that CL essay 
a. "S/he only edited the essay” (but did not write the essay), [verb] 
b. "S/he only edited the essay'' (but did not edit the letter), [object] 
c. "S/he only edited the essay” (but did not draw the associated cartoon.)[VP] 
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d * “S/he only edited the essay." (and nobody else edited i t ) [subject] 
Only reading (a)~(c) are available. Leftward focussing of subject is impossible. 
Neither can its focussing force extend beyond a sentence. 
(83) keoi zing hai teng go. ngo tai din si. 
s/hQ only listen song I watch TV 
“She only listened to songs. I watched TV." (7^=1 only watched TV.) 
Jn short, zing hai focusses an element to its right in the same sentence. However, there 
seems to be an exception to the generalization in dislocation sentence. 
(84) go gaa ce lol keoi zing hai wui maai. 
that CL car SP sfhQ only will buy 
“S/he will buy only that car." 
Zing hai in (84) only focusses "that car." The inconsistency can be eliminated by 
assuming that the a-string and the P-string are tied together in the same sentence. At 
some point of derivation, the constituent in the a-string can be in the focussing 
domain of zing hai in the P-string. It would be rather strange if they are not within a 
single syntactic unit. 
The phenomena cited in §3.3.2.1一§3.3.2.3 indicate that a promising account 
of these reUes on the assumption that the a-string and the P-string are syntactically 
bound in a sentence. The a-string itself is not complete. Merpretation of various 
elements (e.g. w/z-phrase) in the a-string is often dependent on the P-string or vice 
versa. All these lead us to an affirmative answer to Question I raised in the beginning 
of this chapter. It is justified to treat RD as a syntactic phenomenon. 
3,4 Why Leftward Movement? 
Siu (1992) has supplied three reasons to justify the use of leftward movement 
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in the explication of RD. First, the sentence-medial SP acts like a topic marker 
delimiting the moved constituent. Second, Siu observes that the P-string often does 
not form a single constituent, for example, a subject NP followed by an adverb, lf 
rightward movement is adopted, the NP and the adverb must be moved separately. On 
the other hand, a-strings normally consist of a phrasal constituent. Jf leftward 
movement approach is adopted, the marking system need just mark the single phrase 
to be moved. Rightward movement, however, is more costly because it needs to 
specify a number of elements to move, (see §3.4.2) Third, most movement operations 
in natural languages are leftward in nature. As he himself admits, the argument is in 
"most part theory-internal." (p. 80) The plausibility of leftward movement can be 
made even stronger by showing the superiority of leftward movement account over 
other possible syntactic representations. 
Muitively，there can be three possible ways to represent RD. The first type is 
to have the a-string and the p-string being base-generated in the same position as they 
are in the dislocation surface string. (Base-generation Account) Second, the p-string 
base-generates to the left of the a-string, and the former moves over the latter in 
subsequent derivation. (Rightward Movement Account) Third, the a-string base-
generates to the right of the P-string, and the former moves over the latter in 
subsequent derivation. (Leftward Movement Account) The three possible accounts 
will be compared in §3.4.1—§3.4.3. 
3.4.1 Base-generation Approach 
Base-generation approach is the basic assumption ofRoss，(1986) solution to 
capture the relation between dislocation NP and the coreferential pronoun in English 
RD. While the approach is successful in explaining the English data, it is quite 
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impossible for the a-string to be freely generated in front of the P-string. Cantonese 
and Chinese in general are not regarded as free word order languages. Despite some 
restrictions^^, dislocation is rather freely applicable to virtuaUy any sentence type, e.g. 
intransitives, transitives, resultatives, complex sentences, questions, imperatives, etc. 
Suppose movement is not posited and base-generation approach is maintained We 
will have to dramatically increase the set of rules in our grammar just to generate all 
the dislocation sentences so that the a-string and the P-string can appear in the 
sequence as they are. We will miss various generalizations about Cantonese and 
Chinese syntax: directionality of complements, and concurrence restrictions 
previously examined (see §3.2.3). For example, in intransitive sentences, one rule 
govems the NP + VP + SP sequence and another one VP + SP + NP. Besides, the 
strong correlation in meaning between dislocated sentences and their undislocated 
counterparts would become a remarkable coincidence. The consequences are highly 
undesirable in consideration of the leamability of the language. Children will have to 
keep track of an additional set of rules, resulting in a heavier burden ofleaming. 
3.4.2 Rightward Movement Approach 
The classic way out is to resort to a movement account to relate dislocated and 
corresponding undislocated sentences. The next question to ask is whether it is a 
leftward or rightward movement. 
(85) teng gwo li sau go laa3 ngo dou, 
hear ASP this CL song SP I also 
“I also heard of this song." 
On ri^tward movement account, since ngo and dou in (85) do not form a phrasal 
constituent, ngo and dou must adjoin to S-node separately, resulting in Figure 1. Such 
a proposal is not impossible but it invokes more complicated syntactic mechanism. 
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Movement rules have to apply multiply. The word sequence in the P-string is usually 
identical to the sequence in the underlying undislocated sentence. Take (86) as an 
example. Ngo T，, gok dak “feel”, and keoi dei "they" are moved in three operations. 
Figure 1 S 
^ ^ . , \ 
S / , ' \ dou 
^^ ^^ -^•^^ "^"^ "^ ><；... also 
S / ... 
/ / ^ ^ : : \ . T , 
t VP •..•.. 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ \ ^ 
t VP 
^ ^ 
teng gwo li saugo 
hear APS this CL song 
With no restriction on the sequence of movement, the three elements should be able to 
have free relative order with one another. Rightward movement rule should be able to 
generate six well-formed dislocation sentences with the same meaning. They are 
listed below. 
(86) ngo gok dak keoi dei moumat seon sam lol. [normal word order] 
I feel they have-not-much confidence SP 
“I felt that they did not have much confidence." 
a mou mat seon satn lol ngo gok dak keoi dei. 
have-not-much confidence SP I feel they 
“I felt that they did not have much confidence." 
b ?mou mat seon sam lol ngo keoi dei gok dak. 
c *mou mat seon sam lol gok dak ngo keoi dei. 
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d ?mou mat seon sam lol gok dak keoi dei ngo. 
e *mou mat seon sam lol keoi dei ngo gok daJk. 
f *mou mat seon sam lol keoi dei gok dak ngo. 
It tums out that only (86a) is acceptable; others are either ungrammatical or marginal, 
&i (87), another set of sentences is derived from a simple sentence. Similar results are 
obtained. 
(87) keoi ho nang tai zo go bun syu gwaa3. [normal word order] 
s/he probably see ASP that CL book SP 
"Sy^e has probably read the book." 
a go bun syu gwaa3 keoi ho nang tai zo 
that CL book SP sy^e probably see ASP 
“S/The has probably read the book” 
b ?go bun syu gwaa3 keoi tai zo ho nang 
c go bun syu gwaa3 ho nang keoi tai zo.^ 
d ?go bun syu gwaa3 ho nang tai zo keoi. 
e *go bun syu gwaa3 tai zo keoi ho nang 
f *go bun syu gwaa3 tai zo ho nang keoi. 
To uphold the rightward movement account, it must be independently stipulated that 
the rightward movement rule be applied from left to right cyclically; otherwise, 
ungrammatical dislocation will be generated. Besides, as mentioned in the beginning 
of §3.4, Siu (1992) expresses concem over the consequence of rightward movement 
A more complicated marking system must be devised to mark all the dislocated 
elements, as opposed to marking a single phrasal constituent in a leftward movement 
account. 
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3.4.3 Leftward Movement Approach 
Siu (1992) proposes a leftward movement account in Cantonese and Mandarin 
Chinese. One observation that confirms the idea is that the a-string is generally a 
phrasal constituent. The view at the same time straightforwardly explains why the P_ 
string can be a non-phrasal constituent The P-string is only the residue of sentence 
after dislocation fronting is applied. Consider (88). 
(88) teng gwo li sau go laa3 ngo dou. 
hear ASP this CL song SP I also 
“I also heard of this song.” 
(88) is derived from the basic sentence shown in Figure 2. According to Siu, the VP is 
S 
/ ^ ^ ^ ^ \ 
ngo VP 
I / ^ ^ 
dou VP 
also ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
teng gwo li sau go laa3 
Figure2 hear ASP this CL song SP 
S' 
^ ^ \ 
COMP ^ ^ ^ ^ s , , ^ 
VP 
ngo >^x 
VP I X \ 
Z ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ‘ ^ dou t 
teng gwo li sau go laa3 also 
hear ASP this CL song SP 
• 
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moved into COMP, leaving behind ngo and dou. (see Figure 3) Some more examples 
are listed in (89) and (90). The component in the P-string (e.g ngo gok dak keoi dei 
and keoi wui) often does not form a phrasal constituent but the a-string does. 
(89) mou mat seon sam lol ngo gok dak keoi dei. 
not-much confidence SP I feel they 
“I feel that they do not have much confidence (in it).” 
(90) m teng ngo gong laa3 keoi wui 
not listen I speak SP s/hQ will 
"Sy^e will not listen to my advice." 
Li addition, it predicts that the word sequence within the unmoved part is maintained 
in the p-string. The prediction has akeady been confirmed in (88)~(90). The pattem 
is consistent with the leftward movement assumption. The P-string remains in the 
same position throughout. 
Leftward movement hypothesis not only predicts the string patterns in 
dislocation but also requires fewer ad hoc stipulations. On the theoretical side, as Siu 
has mentioned, the majority of the movement operations found in natural language are 
leftward. IfRD in Cantonese is treated as a leftward movement, one can work towards 
a more constrained grammar of dislocation structure by subsuming dislocation rule 
under Move-a rule. This is also a desirable consequence for leamability. Meed, the 
leftward movement account offers a more promising path, despite the problems in 
Siu's implementation. From now on, we will assume that RD in Cantonese is actually 
the result ofleftward movement. To avoid confusion, I will refer to the so-called Gap 
RD in Cantonese as "dislocation" or "dislocation structure", and the movement to the 
left as “fronting,’ or "dislocation fronting". The details of the mechanism will be 
pursued in §3.6. 
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3.4.4 Dislocation vs. Topicalizadon 
Cantonese RD has been argued to be a leftward movement process. In some 
ways, RD is similar to the more well-known process, topicalization. Both move a 
phrase to clause initial, leaving behind a gap at the base position. In both 
constructions, the fronted phrase is delimited by a particle. 
(91) [Topic Ming zai ]i [iopic sik se zi laa3]j [ ti ji ging tj ] 
Ming zai know write SP already 
"Mingzai has already learned how to write." 
Mtially nothing seems to prevent us from analyzing the fronted phrase as a topic, just 
like (91). Though it looks a bit odd~~only the adverb ji ging "akeady" as comment, 
Cantonese is a topic-prominent language like Mandarin Chinese. It is not difficult to 
find Chinese sentence with multiple topics. Such a possibility should not be excluded. 
However, the results of the syntactic tests presented in Cheung (1997), recapitulated 
in §3.4.4.1—§3.4.4.5, strongly suggest that fronting via dislocation should not be 
analyzed as topicalization, despite superficial similarities. 
3.4.4,1 Sentence Particle Placement 
According to Matthews and Yip (1994), a topic in Cantonese may be followed 
by one of the three topic markers in Cantonese^，namely, lellnel, aa3 and aa6. 
(92) go go gu si lel/aa3/aa6, ngo teng gwo. 
that CL story TPRT I hearASP 
"That story, I heard ofit before." 
The SP used in dislocation, however, is not confined to the three topic markers. 
(93) go go gu si 8, keoi teng gwo. 
that CL story SP sy^e hear ASP 
"lt is that story that s/he heard ofbefore." 
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5 can be any SP as long as their semantics is compatible with the sentence. Just to 
name some possible candidates for S\ aal maa3, aa3, aa4, gwaa2, lo4, lol, mel, woS, 
wo4, zaa3, zaa3 mel, etc. Apart from the above, we argued in §3.2.2 that dislocation 
never allows a second SP after the P-string. Yet an SP after the comment is perfect in 
topicalization. 
(94) go go gusi lel/aa3/aa6, keoi teng gwo laa3;lo3 wo3/lei3 mel. 
that CL story TPRT sy^e hear ASP SP 
"That story, s/he heard of it before." 
3.4.4,2 Placement of^^-Phrase 
La a topicalization structure (95a) and (96a), a Wz^question can be formed by 
placing a w/z-phrase in the comment part. By the same token, if dislocation is a variant 
of topicalization, a Wi-question should be obtained with similar configuration, as 
shown in (95b) and (96b). 
(95) a Aaming lel, bin go sik dak zekl? 
Aaming TPRT who know SP 
"Aaming, who knows him?” 
b *Aaming zekl bin go sik dak? 
Aaming SP who know 
"Aaming, who knows him?" 
(96) a go bunsyu lel nei wui heoi bin dou maai aa3? 
that CL book TPRT you wiU go where buy SP 
'The book, where will you buy it?，， 
b *go bun syu aa3 nei wui heoi bin dou maai? 
that CL book SP you wiU go where buy 
"The book, where will you buy it?,， 
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Nevertheless, it is impossible to have a w/z-phrase^° located in the p-string of an RD 
sentence, hi general, a fronted phrase cannot co-occur with a w/z-phrase in the P-string 
in the same clause, (see §4.3.2 for wh-element and focus in dislocation.) 
3.4,4.3 Wh-Question Focus 
Both Lu (1980) and Zhang & Fang (1995) mention in passing that the a-string 
carries more the emphasis of the dislocation sentence. The observation indicates that 
focus may have a part to play. A frequently used test of focus is w/z-question test, first 
used in Paul (1880) (cited in Stechow (1991)). It has been used in subsequent studies, 
like Jackendoff (1972) and Rochement (1986). bi (97)，only (a) whose 
stressedy'focussed noun phrase corresponds to the wA-phrase in question is considered 
an appropriate response. 
(97) Who does Mary like? 
a. Mary likes JOHN. 
b. #MARY likes John. 
Consider the question and answer pair in (98). 
(98) keoi gin dou bin go aa3? 
s/he see who SP 
"Who did s/he see?” 
a keoi gin dou Aaming lo4/aal maa3 [normal word order sentence] 
s/hQ see Aaming SP 
"S/he saw Aaming." 
b #Aaming lel, keoi gin dou lo4/aal maa3. [topicalization] 
Aaming TPRT sy^e see SP 
“As for Aaming, sy^e saw him." 
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c Aaming lo4/aal maa3 keoi gin dou [dislocation] 
Aaming SP sy1ie see 
"It is Aaming that s/he saw." 
d gin dou Aaming lo4/aal maa3 keoi [dislocation: 
see Aaming SP sy^e 
“It is to see Aaming that s/he did.” 
Dislocation structures in (98c) and (98d) are well-formed answers to the question 
when the answer to the w/z-phrase is contained in the a-string. Jf dislocation is a 
variant of topicalization, topicalization in (98b) should be allowed as (98b) and (98c) 
are almost parallel. However, when the answer to the w/z-phrase is a topic, it becomes 
infelicitous. The divergence clearly reveals the distinction between dislocation and 
topicalization. The information structure of dislocation will be studied in Chapter 4. 
3.4,4,4 DeJlniteness 
Following Chafe (1976) and Li and Thompson (1981)，an NP is definite if the 
speaker can assume that the hearer can identify the referent of the NP. Depending on 
the syntactic position, a numeral NP can be definite or indefinite. The definiteness of 
topics in Chinese is a well-known fact. They are assumed to set the spatial-temporal 
scene for a sentence (Chafe 1967), and are often presupposed If dislocation is treated 
on a par with topicalization, the grammaticality of a fronted numeral phrase is not to 
be expected. Chinese generaUy requires a topic to be definite. Compare the foUowing 
two sentences. 
(99) saam bun siu syut lel ngo wui maai (gaa3 laa3). fTopicaHzation] 
three CL novel TPRT I will buy SP 
“Those three novels, I will buy them." 
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(100) saam bim siu syut lo4 ngo wui maai. pronting] 
three CL novel TPRT I will buy 
“I will buy any three novels." 
Both sentences are grammatical. Nevertheless, sam bun siu syut "three novels" is 
interpreted rather differently. Jn (99)，"three novels" is definite. The speaker assumes 
that the hearer can identify which three novels among others. When "three novels" is 
fronted via dislocation in (100), it becomes indefinite. The hearer is assumed not to 
know which three novels the speaker intends to buy. 
3.4.4.5 Focus Adverb Zing hai “Onfy，， 
The rightward focussing property of zing hai "only" in Cantonese has been 
mentioned in §3.3.2.3. Generally it focusses an element to its right but not to its left, 
(see also §4.3.3 for detailed discussion of its properties.) When zing hai is in the 
comment part, there is no way that it can focus the topic of the sentence. Here is an 
example which shows that zing hai cannot focus the topic phrase. 
(101) Go bun siu syut lel Aafan zing hai ze zo. 
that CL novel TPRT Aafan only borrow ASP 
"That novel, Aafan only borrowed i t " (She didn't buy it.) [focus: verb "buy"] 
"Only that novel, Aafan borrowed it." (unavailable) 
Merestingly, although the dislocated phrase is to the left of zing hai, the latter can 
still focus on it, giving rise to a minimal contrast between (101) and (102). 
(102) Go bun siu syut wo3 Aafan zing hai ze zo. 
thatCL novel SP Aafan only borrow ASP 
"Aafan only borrowed that novel.” (She didn't borrow this novel.) 
[focus: objectNP] 
The difference in focus scope leads us to believe that topicaIization and dislocation 
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cannot be treated in the same fashion. 
To sum up, the five diagnostic tests presented in §3.4.4.1—§3.4.4.5 clearly 
differentiate dislocation from topicaHzation. The fronted phrase does not behave in 
the same way as a topic phrase. 
3.5 Siu's(1992)Proposal 
By now we have substantial knowledge about dislocation structure to 
formulate an answer to Question E raised early in this chapter: how do we represent 
RD with the generative theory of syntax? In this section, the problems in Siu's 
representation of the dislocation structure will be highlighted. Attending to these 
problems, I will propose my own solution in §3.6. 
3.5.1 Phrasal Constituent Preposing 
The transformational rule. Phrasal Constituent Preposing (PCP), is put forward 
by Siu (1992) to capture the surface order in dislocation. 
(103) SD:X--XP FP [+DNJV]—Y 
1 2 3 4 "> 2 + 3 + 1 t t 4 
X is the string that XP precedes after dislocation. 
Y can be ML or remnants left in previous dislocation cycle. 
[+OW] is an abstract inversion feature that triggers inversion, i.e. dislocation. 
Ltt the rule (103), XP is the constituent subject to preposing. The choice of XP 
immediately before FP depends on which levels of node FP (=SP) attaches. Siu refers 
to the availability of different levels for an FP to attach and trigger dislocation as 
Level Prediction.” (p. 66) This is exemplified in (104) and Figure 4. As indicated by 
the three arrows in Figure 4, the FP can attach to one of the three nodes giving rise to 
a variety of dislocation sentences listed in (104a~c). 
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(104) keoidaaikoi dou zo uk kei laa3 gwaa3. 
s/hQ probably reach ASP home SP 
“S/he has probably got home." 
a daai koi dou zo uk kei laa3 gwaa3 keoi. 
probably reach ASP home SP s/he 
"S/hQ has probably got home." 
b dou zo uk kei laa3 gwaa3 keoi daai koi. 
reach ASP home SP s/Tie probably 
c ?uk kei laa3 gwaa3 keoi daai koi dou zo.^ ^ 
home SP s/hQ probably reach ASP 
S 
^ - ^ \ 
NP VP . 
^ 
keoi ^""'^^^"^^"^^ 
— Adv VP < 
daai koi ^ ^ * ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
probably 广 ^ \ 
V NP < 
dou zo 业 kei 
reach ASP home 
Figure 4 
Besides, the rule is so stated that "[s]o long as the sentence structure fulfils the 
structural description, a phrasal constituent can be preposed anywhere in the sentence 
with FP[+ESrV] at the end" (p. 65) Di other words, PCP can be appUed successively to 
a sentence. Preposing operation can carry on in a dislocated sentence as long as the 
structural description in (103) is met. Siu calls it Sequence Prediction. His rule 
predicts the following Cantonese sentences. 
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(105) keoi dei zau zo laa3, dou. 
they go ASP SP also 
‘They also have gone，， 
(106) zau zo laa3, keoi dei dou. 
go ASP SP they also 
"They also have gone." 
Translating PCP onto phrase structure, Siu asserts that PCP is a substitution process 
that moves the XP in the rule into a base-generated COMP position. For instance, to 
derive (107), keoi “s/he” is first topicaHzed; then mei gwok aa3 “US” is moved into 
COMPbyPCP. 
(107) [s” [Top keoi] [s, [coMP mei gwok aa3] [s hai ]]]. [adapted from (4.16)，p.83] 
sfhQ US SP in 
"S/heisintheUS." 
Unfortunately, many of the claims cited have not been systematically justified. In the 
first place, the claim that PCP can apply successively has not been convincingly 
demonstrated. That the grammaticality of (105) and (106) follows from Sequence 
Prediction is not obvious at all. Jn fact, given the mechanism ofPCP, both sentences 
can be generated without Sequence Prediction.^^ (105) can be analyzed as follows. 
(108) keoi dei zau zo laa3, dou. 
[s” [Topic keoi dei] [s’ [vp zau zo laa3] [s t dou t]]] 
keoi dei is first topicalized. Then, zau zo laa3 is fronted by PCP. (106) is even more 
straightforward The VP is fronted in one operation. 
Second, though topic structure is very common in Cantonese, independent test 
oftopic-hood of keoi in (107) is necessary to confirm the representation. It could weU 
be the case that keoi remains unmoved but it is mei gwok aa3 that occupies the 
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position between keoi and hai. The structure in (107) is no more than a conjecture. Jn 
§3.6, some tests wiU show that keoi dei cannot be analyzed as a topic. 
3.5.2 Substitution vs. Adjunction 
Siu asserts that the movement process is substitution instead of adjunction 
because adjunction is "against structure-preserving principle，，(Siu 1992: 81) 
However, the claim is false. Emonds (1976) proposes the property of structure-
preserving as a way to constrain the theory of grammar. It bans all structure-building 
transformations. Structure-preservation is guaranteed by neither substitution nor 
adjunction. The property is secured only when certain condition on movement is met. 
As a matter of fact, Radford (1988) has forcefully defended that adjunction can 
actually be structure-preserving as well. Here is his generalized condition of structure-
preserving adjunction. 
“An adjunction is structure-preserving just in case the material adjoined to a 
given category X^ results in the creation of a derived constituent with the same 
categorial status as the original X^ to which the material was adjoined." (p. 
544) 
Basically, this is what we sometimes call 
XP 
Chomsky-adjunction. Figure 5 is the ^^^^^^x^^^\^^^ 
diagrammatic representation of the Y ^ 
quotation. Y is the adjoined phrase. The ^ ^ x ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ \ ^ ^ 
structure under the lower XP node is 2 
Figure 5 
unaffected after the adjunction. Further the 
resulting phrase is still under XP (the upper XP). Radford holds that Chomsky-
adjunction is the only adjunction process which is structure-preserving. At least there 
is a way to use adjunction without sacrificing the structure-preserving property. 
Adjunction should be regarded as an option for the movement ofthe fronted phrase in 
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dislocation structure. 
3.5.3 Maximal Attachment Level 
Due to the alleged ungrammaticality of (109), Siu proposes Maximal 
Attachment Level (MAL), which says that the maximal XP can at most be as large as 
the first clausal projection counting from the right, i.e. the innermost embedded clause 
next to the SP. 
(109) *lam keoi zou zo laa3 ngo. [Siu(1992:97)] 
thinks/he do ASP SP I 
“I think s/he has done it” 
The ill-formedness has been attributed to the attachment of SP to the matrix VP, 
which exceeds the maximal possible level―a clause~stipulated by the rule. 
Nevertheless, if we inspect dislocation structures more carefully, the marginality is 
most probably due to the monosyllabic verb, lam "think". Replacement of lam "think" 
by another monosyllabic verb waa "say" is also marginal. But if we change the matrix 
verb to teng gong "leam about，，, zi dou "know" or soeng seon "bebeve", the sentences 
become perfect. 
(110) teng gong / zi dou / soeng seon keoi zou zo laa ngo. 
leam /know/ believe s/he do ASP SP I 
“I leamedtoewA>elieved s/hc had done it.” 
Siu himself recognizes that there are some counterexamples to MAL such as (111). 
MAL predicts (111) to be ungrammaticaI as the level to which the SP attaches is the 
matrix VP, a level beyond the embedded clause. 
(111) giu nei heoi Aaming uk kei wo3, aa maa. 
tell you go Aaming home SP mother 
"Mother told you to go to Aaming's home.” 
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Siu hence puts forward the Revised Maximal Level of Attachment to accommodate 
sentences like (111). It says the first S' from the right of the sentence which consists 
of a phoneticaUy realized topic/subject is the maximal node for the FP[+ENTV] to 
attach to and trigger preposing. Given (110), neither MAL nor Revised MAL is 
justified Abandoning MAL, we need not stipulate the ad hoc phonetic condition 
Revised MAL. (110) and (111) can be derived simply by PCP. 
3.5.4 Subjacency 
Siu has attempted to present evidence claiming that PCP observes Subjacency, 
making it consistent with conditions of syntactic movement. His reasoning is as 
follows: subjacency is observed if the intermediate steps of movement are all well-
formed and each movement step does not cross more than one bounding node^s. One 
of Ae test sentences is (112).^ ^ 
(112) ??[s" [Topic ngo]i [coMP [s keoi m dim ge3]j ] [s” [s ti lam [s tj ] ] ] ] 
I s/he not manage SP think 
“I think s/Ttie cannot manage” 
(113) keoi m dim ge3 ngo lam. 
sAie not manage SP I think 
“I think s/he cannot manage." 
According to Siu, to derive (112), the embedded clause is moved into the embedded 
COMP, followed by a second movement into the matrix COMP. As a result, we get 
the well-formed intermediate sentence (113). Topicalization is then applied to the 
matrix subject ngo so that it precedes the embedded clause. As a result, we get (112). 
Since the intermediate sentence (113) and the final output (112) are not 
ungrammatical, subjacency can therefore be assumed to hold in PCP. 
Unfortunately, the above test suffers from two theoretical problems. First how 
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the embedded clause moves into matrix COMP is not directly observable from the 
surface syntax of (112). It is not obvious whether the embedded clause raises to the 
matrix COMP in a single step or in a cyclic fashion via the embedded COMP. No 
proof has been given to support that the embedded COMP is made use of in the 
process. Second, what the test shows is that dislocation structure is compatible with 
the subjacency condition. It may so happen that PCP pattem with subjacency in some 
ways but differ in others. To really show that subjacency constrains PCP, we should 
also construct sentences in which subjacency condition is violated. If they tum out to 
be ungrammatical, the tests will better serve as confirming that subjacency holds. The 
standard way to do it is to check whether a moved phrase can be extracted out of 
syntactic islands, like Complex NP Structure, Sentential Subject Structure, Coordinate 
Structure and so on. Yet due to some constraints of dislocation, it is impossible to 
construct test sentences using these structures, except Coordinate Structure. ^Refer to 
§4.1 for further discussion.) 
To summarize, there are quite a number of problems in Siu's implementation 
of leftward movement in dislocation structure. Various constraints and assumptions 
about dislocation are found to be empiricaUy unsupported or to be based on 
problematic arguments. 
3.6 Syntactic Representation of Dislocation Structure 
I now propose that adjunction is the syntactic process responsible for 
dislocation structure. As is defended in §3.5.2, both substitution and adjunction are 
potential movement types that can be used in dislocation. Two corresponding 
representations should be deliberated. The first one is substitution movement as 
advocated by Siu. The second one is adjunction representation that I will argue for. 
Let us start with D-Type I in §3.3.1. The most unrestricted landing position for 
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fronted phrase is sentence-initial position. All grammatical categories and sentence 
structures are aUowed to appear in this position. The rule (114) states that in D-Type 
I, an XP immediately preceding SP is placed at sentence-initial position after 
dislocation. 
(114) [n> P [xP a (SP)] ] ^ [n> [xP a (SP)]/ [n> P h ] ] 
(115) [n> [vp lo zo bou meng biu lu3 wo3]i [jp daai gaa dou ti ]]. 
get ASP application form SP everybody all 
"Everybody has got the application form." 
(116) [n> [NP go bun siu syut aal maa3]i [n> keoi soeng [vp maai t , ] ] ] . 
that CL novel SP s/he want buy 
“S/he want to buy that novel.” 
Both Siu's and my formulations give rise to the correct surface word order ofD-Type 
I. Siu's PCP rule requires the XP to move into COMP. My adjunction proposal is to 
front XP by adjoining it to S (or JP). (D-Type I Adjunction) Both PCP and the 
adjunction rule work well for D-Type 1. 
D-Type II provides some critical evidence for selecting among the competing 
representations. Consider (22b), repeated here as (117) for convenience. 
(117) Aaming zou ivun gung fo laa3 ii ging. [simple transitive] 
Aaming do finish homework SP akeady 
"Aaming has already finished doing the homework." 
Compare the possible syntactic structures for (117). First, if we assume along with Siu 
(1992)，zoujyun gungfo laa3 is analyzed as occupying the COMP (or Spec of CP), 
and Aaming the topic slot. We refer to this as Representation A. (See Figure 6) 
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S" 
^ - ^ 
s， 
Topic ^ 
I ^ - ^ - - ^ 
Aaming, COMP ^ ^ 
Aaming / ^ v , 
VP 
VP “ y \ 
^ ^ ^ - ^ 
一 ji ging tj 
zoujyun gung fo laa3 ah*eady 
do finish homework SP 
• 
Figure 6 
On the adjunction accoimt, two variant representations are permitted: 
1.) Aaming is topic and zou jyun gungfo laa3 is adjoined to TP; (Representation B) 
(118) (Topic) [jp p [xP a (SP)] ] — (Topic) [jp [xP a (SP)], [n> P “ ] ] 
This representation is ahnost identical to Representation A except that zou Jyun gung 
fo now is adjoined to S (or JP). (Figure 7) 
S" 
^ ^ ^ 
Topic S 
I ^ ^ 
Aaming/ VP J > ^ 
Aaming ^ ^ ^ - . ^ , . ^ ^ ^ x ^ \ 
- - ^ ^ " ^ VP 
zoujyun gung fo laa3 '^ y / ^ \ ^ 
do finish homework SP 
• ji ging tj 
akeadv 
Figure 7 
2.) Aaming remains in the Spec ofJP unmoved, and zou jyun gungfo laa3 is adjoined 
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Aaming ^^^^^^x"^ '^'^ s,^ ^^^^ 
VP VP 
z \ 广 
zoujyun gungfo laa3 already • 
do finish homework SP 
• 
Figure 8 
(119) [n> Subj.NP [VP [vp Y ]i [vp P // ] ] ]. (Subj. NP + y = a-string) 
Though all three generate the surface order in (117), they make different 
predictions about the grammatical status of Aaming. Representations A and B rely 
crucially on the assumption that Aaming is a topic but Representation C does not. Jn 
Siu (1992), the topic-hood of the first NP, i.e. Aaming, has not been defended. He 
simply assumes that Chinese optionally allows the subject NP to be a topic. There are 
two reasons to believe ihaiAaming in (117) should not be taken as a topic. 
^ the first place, if the first NP in D-Type II is a topic, as required by 
Representation A and B, the characteristics of topicaIization should be obtained. We 
may apply the definiteness test (§3.4.4.4) to verify the claim that the NP Aaming is a 
topic. (120) is the test sentence. 
(120)a gei do go hok saang wui heoi Mei Gwok zou gaau wan saang aa3? 
how-many CL student will go US do exchange-student SP 
"How many students will go to US to be exchange students?" 
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b saam go hok saang zou gaau wan saang gwaa3 wui heoi Mei Gwok. 
three CL student do exchange-student SP will go US 
"Three students will go to US to be exchange students." 
b, *saam go hok saang lel/aa3 zou gaau wan saang gwaa3 will heoi Mei Gwok. 
threeCL student TPRT do exchange-student SP will go US 
"Three students, they will go to US to be exchange students." 
Chinese topics are generally required to be interpreted as definite. Since the answer to 
w/2-questi0n in (120a) requires a numerally quantified NP, thus indefmite, we 
therefore expect both (120b) and (120b，）to be ill-formed if the NP saam go hok 
saang is a topic. It tums out that only (120b’）cannot be a valid response to (120a).^^ 
To explain the grammaticality of the almost parallel sentence (120b), we must 
abandon the assumption that the first NP in D-Type E is a topic. 
Another piece of supporting evidence comes from the predication relation 
between the subject NP and the fronted predicate pertaining to D-Type II. If the two 
phrases are not in a predication relation, D-Type II becomes ill-formed. See the two 
sentences below. 
(121)a ngo wui ceng pangjau caam gaa ngo ge saangjat wui gaa3. 
I will invite friend take-part-in I GEN birthday party SP 
“I will invite some friend tojoin my birthday party." 
b *ngo caam gaa ngo ge saang iat wui gaa3 wui ceng pangjau 
I take-part-in I GEN birthday party SP will invite friend 
“I will invite friends to take part in my birthday party." 
b’ ngo lel caam gaa ngo ge saang iat wui gaa3 wui ceng pangjau. 
ITPRT take-part-in I GENbirthdayparty SP will invite friend 
“As for me, I will invite friends to take part in my birthday party." 
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(122)a Aaming zi dou Aafen ceot zo heoi wo5. 
Aaming know Aafan out ASP go SP 
"Aaming knew that Aafan had gone outside." 
b *Aaming ceot zo heoi wo5 zi dou Aafan. 
Aaming out ASP go SP knowAafan 
b' 7Aaming lel ceot zo heoi wo5 zi dou Aafan. 
Aaming SP out ASP go SP know Aafan 
“As for Aaming, he knew that Aafan had gone outside." 
Li (121b) and (122b), the subject and the fronted phrase are not in predication 
relation, thus ungrammatical. However, when the first NPs are explicitly marked as 
topic with topic marker or a slight pause, the (b') sentences become fer more 
acceptable than (b) sentences. Judging from the contrast between (b) and {b') 
sentences, we may conclude that the initial NP Aaming in the closely parallel 
sentences do not share the same grammatical status. 
The refutation of the subject NP being a topic entails that Representation A 
and B cannot be correct. Representation C is indirectly supported. (117) as well as all 
D-Type H sentences can be said to possess the structure in (123). 
D-Type II Adjunction: fronted phrase adjoined to VP. 
(123) [n> 6 [VP [vp Y (+SP) ]i [vp P t^  ] ] ]• (5+r=a-string) 
(124) [BP Aaming [vp [vp zoujyun gung fo laa3 ]i [vpji ging // ] ] ]• 
The fronted VP is adjoined to VP and the initial NP remains in the subject slot. 
The representation ofD-Type ni is more complicated. To use the adjuncation 
representation, one can assume that the fronted XP is adjoined eitiier to S (same as D-
Type I) or to an XP node dominating the fragment. In the former case, every sentence 
fragment is impUcitly a full-fledged sentence with sentential projection (S or ff). The 
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example ofD-Type HI in (40) is repeated here as (125). 
(125) gaace lo lbe i 
CLcarSPby 
"Byacar." 
In Figure 9, the fronted NP is adjoined to 
o 
S. Various components in the sentence are /"^^^^^^^^^� 
�� 
omitted due to economy in discourse. jvjp pp 
Alternatively, it is possible that the PP ^^^^ '^'''^ ^^"^^ '^^ ^v^ 
gaa cc/ lol _ 
node is the highest node for the fragment 。乙 car SP t 
in (125)，as in Figure 10. &i order words， 
T)fM 
no other phrasal projections dominate the 
Figure 9 ^ 
PP. The fronted NP is adjoined to PP. 
Both representations are possible. Here I will leave open the precise structure of D-
Type m. 
So fer we have seen that there 
PP 
are two adjunction sites in complete ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ «^>.^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ 
sentences, namely W and VP. This is 
NP PP 
not surprising if dislocation adjunction ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ «^ ^^ <^ *"""\^ ^^ ^ 
is an instantiation of Move-a. We gaa ce, lol p 
CL car SP ti 
would expect that dislocation 
bei 
adjunction resembles other movement by 
Figure 10 
processes in that the moved phrase 
should be able to bind the trace at the original site. JP and VP are adjunction sites 
allowing for such configuration. The iU-formed sentences below are ruled out because 
the binding condition is violated 
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(126) *ngo [VP [pp hai top iat gin daan gou lo3 wo3 t ^ caan teng ] ] ] [vp sik zo _ ] ] . 
I at one CL cake SP restaurant eat ASP 
“1 ate a piece of cake in the restaurant" 
(127) *Aafan [vp maai [ ^ hok din nou zil maa3 [M> jat bun syu ]] [ vp 一 ]. 
Aafan buy leam computer SP one CL book 
"Aafan bought a book to leam about computer." 
In both cases, the moved phrases (underlined) land in a position that camot c-
command their own traces. Dislocation adjunction conforms to general operator-
variable relation. Having realized the condition, we may extend the adjunction sites, 
in the spirit ofMove-a, to all syntactic categories, provided that the resulting structure 
form a valid operator-variable binding. Adjunction in D-Type HI can be summarized 
as follows: 
D-Type HI Adjunction: the fronted phrase adjoined to the fragment phrase XP. 
(128) [xp[Ypa(+SP)]i [xP P ti ] ] ] . [Sentence fragment] 
(129) A: zek syun jau bin dou ceot faat aa3? 
CLboat from where setout SP 
“?From where will the boat set out?" 
B: [pp [NP Saai Gimg aal maa3]i [ppjau U ]• |>fP adjoined to PP] 
Saai Gung SP from 
“From Saai Gung" 
(130) A: haimhai janjan dou lei dou laa3? [=39] 
be not be everybody aU come arrive SP 
“Is it that everybody has arrived?" 
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B: t p bop Aaming lo4]i Q>p ceoi zo “ ] ] PS(P adjoined to PP] 
Aaming SP except 
“Except Aaming.’， 
(131) A: gaan fong hoeng bin go fong hoeng aa3? 
CL room to whatCL direction SP 
"Which direction does the room face?" 
B: dung min aal maa3 deoi. 
east SP to 
"(Itfaces)theeast" 
(132)a bin go zimg ji sik saai gwaa aa3 ？ 
who Uke eat water-melon SP 
“Who likes eatingwater-melon?，， 
b [NP [NP Aafan zaa3] [Np zing hai t, ] P^ JP adjoined to NP] 
Aafan SP only 
"Aafanonly!" 
Because ofthe wide range of positions to which the fronted phrase can adjoin (HYVP 
and possibly PPMP), it lends support to the claim that the fronting process is an 
adjunction rather than movement into the Spec of CP. We generalize all types of 
dislocation as (133): 
(133) GeneraUzed Dislocation Adiunction (GDA): an instance of Movenx that 
adjoins a YP (a phrasal constituent immediately preceding the SP) to any XP 
so that the moved YP can bind the trace at the base position. 
Before closing the section, I would Uke to comment on Siu's Sequence 
Prediction. Althou^ Siu (1992) gives Uttle motivation for Sequence Prediction (see 
§3.5.1), the rule in (133) permits GDA to apply cyclically, deriving multiple 
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dislocation. An instance has been found in the corpus. To obtain B,s answer in (134)， 
GDA is applied twice. The derivation is listed in (135). 
(134) A: nei jau mou bei di Un 2aap keoi zou aa3? 
you have have-not give CL exercise sy^e do SP 
“Did you give him/her some exercise to do?" 
B: jau ge2 dou, go zan si. 
have CL also at-that-time 
"Yes,Ididatthattime" ( • ) 
(135) i. go zan si doujau ge2. 
ii. dou jau ge2 go zan si. [GDA is appUed to dou jau ge2\ 
iii. jau ge2 dou, go zan si. 
Go zan si is the p-string of the first dislocation cycle (see ii), and dou the p-string of 
the second dislocation cycle (see iii). Usually a pause is required to be inserted 
between the two p-strings. My personal observation of actual conversation indicates 
that multiple dislocations are indeed possible. Nevertheless, multiple dislocation is 
relatively rare and marginal. Persumably this can be attributed to difi5culty in 
processing and the stronger deviation from the canonical word order. Compare the 
three versions of the synonymous sentences in (136). 
(136)a keoi gei zo sei fung seon gwaa3. 
sy^e post ASP four CL letter SP 
"S/he has probably posted four letters." 
b sei fimg seon gwaa3 keoi gei zo. 
four CL letter SP sy^e post ASP 
b，?sei fimg seon gwaa3 gei zo $ keoi. ($=slight pause) 
four CL letter SP post ASP sy^e 
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Multiple dislocation 0>') is less acceptable than the single dislocation sentence � . 
3.7 Summary 
This chapter has argued for the fimdamental claim that dislocation is a 
syntactic process. The a-string and the P-string display co-occurrence restrictions that 
fimctional accounts fail to account for. The dependency between tiie a-string and the 
p-string is more satisfactorily explained by leftward movement. Such an account 
promises a more constrained grammar and gives rise to fewer stipulations. Siu，s 
(1992) theory also adopts a leftward substitution movement, assuming that the a-
string moves into COMP. Unfortunately many claims of Siu's about the structure are 
not weU justified. The new proposal capitalizes on the findings that the fronted phrase 
can occupy a wide range of positions~pre-clausal, position in-between subject and 
VP, and sentence fragment. It is more reasonable to pursue an adjunction 
mechanism~~adjunction to W, VP, PP and NP. GDA is a generalized rule that 
captures adjunction at different positions. Given the flexibiUty of GDA, some 
constraints on dislocation structure are considered necessary. We will look into these 
in the foUowing chapter. 
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Chapter 4 Constraints on Dislocation Structure 
4A Coordinate Structure Constraint 
If GeneraHzed Dislocation Adjunction (GDA) is to be regarded as an instance 
of Move-a, it should be sensitive to the constraints displayed in other movement 
operations, i.e. Complex NP Constraint (CNPC), Sentential Subject Constraint (SSC), 
Coordinate Structure Constraint (CSC) and Left Branching Constraint (LBC). 
However, due to D-Adjacency Constraint (to be discussed in §4.2)，GDA requires the 
moved phrase to be an XP immediately before the SP. Ef we want to construct test 
sentences for CNPC, SSC or LBC, the moved constituent must be in the middle ofthe 
sentences and the constraint must be violated. For example, recall the CNPC case in 
(28) [Chapter 2] (repeated here as (1)). 
(1) *ngo gin gwo_ heoi zo Mei Gwok duk syu ge go go pangjau aa3 gau nin. 
I see go ASP US study COMP that CL friend SP last-year 
“I met [the friend who went to US to study last year].” (unavailable) 
S 
/ ^ " \ 
ngo VP ^ 
I / ^ ^ 
gin gwo NP ^ 
see ASP ^^^^^^^^^^\^^ 
S z z N F ^ � 
^^ ^^ "•^ ^^ ^^ ^^ "^^ ^^ !^!15^  go go pang jau • � . � � . 
Adv ^ ^ ^ ' thatCLfriend ��� 
o 
gaau nin ^ ^ \ ^ 
last year ^ ^ ^ v ^ 
heoi zo Mei Gwok duk syu 
eo ASP US study 
Figure 11 
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To test CNPC, normaUy we check whether elements can be extracted out of a 
Complex NP. However, the independently derived D-Adjacency Constraint requires 
that the moved part be an XP adjacent to the SP. Only the VP and NP indicated by the 
solid arrows can undergo GDA. Any node in the embedded clause is not eligible to be 
targeted for dislocation fronting. If the analysis is correct, any operation Uke (1) is 
ruled out by D-Adjacency Constraint. By the same token, it is impossible to construct 
sentences to test SSC and LBC. Only CSC can be tested by extracting an XP that is on 
the right conjunct and is immediately before the SP. 
Examples (2) and (3) are instances of adjunction of XP's from the right 
conjunct to JP. ^D-Type I) The moved phrases are a part of a conjunct and the whole 
conjunct respectively. 
(2) *lei zek CD lo4 Aaming taiji tai go tou hei waak ze teng . 
this CL CD SP Aaming suggest watch that CL fihn or listen 
"This CD, I suggest watching the film or listening to —.” 
(3) *teng lei zek CD lo4 Aaming taiji tai go tou hei waak ze • 
listen this CL CD SP Aaming suggest watch that CL fihn or 
"Listening to this CD, I suggested watching that fihn or __.” 
Adjunction to JP is the most unrestricted. Yet all three sentences are totaUy out. (4) is 
D-Type H. The right conjunct is extracted and placed in pre-verbal position. 
(4) *keoi dei heoi diujyu lolwui siuje sik tung maai —. 
they go fishing SP will barbecue and 
"They will go fishing and have barbecue." 
Dislocation out of conjunct is impossible. The fact that GDA observes CSC gives 
some support to the hypothesis that GDA is subject to the constraints on movement. 
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4.2 Dislocation-Adjacency Constraint 
Every statement on leftward movement so far stipiilates that the fronted part in 
GDA is an XP immediately preceding the SP plus the SP itself. The adjacency 
relation between the XP and SP is referred to as D(islocation)-Adjacency. Nothing 
can be placed between the moved XP and the SP. D-Adjacency is not a novel idea. 
Siu's (1992) builds in the constraint implicitly in the PCP rule [refer to (101) in 
Chapter 2]. Apparently the restriction has not caught Siu's attention. He has not 
mentioned it explicitly. On closer examination, this is a rather unique property. The 
constraint does not follow from general conditions on movement Move-a does not 
require the moved XP to be near sentence-final. For instance, Wz-movement does not 
distinguish whether the w/i-phrase originates from the initial, medial, or final position 
of a sentence.58 Now we will first supply evidence confirming the existence of the 
constraint. Readers have akeady been exposed to lots of examples involving a fronted 
XP which originates from a base position immediately before an SP. To verify that 
the fronted XP must originate from D-Adjacent position, we wiU examine three kinds 
of the non-D_Adjacent elements, namely non-D-Adjacent complement, subject NP, 
preverbal adjunct and the first VP in serial verb construction. Jf D-Adjacency 
Constraint exists, those elements which are not adjacent to SP will be prohibited from 
undergoing GDA. Jn §4.2.2,1 will discuss the complexity involving in explicating D-
Adjacency. 
4.2.1 Prohibition of Non-D-Adjacent Components in Dislocation 
4.2,1.1 Non-D-Adjacent Complement Phrase 
Though transitive object complements can often be dislocated to the front, the 
following complement types cannot. They include (1.) the object complement in the 
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first vert) phrase of Serial Verb Construction (SVC), and (2.) the accusative object in a 
Double Object construction. They are exemplified in (5) and (6) respectively. 
(5) *faan tong lo4/zaa3 keoi zing hai heoi 一 wan Aaming. [SVC] 
canteen SP s/he only go find Aaming 
"S/he only went to the canteen to find Aaming." 
lifaan tong "canteen" in (5) is fronted via dislocation, zing hai "only" should be able 
to focus it, as though it were in the gap. No such effect is obtained 
(6) a *loeng gin saam lo4 ngo zing hai srnig zo — bei keoi. [acc. obj: 
two CL clothes SP I only give ASP to-him/^ier 
“I only gave two clothes to him/her." ["only" focusses "two clothes”] 
b loeng gin saam lo4 ngo zing hai sung zo _ . 
two CL clothes SP I only give ASP 
“I only gave two clothes.” ["only'' focusses “two clothes”] 
The pair in (6) constitutes a more compelling piece of evidence, (6a) and (6b) differ in 
that (6a) takes a dative object phrase but (6b) does not. The fronted phrase "two 
clothes" is sentence-final in the underlying sentence of (6b). (6b) conforms to D-
Adjacency Constraint; "only" can focus “two clothes”. On the other hand, the same 
phrase in (6a) does not come directly before the SP. There is a blocking phrase "bei 
keoi” Fronting the dative phrase thus violates the constraint. The difference between 
(6a) and (6b) is confinned further by the focussing possibility oizing hai. Only the 
dative phrase in (6b) can be focus target ofzing hai. 
4.2A.2 SubjectNP 
There is a clear discrepancy between fronting subject NP and object NP. Study 
the two sentences below. 
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(7) a Aafan wo3 Aaming sik d a k 一 ’ [frontedobjectNP] 
Aafan SP Aaming know 
"Aaming knows Aafan." 
b ??Aaming wo3 — sik dak Aafan. [fronted subject NP] 
Aaming SP know Aafan 
"Aaming knows Aafan." 
(8) a A: bin go gin dou haauzoeng aa3? 
who see headmaster SP 
"Who saw the headmaster?" 
b B: Aaming lo 1 — gin dou —. 
Aaming SP see 
(i) "Aaming saw (him).” [unavailable: 
(ii) "(somebody) saw Aaming.” [available] 
(7b) is very marginal. It may actually be an ill-formed dislocation. Only that some sort 
of reanalysis has taken place so that Aaming is re-analyzed as topic. Aaming is not 
readily accepted as being associated with the subject gap. B，s answer in (8b) is a more 
revealing test sentence. Both the subject gap and the object gap are open for linking 
with the initial NP. However, linking the fronted NP to the subject gap (but no object 
gap) is totally out. The pattem is consistent with the D-Adjacency Constraint because 
the subject NP is never D-Adjacent XP. 
4,2,L3 Preverbal Adjunct 
An adjunct does not appear alone before the SP in dislocatiom It normally 
goes with a VP to form the a-string. Adverbs and adverbials in Chinese are generated 
pre-verbaily, and are found in the middle of a sentence. The ungrammaticality is 
consistent across adjunct of different types, as shown in (9)~(13). 
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(9) *bei Aaming lol go faa zeon 一 daa laan. [^e/-phrase] 
by Aaming SP CL vase hit break 
‘The vase was broken by Aaming." 
(10) *jau Baa Lai lo3 wo3 Aafan — heoi zo Sai Baan Ngaa. [source] 
from Paris SP Aafan goASP Spain 
"Aafan went to Spain from Paris." 
(11) *hai uk kei zi 1 maa3 ngo dei tai syu. Pocation] 
at home SP we see book 
"We were reading books at home." 
(12) *siu sam gam wo3 keoi se go fung seon. [manner adverb] 
carefully SP sy^e write that CL letter 
"Sy^e careMly wrote the letter." 
(13) *zoeng zi bat aal nei — lo bei ngo [zaewg-phrase] 
2oeng CL pen SP you bring to-me 
"Bring the pen to me." 
An exception to the generalization is duration phrases and frequency phrases. (14) and 
(15) present no problem when the adjunct phrase is moved. The phenomenon can be 
neatly captured by D-Adjacency Constraint Duration and frequency phrases are 
required to be generated post-verbally. They immediately precede the SP. 
Consequently, D-Adjacency Constraint is satisfied 
(14) jat ci zaa3 ngo gam zo go gozaai. [frequency phrase] 
once SP I press ASP that CL button 
“I pressed the button only once." 
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(15) loeng go zung tau laa3 keoi tai zo go tou hei. [duration phrase] 
twoCL hour SP s/he watch ASP that CL film 
“S/he has been watching the film for two hours." 
4.2J.4 First Verb Phrase in Serial Verb Construction 
As §3.1.1 remarks, it is very common to front an entire VP in dislocation. 
Seldom do VPs fail to undergo GDA. However, there is an exception. It is the first 
verb phrase in Serial Verb Construction. 
(16) a keoi ze cin maai lau aal maa3. 
s!hs borrow money buy flat SP 
"S/he borrowed money to buy a flat." 
b * ze cin aal maa3 keoi maai lau, [1st VP in SVC] 
borrow money SP sy^e buy flat 
"S/he borrowed money to buy a flat" 
If dislocation of ze cin "borrow money" in (16b) was possible, (16b) would mean the 
same as (16a). However, (16b) cannot be interpreted as (16a); maai lau "buy a flat" 
cannot be understood to be the purpose clause of the sentence, tostead, ze cin "borrow 
money" becomes the reason for buying the flat. Such an anomalous interpretation 
suggests that “borrow money" can only be construed as being the second VP in the 
serial verb construction but not as the non-final first VP gap. The failure for ihe first 
VP to be fronted can be naturaUy explained if D-Adjacency Constraint is assumed. 
The first VP is not counted as an XP next to SP. 
Here we conclude that the moved part in dislocation structure must be an XP 
that comes immediately before the SP plus the SP itself in the underlying sentence. D-
Adjacency Constraint is not an inherent property of movement. Neither is it reducible 
to distinctions Uke complement vs. non^omplement or argument vs. adjunct. Both 
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adjunct and complement can be accepted or rejected in dislocation. They all depend 
on whether the phrase is immediately before the SP. The constraint constitutes a piece 
of compeUing evidence that information structure (e.g. emphasis) does not dictate the 
selection of the fronted XP. Even if a subject NP or an adjunct is perceived to be the 
emphasis of the sentence, it stiU cannot be dislocated to the front. 
4.2.2 The Unresolved Mystery: SP and D-Adjacency 
To understand D-Adjacency, there is a need to explore the representation of 
SP and D-Adjacent XP. Due to the complexity of the issues, it is quite impossible to 
provide a satisfactory account of the constraint. Rather, the problems in explaining D-
Adjacency in dislocation structure will be highlighted. The discussion so far has not 
provided a formal representation of SP in dislocation. The syntactic position of SP is 
still not a very well-understood area in Chinese linguistics. 
As SPs express the mood or meaning of a sentence, there seems to be a 
semantic basis for SP to be linked to the syntactic position that takes the sentential 
scope. Besides, it always stands in sentence-final position in normal word order 
sentences. Some previous studies associate SP with the sentential projection CP or S. 
Lee (1986: 151一153) assumes that the question SP ma in Mandarin Chinese is 
attached to the S' node. This helps explain 
why the yesMo question SP can co^ccur Figure 12 CP 
with quantificational dou but the A-not-A ,^x-^ '''^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ v^ 
question cannot.^ Law (1990) attempts to C， SP 
formally represent Cantonese SP within ^^'^^^^^^^^^^^^^\ 
n^ C 
generative syntax. Law (1990) makes use ^ ^ 
of the cooccurrence restriction of 
interrogative SP and w/z-phrase/A-not-A phrase to claim that question SPs such as aa4 
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are base-generated in Spec of C P , She proposes that an SP occupies C or Spec of 
CP, depending on the its type. (See Figure 12) Jn Cheng's (1997) study of the 
typology of w/zK|uestions, she assumes that Mandarin Chinese SPs ma (yes-no 
question) and ne (wA-question) are generated in C .^ She notes a correlation between 
the existence of question particles and the availabiUty of w^-movement in the 
language. She proposes that in-situ languages make use of (overt or covert) question 
particles which carry question features (e.g. [+wh]) to “type’，a sentence as a 
question6i; in overt movement languages, C® acquires [+wh] feature by Spec-head 
agreement vnih the w^-phrase in the Spec of CP. 
Though the SP-in-CP proposals fit the distribution of SP in normal word order 
sentence, they fail to address two problems in dislocation structures. First, if CP 
branches to the right and the SP stays on the right branch (Figure 12), as Law 
suggests, it is unclear why the SP can be found in sentence-medial position in 
dislocation structure. To generate the surface order, extra stipulation about CP tier in 
dislocation structure has to be made. Li topicaUzation, the SP does not move with the 
moved topic phrase. Second, the SP always moves with a D-Adjacent XP like a single 
unit in dislocation. Syntactically there is no reason why the SP should always be 
attached to the fronted XP. 
Some others assume that SP is an enclitic attached to the sentence. Leung 
(1992) and Siu (1992) both share such a view. Siu goes even further by building into 
his preposing rule the restriction that the SP attaches to an XP right next to the right 
sentential boundary. Hence it addresses the two problems pertaining to the behaviour 
of SPs in dislocation structures. First, under such a formulation, an SP is no longer 
tied to the final slot. It moves together with the host XP, giving rise to the emergence 
of SPs in sentence-medial position. The proposed representation also entails that the 
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SP always goes together wiA the D-Adjacent XP because enclitics are bound to its 
host Their close relation is explained. The characterization necessarily rules out all 
non-D-Adjacent XPs because the SP cannot bypass the host phrasal constituent We 
have already discussed this briefly in §4.1. (see Figure 11) Let me illustrate this again 
with (9) [repeated as (17)] and Figure 13. 
(17) *bei Aatning lol go faa zeon daa laan. [^ez-phrase] 
by Aaming SP CL vase hit break 
"The vase was broken by Aaming." 
S 
^ ^ 
m v p ^ ^ ^ 
^^^ "^ W^“.“ “••�“ 
C Z �-•.‘. 
go faa zeon ‘ 
CL vase pp • , VP < ':�•••� ...... 
, z ^ ^ 
bei Aaming daa laan 
by Aaming hit break 
Figure 13 
The solid arrows indicate the possible nodes to which the SP can attach. H the upper 
VP node is selected as the moved phrase, the lower VP node must be moved together. 
It is not possible for the SP to bypass the VPs and to diticize onto the PP bei Aaming 
alone, (indicated by the dotted arrow) Despite the above merits, the representation 
lacks independent evidence other than dislocation phenomenon. There is little 
motivation for an SP to cliticize to an arbitrary adjacent XP in the underlying 
sentence. The proposal suggests that there is no mherent syntactic position for SP. If 
this is the case, it is unclear how the lexical item (i.e. SP) can enter the system of 
syntactic derivation. We may also lose insights of SP-in^P representation. 
Apparently, there exist problems no matter which of the two representations 
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we are to choose. To minimize ad hoc stipulation, I propose to maintain the SP-in-<JP 
representation and independently state the following about SPs in dislocation 
structures. 
(18) In dislocation, the SP immediately follows the fronted XP which is D-
Adjacent to the SP in the underlying sentence. 
(18) is supposed to hold exclusively in dislocation structures but not other structures 
such as topicalization. Stated as a description, (18) does not really explain how a 
Cantonese-speaking child can discover such a tacit and complicated constraint. It may 
be argued that s/he may figure out the different string patterns of dislocation and 
topicalization, as in (19a) and (19b), from the linguistic input. As a result, s/he is 
capable of correctly placing the SP sentence-medially in dislocation structures. 
(19) a a (SP)® p (a, p = components ofthe sentence) [=(1) in Ch. 1] (dislocation) 
b 5 (TPRT), y (SP) (S = topic,Y = sentence) (topicalization) 
However, since D-Adjacency is not an inherent property of Move-a operation, it 
remains a mystery how s/he can derive this construction-specific constraint. I will 
leave the mystery for future research. 
4.3 Foms"3 
Throughout the discussion in previous chapters, we seem to assume that 
dislocated sentence and its undislocated underlying sentence are more or less the same 
in meaning, bi many cases, they are synonymous. However, Chinese Unguists 
generally recognize that dislocation has some special contribution to the information 
structure of a sentence that is absent in the undislocated counterpart. It is not a 
coincidence that Chinese linguists more or less agree that dislocation shifts the focus 
ofinformation to the sentence-initial position. Zhang & Fang (1995) suggests that due 
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to time constraint, a speaker makes use of dislocation as a conversational means to 
place more important message in the sentence-initial position. Psychologically the 
sentence re-arrangement can draw the hearer's attention more effectively. Lu (1980) 
remarks that the initial part (or a-string) of a dislocation sentence is the emphasis of 
the whole sentence. Chao (1968) and Guo (1992) take the view that the p-strmg is a 
device for modifying the main sentence. To a certain extent, they agree to the 
observation that the a-string conveys relatively more important information. 
However, most of the studies cited make the above claims on a rather informal basis. 
Systematic investigation is lacking. Notions like "emphasis" and "importance" are a 
bit vague for rigorous analysis. The correlation between dislocation and focus will 
become evident when we examine w/z-question^ focus adverb, and focus SPs in 
dislocation. 
Jn view of the complexity of focus phenomenon, I will not attempt to give a 
comprehensive study of all types of focus in dislocation structure. Mstead, I will 
capitalize on the interaction between a few focus devices and dislocation. Discussion 
of focus will be Hmited to focus that arises as a result of these devices. The working 
definition of focus in subsequent discussion relies on the notion of alternatives. It 
originates from JackendofPs (1972: 245•“247) idea that focus is accompanied by a 
set of presupposition weU^iefmed under discussion. To simplify, "the function of 
focus is to indicate the presence of alternatives to the expression in focus that are 
under discussion.” (quotation from M. Krifka's lecture handout^) O>oldface original) 
(20)a Who wants coffee? 
b Ede wants coffee. 
(21) We only bought a cup. 
“Ede,’ is said to be the focus of (20b). The focus entails that there is a set of 
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propositions formed by replacing the focussed phrase with some other values (i.e. “x 
wants coffee.”）which are alternatives to the answer in (20b). toagine that there is a 
group of people John, Bill, Maty, and Ede. The four sentences formed by substituting 
X with any one of them are alternative answers to (20a). Similarly, the use of the focus 
adverb “only，，in (21) highlights “a cup" as opposed to the set of propositions "We 
bought X.” The examination of the four focus devices in dislocation structure 
(§4.3.1—§4.3.4) leads us to the conclusion that dislocation designates the a-string as 
a domain for focus. 
43.1 Question-Answer Test 
When there is a focus in dislocation sentence, it is found that the element in 
focus must be located in the a-string. A common test of focus is Question-Answer 
« 
congruence test. It was first used by Paul (1880) (cited in von Stechow (1991)) 
Subsequent studies like Jackendoff (1972) and Rochement (1986) also adopt the test. 
The test hinges on the observation that “[t]he position of focus in an answer correlates 
with the questioned position in w/z-questions, and the position of disjoined alternatives 
in alternative questions.” (Rooth 1996) 
(22) a Does Ede want tea or coffee? 
b Who wants coffee? 
(23) a Ede wants coffee. 
b Ede wants coffee. [adapted from Rooth (1996: 271)] 
(23a) and (23b) are well-formed answers to (22a) and (22b) respectively. The other 
way of pairing is inappropriate. Though not obligatory, a focussed phrase is usually 
stressed. The congruent question-answer phenomenon also holds in Cantonese. What 
interests us here is the distribution of focus in dislocation answer. The question-
answer pairs in (24) and (25) illustrate the distribution of focus in D-Type I，II and IH. 
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(24) keoi hai bin dou gin dou Aafan aa3? 
s/he in where see Aafan SP 
“Where did s/he see Aafan?" 
a keoi hai faan tong gin dou Aafan lo4. [undislocated] 
sy^e in canteen see Aafan SP 
''S/he saw Aafan in the canteen." 
b #Aafan lo4 keoi hai faantong gin dou. P-Type J] 
Aafan SP s/h& in canteen see 
c #gin dou Aafan lo4 keoi hai faantong. pD-TypeQ 
see Aafan SP s/he in canteen 
d #keoi gin dou Aafim lo4 hai faan tong. p-Type H] 
s/he see Aafan SP in canteen 
e hai faan tong gin dou Aafan lo4 keoi. fD-Type J] 
in canteen see Aafan SP s/he 
f faan tong lo4 hai. p>Typenq 
canteen SP in 
"bi the canteen.” 
(25) keoi se matje se dak gei hou aa3? 
s/he write what write DAK quite good SP 
"What is he good at writing?" 
a keoi se si se dak gei hougaa3. 
s/he write poem write DAK quite good SP 
“S/he is good at poetry." 
b #gei hou gaa3 keoi se ^ se dak. P>Type I] 
quite good SP s/he write poem write DAK 
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c # se dak gei hou gaa3 keoi se si- P>Type X\ 
write DAK quite good SP s/hc write poem 
d se si se dak gei hou gaa3 keoi. P - T y p e ^ 
write poem write DAK quite good SP s/hc 
e #keoigei hou gaa3 se M se dak. P>TypeH] 
s/he quite good SP write poem write DAK 
f #keoi se dak gei hou gaa3 se M- PD-TypeH] 
s/hQ write DAK quite good SP write poem 
The gen^aUzation from (24) and (25) is that the PP and NP which correspond to the 
questioned position must be in the a-string; otherwise, the answer is infelicitous. The 
question in (24) requests information on location. The fronted phrase in (24e) contains 
not only the location but also the VP. The VP is not in focus. This shows that it is not 
the case that the whole fronted phrase must be in focus in order to be felicitous. It is 
possible that only part of the a-string is in focus. The generalization can now be 
stated as foUows: 
(26) Dislocation specifies the a-string as the domain for focus. Whenever there is a 
focus in the dislocated sentence, it must fall in the a-string and focus in the P_ 
string is denied. 
One may argue that focus is irrelevant in the sentences. Alternatively the set of 
sentences can be explained by "given" vs "new" information status of the fronted part. 
Since the fimction of a question is normaUy to request new information, it is possible 
that new information (rather than focus) is required to be located in the a-string but 
not the P-string. However, the explanation nms into problems. Lambrecht (1994) 
makes a sharp distinction between newness and focus using the following example. 
(27) Q: Where did you go last night, to the movies or to the restaurant? 
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A: We went to the RESTAURANT. (p.211) 
The word "restaurant" is necessarily old when A utters the answer. Nevertheless, it is 
the focus in the answer. This shows that it is possible for an entity to be old but m 
focus at the same time. Newness does not correlate with focus. Below is a similarly 
constructed example in which tbe fronted NPs in (28b) and (28c) carry old 
information. 
(28) i. ngo zi dou keoi zing waa gin dou AaIai Aagin waak ze Aafan wo3. 
I know sy^ejust-now see Aalai Aagin or Aafan SP 
“I know that s/he saw either Aagin or Aafan just now." 
ii. gau ging keoi gin dou bin go aa3? 
Actually s/he see who SP 
"Who did s/he see?” 
a keoi gin dou Aaming lo4 [undislocated] 
s/he see Aaming SP 
"S/he saw Aaming.” 
b Aaming lo4 keoi gin dou [fronting: 
Aaming SP s;1ie see 
c gin dou Aaming lo4 keoi [fronting] 
see Aaming SP sy^e 
Suppose the questioner utters (28i) and (28ii). The answer to the w/i-question is 
restricted to one of the two persons in (28i) which is uttered prior to the question 
(28ii). They are necessarily old information in both speaker's and hearer's 
consciousness. Yet the felicity of the answers remains unchanged. Dislocation 
sentences (b) and (c) are weU-formed answers. On the other hand, elements in the P_ 
string are not exclusively “given，’ in a discourse. This is illustrated in (29). 
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(29)a A: nei dim gaai gam m hoi sam aa3? 
you why so not happy SP 
"Why are you so unhappy?" 
b B: ngo m gin zo go ngan bau lo4 zing waa hai baa si dou. 
I lose ASP CL wallet SP just-nowat bus there 
“I lost my wallet on the bus just now." 
Suppose Speaker A runs into Speaker B by chance on the street Speaker A was 
entirely ignorant ofthe fact that Speaker B had travelled on a bus and lost the wallet 
before they met The information conveyed in the P-string is completely new to 
Speaker A. However, Speaker B's response is still considered to be well-formed. 
Judging from (28) and (29)，we conclude that the a-string can carry old information 
and the P-string new information. Given-new distinction is not relevant to the 
determination of the grammaticality of dislocation fronting. 
4.3.2 Ff%-Phrase 
Having examined the focus in answer, we tum to entertain the w/z-phrases in 
questions. M §3.4.4.2, we have studied direct w/z-phrases in dislocation. A direct wh-
phrase is probibited in the P-string of simple sentence. The ensuing discussion will 
probe further into the grammaticaHty of w/z-phrases in dislocated embedded 
sentences. Jn embedded clauses，depending on the matrix verbs, w/z-phrases can be 
construed as either a matrix or an embedded question. (30)~~(38) list all the possible 
combinations of w/z-phrase interpretations and fronting sites. &i the sentences, jing 
wai ' ^ n k " and man “ask,，are used to trigger direct and indirect question reading 
respectively. (Jing wai selects a -wh COMP and man a +wh COMP.) 
Fronted XP in Matrix Clause 
w/z-phrase in embedded clause: 
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(30) •maai go bun siu svut waa2 Aamingjing wai [ bin go wui t ]? [direct] 
buy that CL novel SP Aaming think who will 
"Who does Aaming think will buy the novel?” 
(31) maai go bun siu svut lol Aaming man [ bin go wui t ]. [indirect] 
buy thatCL novel SP Aaming ask who will 
"Aaniing asked who would buy the novel." 
w/z-phrase in matrix clause: 
(32) *maai go bun siu svut waa2 bin go jing wai f Aaming wui 11? [direct] 
buy that CL novel SP who think Aaming will 
“Who think Aaming will buy the novel?” 
w/z-phrase in the a-string: 
(33) maai matje waa2 Aamingjing wai [ nei wui t ]? [direct] 
buy what SP Aaming think you will 
“What did Aaming think you would buy?" 
(34) maai mat je lol Aaming man [ nei wui t ]. [indirect: 
buy what SP Aamingask youwiU 
“Aaming asked what you would buy." 
Both Front XP and the H^-Phrase in Embedded Oause 
(35) *Aaming jing wai [maai go bun siu syut waa3 bin go wui /]? [direct] 
Aaming think buy that CL novel SP who will 
"Who did Aaming think would buy the novel?" 
(36) Aaming man [maai go bun siu syut lol bin go wui t ]. [indirect] 
Aaming ask buy that CL novel SP who will 
“Aaming asked who would buy the novel?" 
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(37) Aamingjing wai [maai matje waa3 keoi wui t ]? [direct] 
Aaming think buy what SP sy^ ie will 
"What did Aaming think s/he would buy?” 
(38) Aaming man [maai matje lol keoi wui t ]• [indirect； 
Aaming ask buy what SP sy^ ie will 
"Aaming asked what s/he would buy." 
All possible combinations of landing sites and w/i-phrases are tested. (30), (32) and 
(35) are rejected. The rejected sentences all involve direct w/z-phrase in the P-string. 
However, when the w^-phrase is part of the fronted phrase, the sentence is 
grammatical. As for indirect w/z-phrase, its presence in the p-string presents no 
problem, as in (31) and (36). The condition for weU-foraiedness of w/z-phrase in 
dislocation is that direct w/z-phrase cannot be located in the P-string. Indirect wh-
phrase is not affected. 
Why is w/i-phrase prohibited from occurring in the P-string? The 
ungrammaticality of (30), (32) and (35) is possibly the consequence of the focus 
properties of w/z-phrase and dislocation. As indicated in §4.3.1, focus cannot reside in 
the P-string. Rochement (1986) maintains that w/2-phrases inherently function as a 
focus. The first argument is based on the co-occurrence of an accented element and a 
w/2-phrase in a w/z-question such as (39) piochement (1986: 23)]. 
(39) A: I finally gave into my desire to splurge and went out and bought 
something new today. 
B: WhatdidyouBUY? 
Notice that "buy" is accented and “what’，is not. to general, accenting entails focus. 
However, neither V nor VP receives a focus reading in the context of (39). To answer 
Speaker B's question, we can only accent the object NP but not the verb. Second, 
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there are languages like Hungarian which designates some syntactic position as focus. 
To form a w/i-question in those languages, the w/2-phrase is obligatorily moved into 
the focus position. These suggest that w/z-phrase is the inherent focus of a sentence. 
(40) *tai hei aa3 nei wui hai bin gaanheijyun? 
see fibn SP you will at which CL cinema 
"Which cinema will you go to see a fllm?" 
^1 (30), (32), (35) and (40)，all the w/z-phrases in the P-string are the focus of the 
sentences. At the same time, it is also the property of dislocation structure to prohibit 
the p-string from receiving focus. As a result, the presence of a w/z-phrase in the p-
string violates the focus distribution of dislocation. Thus these sentences are 
ungrammatical. 
It is evident in (31) and (36) that the indirect w/i-phrase is not subject to the 
restriction we saw in the direct w//-phrase. The indirect w/z-phrases are sanctioned 
even though they are located in the P-string. This is not surprising. As shown in (41), 
the indirect vi^ /z-phrase is not an inherent focus and it cannot receive accent in the 
answer (41b). 
(41 )a bin go man ngo maai zo di mat je aa3? 
who ask I buy ASP CL what SP 
“Who asked what I had bought?" 
b Aaming man ngo maai zo dimatjelol. [accent on Aamin^ 
Aaming ask I buy ASP CL what SP 
"Aaming asked what I had bought" 
b, #Aaming man ngo maai zo di mat je lo 1. [accent on mat je] 
Aaming ask I buy ASP CL what SP 
Since indirect w/z-phrase is not a focus, it can be placed freely in the p-string, as in 
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(31) and (36). From the data collected, the use of w/i-phrase in dislocation need 
observe just the focus property of dislocation structure. 
4.33 Focus Ad\erh—Ziiig hai “Only” 
Recall the rightward focussing property of the focus adverb zing hai “only” 
(§3.3.2.3) Its focus scope can be verb, object, or the whole VP (but not subject). (42) 
[=(82) in Chapter 3] lists the multiple readings corresponding to the different 
focussing scopes, tfdislocation takes both zing hai and Ae focussed constituent to the 
front, the focus possibility is identical to normal word order sentence. Therefore, (42) 
and (43) share the same set of muMple readings. 
(42) keoi zing hai sau goi gwo go pin man zoeng. 
sihQ only edit ASP thatCL essay 
a. "Sy^e only edited the essay." (but did not write the essay), [verb] 
b. "Sy^e only edited the essay” (but did not edit the letter), [object] 
c. “Sy^e only edited the essay:, (but did not draw the associated cartoon.)[VP] 
d. * “S/he only edited the essay.” (and nobody else edited it.) [subject] 
(43) zing hai sau goi gwo go pin man zoeng keoi. 
only edit ASP thatCL essay s/he 
Possible readings: (a), (b), (c) in (42) but not (d) 
biterestingly, an exception to rightward focussing is granted when zing hai is left in 
the P-string but the focussed element is fironted after dislocation. Li (44), zing hai 
focusses the object NP '^ie essay" fronted to the left of zing hai, 
(44) go pin man zoeng lol keoi zing hai sau goi zo. [Object only] 
thatCL essay SP s/he only edit ASP 
“Sy^e only edited the essay'' [the only available reading; scope = "the essay"] 
Note that the grammaticaHty of (44) is not guaranteed alone by the condition that zing 
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hai ocommands the trace of '^ie essay". RecaU in §3.4.4.5 the dissimilar 
interpretations ofzing hai in topicalization and dislocation. The critical example (101) 
in Chapter 3 is repeated as (45) below. 
(45) Go bun siu syut lel Aafanzinghai ze zo， [=(101) in Ch. 2] 
thatCL novelTPRTAafan only borrow ASP 
‘That novel, Aafan only borrow i t " (She didn't buy it.) 
[the only available reading; scope = verb “buy”] 
As noted by Lee (1995), neither can the zing-hai-focusscd constituent be relativized 
NP even tiiough zing hai c-commands the trace of tiie moved NP, as in (46). 
(46) [NP go gaan [cp [n> Aaming zing hai zou t； ] ge ] [M> uki ] : . •. 
that CL Aaming only rent COMP house 
"The house that Aaming will only rent...，， [available] 
"The only house that Aaming will rent... ” [unavailable] 
The fact that zing hai c-commands the trace of a moved phrase does not enable the 
phrase to be in focus. Dislocation seems to have made some special contribution to 
the leftward focussing possibiUty. 
What concerns us in (44) is that the kind of ambiguity in (42) vanishes. Even 
though zing hai normally focusses rightward, it cannot focus the verb adjacent to it in 
the (42a) reading. This shows that dislocation disaUows tiie focussed target to be 
located in the p-string. This is confirmed further by (47), in which the VP is fronted. 
Elements in the a-string can be selected as focus. The three-way ambiguity in (42) 
emerges again in (47). 
(47) sau goi gwo pin man zoeng lol keoi zing hai. 
edit ASPCL essay SP s/he only 
[All 3 readings in (42) are obtained] 
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The pattern seems to be consistent with the genendization about dislocation in (23)~ 
focus is prohibited in the P-string. Jn (48), zing hai focusses the subject NP. Contrast 
(a) with (b)/(c) in (48). 05)/(c) are dislocated counterparts of (a). Oddity results when 
we front the object NP in (48b) or the VP in (48c). 
(48)a ngo zi dou zinghaiAammgmaaizo go bun siu syut wo3. 
I know only Aaming buy ASP that CL novel SP 
“I know Aat only Aaming bought tiie novel'^^ 
b ??go bun siu syut wo3 ngo zi dou zing hai Aaming maai zo. 
that CL novel SP I know only Aaming buy ASP 
c ?maai zo go bun siu syut wo3 ngo zi dou zing hai Aaming. 
buy ASP that CL novel SP I know only Aaming 
Semantically there is nothing wrong to have zing hai focussing the subject NP 
Aaming in (a). With dislocation, (b) and (c) become marginal. Again, they imply tiiat 
dislocation has an effect on focus. 
4.3.4 Focus Sentence Particles 
ln Cantonese, 7 SPs are capable of exclusive focmsin^, namely, zaa3, zaa4, 
zaa3 meIy zaa3 wo3 {zo3 wo3) and zil maa3 {zaal maa3). The exclusive focus 
function is only touched upon in Leung (1992). It is actually quotations ofthe entries 
zaa3 and zaa4 from Gwongzau Fongjin Cidin pDictionary of Gwongzau Dialect] (Jiu, 
Au-Joeng & Zau 1981). It says both mean something like Mandarin jinjin "only". For 
the sake of simplidty, the examples below will use the SP’ zaa3, for illustration. (49) 
demonstrates Ae focussing effect of zaa3. 
(49) Aaming laau Aafanzaa3. 
Aaming scold Aafan SP 
a Only Aaming scoldedAqfan. (^Aaming's wife did not beat Aafen's brother.) 
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b Only Aaming scolded Aafan. (^Aagin did not scold Aafan.) 
c Aaming only scolded Aafan. (->Aaming did not scold Aafan's brother.) 
d Aaming only scolded Aafan. (^Aaming did not beat Aafan.) 
e Aaming only scolded Aafan. (—Aaming did not beat Aafan's brother.) 
An element or a phrasal constituent in the sentence can be selected as the focus. It 
parallels the patterns of zing hai in Cantonese or "only" in English. When a focus SP 
is used in dislocation structure, the focus necessarily falls on an element in the a -
string. 
(50) laau Aafan zaa3 Aaming. 
scold Aafan SP Aaming 
a *Only Aaming scolded Aafan.(^Aaming's wife did not beat Aafan's brother.) 
b *Only Aaming scolded Aafan. (">Aagin did not scold Aafan.) 
c Aaming only scolded Aafan. (^Aaming did not scold Aafan's brother.) 
d Aaming only scolded Aafan. (^Aaming did not beat Aafan.) 
e Aaming only scolded Aafan. (^Aaming did not beat Aafan's brother.) 
Formerly available interpretations (a) and (b) are ruled out after VP fronting. The 
number of interpretations is further reduced when the object NP is dislocated. Only 
reading (c) is left. 
(51) Aafan zaa3 Aaming laau. 
Aafan SP Aaming scold 
a *Only Aaming scolded>4a;fen.(^Aaming's wife did not beat Aafan's brother.) 
b *Only Aaming scolded Aafan. (^Aagin did not scold Aafan.) 
c Aaming only scolded Aafan. (^Aaming did not scold Aafan's brother.) 
d *Aaming only scolded Aafan.(">Aaming did not beat Aafan.) 
e *Aaming only scolded Acrfan.{^Aammg did not beat Aafan's brother.) 
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Thejudgement above can be generalized as foUows. Dislocation structure restricts the 
domain in which only elements in the a-string can receive focus. Elements in the P_ 
string cannot receive focus from the focus SPs consistently. 
To sum up the findings in §4.3.1—§4.3.4, we find that the same pattem keeps 
recurring. Dislocation specifies the a-string as the domain for focus. Whenever there 
is a focus in the dislocated sentence, it must fall on an element in the a-string and 
focus in the P-string is denied 
4,4 Negation 
When negation is present in dislocation structure, the weU-formedness is 
affected by the placement of the negator. First study the foUowing example. Imagine 
that you suddenly remember that you want to inform your friend of a fact, say, (52) or 
(53). No previous discourse context is assumed. Suppose you begin your conversation 
with: 
Ngo soeng gong di je bei nei zi aa3. 
I want tell something to you know SP 
“I want to tell you something." 
and it is followed by one of the dislocated sentences in (52) or (53). 
(52) a. *teng gong zo gaa3 laa3/wo3 Aafan tingjat m wui. 
attend-talk SP Aafan tomorrow not will 
"Aafan will attend the taUc tomorrow." 
b. m wui teng gong zo laa3 Aafan ting jat. 
not wiU attend-taUc SP Aafan tomorrow 
"Aafan will attend the taU^ tomorrow." 
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(53) a. *ceot maau aa3/gaa3 go go hok saang mou. 
cheat-in-exam SP thatCL student have-not 
"The students did not cheat in the exam." 
b. mou ceot maau aa3/gaa3 go go hok saang. 
have-notcheat-in^xam SP thatCL student 
� sentences are weU-formed but (a) sentences are not The ungrammaticality of the 
dislocated sentences is not predicted by any of the constraints mentioned It is not 
imputable to the lexical idiosyncrasy of individual negator. The effect obtains across 
aU tiie negators used, i.e. m，mou and mei. UngrammaticaHty results only when the 
negator is left behind in the p-string. I will refer to the oddity induced by the presence 
of negator in the P-string as Negation Constraint. 
An intuitive and appealing approach to take is to resort to a pragmatic account 
in processing the class of sentences. As we process the string in (52a) from left to 
right, we first encounter the predicate teng gong zo gaa3 "attend a taDc." After the a -
string is parsed, the interim semantic representation built up for the sentence is a 
predicate about "attending a talk" The parser then proceed to take in the rest of the 
sentence which contains the negator Aqfan gam maan m wui "Aafan toni^t will not.'^ 
It is not until ahnost the end of the sentence that it suddenly realizes that it has to 
abandon the previous representation of the predicate and to reanalyze the utterance as 
meaning "someone is NOT attending a talk." lEn a nutshell, there exists a contradiction 
in the expectation built up and the final semantic content of the whole sentence 
computed. 
Though the account sounds plausible, a closer inspection reveals that it is 
inadequate, Jn the first place, such negation effect is possibly unrelated to the 
inconsistency of expectation in processing. There are cases in which contradiction 
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exists among the set of possible intermediate propositions but no difficulty in 
processing is detected. Let me illustrate this with dislocation sentence (54)，in which 
the adverb geifu "almosf' is used. 
(54) bei ce zong dou aa3 Aaming gei fu. 
by car hit down SP Aaming nearly 
"Aaming was almost hit by a car." 
Up to the point immediately after the SP, the intermediate representation is 
“(somebody) was knocked down by a car." But the intrusion of the adverb gei fu 
“nearly” necessarily forces the proposition to be abandoned. "Somebody nearly 
knocked down by a car" does not entail "somebody was knocked down by a car.” 
Reanalysis must therefore be invoked (54) would be unacceptable. Such a prediction, 
however, is not bome out. It would be rather strange that processing constraint of 
expectation works in (52a) and (53a) but becomes suspended in (54). 
What is more, we find two almost parallel strings. One is constructed with 
dislocation structure and the other with topicaIization structure whose VP is 
topicalized but the negator is left in the comment part. Yet the oddity does not arise at 
aU. Compare (55) [=(52)] and (56). 
(55) *teng gong zo gaa3 laa3/wo3 Aafan tingjat m wui. [dislocation] 
attend-talk SP Aafan tomorrow not will 
"Aafan will attend the talk tomorrow." 
(56) teng gong zo lel Aafan tingjat m wui gaa3 laa3. [topicaIization] 
attend-talk TPRT Aafan tomorrow not will SP 
“As for attending the taUc, Aafan will not do so tomorrow.’， 
Clearly the inconsistency constraint that is assumed to rule out (55) is not applicable 
to (56). Evidently, surface processing constraint account fails to supply a satisfactory 
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explanation to the negadon effect in dislocation structure. 
From the above Negation Constraint can possibly be viewed as a grammatical 
problem rather than a processing problem. Before we look into the interaction of 
negation and dislocation, let us briefly review some basic characteristics of negation. 
Negation is a scopal e toen t . The sentence in (57) displays multiple interpretations. 
The scope of negation coincides with the focussed phrase (indicated by accent). 
(57) keoi mou laau Aaming wo5, [scope: VP] 
s/he have-not scold Aaming SP 
It is not scold Aaming that s/he did (今 He praised someone dse.) 
(58) keoi mou laau Aaming wo5. [scope: V] 
s/he have-not scold Aaming SP 
It is not scold that s/he did to Aaming. (-> He praised Aaming.) 
(59) keoi mou laau Aaming wo5. [scope: obj] 
s/he have-not scold Aaming SP 
ft is not Aaming that s/te scolded (~>He scolded someone eke.) 
Apart from the negation scope, Jackendoff (1972) has also made the observation that 
negation can optionaUy associate with the focus, tiius giving rise to different sets of 
presupppositions and assertions. Take (60) as an example. [(60) and (61) are taken 
from Jackendoff (1972:256).] Consider only those readings whose focus is the PP “in 
the BATHROOM'', and put aside V or VP focus readings. 
(60) Karl doesn't write radical pamphlets in the BATHROOM. 
(61) a It isn't in the bathroom that Karl writes radical pamphlets. 
Presupposition: Xx pCarl writes radical pamphlets atx] is under discussion 
Assertion: (in) the bathroom ^ 7uc pCarl writes radical pamphlets at x] 
b It is in the bathroom that Karl doesn't write radical pamphlets. 
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Presup: Ajc pCarl doesn't write radical pamphlets at x] is under discussion 
Assertion: (in) the bathroom e Xx pCarl doesnot write radical pamphlets at x] 
&i (61a)，negation is associated with the focussed PP. Jn contrast, negation in (61b) is 
associated with the pressupposition part (instead of the focus), lf we re-consider 
(57)~~(59) the concept of focus association, we realize that negation is associated 
with the focussed element in readings (57)~(59). Three additional readings can be 
derived by dissociating negation from the focus, i.e. the prime sentences^ in (62). AU 
six readings are now listed. 
(62) keoi mou laau Aaming wo5. 
s/hQ have-not scold Aaming SP 
a. It is not scold Aaming that s/he did (今 He praised someone else.) [=(57)] 
a'. It is scold Aaming that s;^e did not do. (•> S/he didn't do other things.) 
b. It is not scold that s/hs did to Aaming. (~> He praised Aaming.) [=(58)] 
b’. It is scold that s/he did not do to Aaming. (-> S/he didn't do other things to 
Aaming.) 
c- It is not Aaming that s/he scolded. (•> He scolded someone else.) [=(59)] 
c'. It is Aaming that s;1ie didn't scold. ( + S/he didn't scold someone else.) 
Evidently, the prime sentences are harder to get. Relatively marked presuppositional 
contexts have to be supplied for them. 
Now return to dislocation in Cantonese. There are two types of configurations 
to be examined. One is to have the negator located in the a-string, and the other in the 
P-string. Jn the former case, i.e. (63), it is exactly the same as (62). 
(63) mou laau Aaming wo5 keoi. 
have-not scold Aaming SP sy^e. 
READB^ GS AVAE^ ABLE： (a)，(a'), (b), (b'), (c), (c') 
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Li the latter case such as (64), since the NP in the a-string is in focus, it is expected to 
have the readings in (62c) and (62c，)’ and (65) is expected to have all 6 readings in 
(62) available. 
(64) Aaming wo5 keoi mou laau. 
Aaming SP s/he have-not scold. 
BEADmO AVMLABLE: (C,) 
(65) laau Aaming wo5 keoi moa 
scold Aaming SP s/^ehave-not 
READINGS AVAEJ^LE： (a’), (b，),（C，） 
The predication is only partially correctly. Only the prime sentences are available in 
(64) and (65). That means all readings in which the negation is associated with the 
focus are not obtained. We therefore conclude that negation cannot associate with the 
focus in the a-string when the negator is in the P-string. It has to be associated with 
the P-string, the presupposition part in Jackendoffs formulation. This explains why 
uttering (52a) [repeated as (65)] out of the blue is not accepted 
(66) *teng gong zo gaa3 laa3/wo3 Aafan tingjat m wui. 
attend-taUc SP Aafan tomorrow not will 
“Aafan will attend the talk tomorrow." 
The negator m must be associated with the p-string. Speaker is presupposed to know 
that there is some thing that Aaming will not do tomorrow. The utterance wiU be 
infelicitous if the hearer does not share the assumption. 
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Chapter 5 Dislocation Structure and Minimalist Assumptions 
Li the introductory chapter, it has been mentioned that dislocation structure 
helps us gain better understanding of Logical Form. What does dislocation structure 
inform us of the nature of the semantic interpretive level? Since LF representation is 
invisible, conditions ofLF are harder to detect One interesting phenomenon related to 
LF is reconstruction. Facts from Chapter 4 (e.g. focus, w/z-phrase) provide us with 
some new evidence in supporting the existence of reconstruction effect at LF. We will 
argue that dislocation structure triggers reconstruction for interpretation at LF. Further 
many syntactic restrictions formerly believed to apply at S-Stmcture should be re-
formulated as LF conditions. The analysis is consistent with the minimalist 
assumption that internal levels like S-Structure are not necessary. 
5.1 Review of Reconstruction 
Reconstruction was raised early in Chomsky (1976) (cited in Huang 1993). Jn 
some syntactic structures, certain syntactic conditions can only be satisfied at LF by 
putting a moved phrase back to the original extraction site. (1) and (2) are some 
typical examples. 
(1) Which pictures of himself； did Johni Hke f? 
(2) *How many pictures of himi did Johni take r? 
Assume that the interpretation of reflexive is govemed by Prinicple A of Binding 
Theory. (Chomsky 1981) If we go by the S-Structure representation, the reflexive 
“himself, is not bound by “John，’. It is surprising that "John" can serve as the 
antecedent of "himself. To circumvent the problem, reconstruction is posited. The 
whole w/z-phrase is interpreted at its base position at LF. The binding of “himself’ 
therefore follows. In (2), “him” is not bound within the governing category. “John” is 
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not bound by anything. Nevertheless, (2) is ruled out. lf the wA-phrase is 
reconstructed to its original position, "him" is bound by "John". Ungrammaticality is 
predicted. Reconstruction must be accompanied by restating that binding theory can 
be satisfied at either S-Structure or LF. We will come back to this idea later. 
Huang (1993) observes that there exists VP-reconstruction in Chinese as well. 
Again, reflexive is used to detect the effect. 
(3) zijii^ de shi, Zhangsani xiwang Lisij neng guan-yi-guan. 
selfs matter Zhangsan hope Lisican care-a-little 
"HiSi/j owQ business, Zhangsani hopes Lisij will care-for-a-bit.” 
(4) piping zijiiy5 de pengyou, Zhangsani zhidao Lisij juedui bu hui. 
criticize selfs friend Zhangsan knows Lisi definitely not will 
"Criticize hisi/j own friends, Zhangsani knows Lisij definitely will not.，， 
The reflexive ziji in (3) and (4) behaves similar to “himself，in (1). Ziji can be bound 
by an antecedent that does not c-command it at S-Structure. Therefore, it is possible 
that ziji is coreferent with the matrix or the embedded subject Huang cites some other 
examples which involve long-distance reflexive binding. All these ascertain that ziji in 
the fronted VP behaves as if it was at the base position. 
5.2 Reconstruction in Dislocation Structure 
Di the literature, apart from Huang's evidence from binding facts, there is Httle 
discussion of reconstruction in Chinese. Dislocation data permits us to examine 
reconstruction phenomenon in Cantonese using a different set of data. To explain the 
interpretation ofw/z-phrase and zing hai "only" in dislocation structure, there is a need 
to invoke reconstructioa 
Let us begin with the interpretation of w/z-phrase. Recall the discussion of wh-
phrase in Chapter 3 and 4. Depending on the matrix verb selected, the interpretation 
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of w/r-phrase in the a-string can be interrogative or noa-interrogative indefinite. Here 
is an example that demands reconstruction. 
(5) a Aaming man [cp Aafan wui taam bin go lo4]. 
Aaming ask Aafan will visit who SP 
"Aaming asked who Aafan would visit" 
b taam bin go lo4 Aaming man [cp Aafan wui t ]. 
visit who SP Aamingask Aafan wiU 
"Aaming asked who Aafan would visit." 
The w/i-phrases bin go “who” in both (5a) and (5b) are interpreted as indirect 
interrogative question. According to Huang (1982), an indirect embedded w/z-phrase 
in Chinese moves at LF into the embedded +w/2 COMP subcategorized by the matrix 
verb. The choice between a direct or an indirect question reading depends crucially on 
whether the w/i-phrase is moved into the matrix or embedded COMP at LF. As far as 
the semantics of w/z-phrase is concerned, it is natural to assume that there exists a 
mechanism that enables the pair of synonymous sentences (5a) and (5b) to share the 
same structure at LF. If there is no reconstruction, some ad hoc rightward movement 
is needed to extract the w/i-phrase from the a-string and place it in the embedded 
COMP (in the P-string). Otherwise, the W2-phrase in the fronted VP in (5b) will raise 
into the matrix COMP and becomes a direct question, which is obviously against our 
judgement of the sentence. With reconstruction, the embedded indirect question 
reading can be achieved stnicturaUy by assuming that the fronted clause is first 
reconstructed at the base position in the LF component. The w/z-phrase contained in 
the a-string is subsequently raised into the embedded +wh COMP. 
The general rightward focussing property of zing hai has been discussed 
extensively in §3.3.2.3 and §3.4.4.5. With the exception of dislocation, the focussed 
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constituent must be c>commanded by the focus adverb. One way to eliminate the 
exception is to say that at LF the fronted XP is reconstructed at the original position 
before GDA is applied. Rightward focusssing can be satisfied at either S-Structure or 
LF. This is contrasted with the failure of zing hai to focus the topic in topicalization 
(see §3.3.2.3). The fact that the option of reconstruction is unavailable to topiaHzation 
is a possible reason for the divergence between dislocation and topicalization. 
Reconstruction is possibly responsible for the unsensitivity of definiteness in 
dislocation structure. M §3.4.4.4, we highlighted that dislocation deviates from the 
generaUzation that Chinese does not allow indefinite NP in sentence-initial position. 
Suppose before the indefiniteness constraint is checked, the fronted indefinite NP is 
reconstructed at its base at LF but indefinite topic NP is not Consequently, the 
generalization about initial indefinite NPs can be maintained and the difference 
between the two structures can be systematically allowed 
Lastly, in D-Type EI, we have examples of dislocation [(6) and (7)] in which 
the preposition is stranded. 
(6) gaa ce lol bei 一 
CL car SP by 
"(hit)Byacar." 
(7) dung min gwaa3 jau — 
east side SP from 
"From the east” 
However, preposition stranding is generally not allowed in Chinese. This explains 
why {8) and (9) are ungrammaticaI. 
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(8) •[ ngo bei 一 gindou] ge go go jan 
I by see COMP that CL person 
"The person by whom I was seen •. • ” 
(9) *go gaa ce lel ngo bei — zongdou. 
to CL car TPRT I by knock^iown 
“I was knocked down by the car." 
It is surprising that preposition stranding in dislocation (6) and (7) is accepted Jf we 
assume that the prepositional stranding is a condition on LF representation, it is 
possible that prepositional stranding vanishes after the complement phrase is 
reconstructed. Li this way, the prohibition of p:^position stranding still holds in 
Cantonese. At the same time, (6) and (7) are salvaged by the well-formed 
reconstructed form. 
Let me highlight a common characteristic of the four observations: (a.) fronted 
indirect w/z-phrase, (b.) rightward focussing of zing hai, (c.) initial indefinite NP, and 
(d.) prepositional stranding. What is sbared among them is that the conditions should 
hold at LF in order to explain the dislocation possibilities. Yet we accept all the 
dislocation sentences though the restrictions are violated. To resolve the apparent 
conflicts, I hypothesize that the fironted XP is reconstructed back at the base position. 
Jn other words, the conditions which are formerly assumed to hold at S-Structure must 
now be revised to hold at LF in order to accommodate the new data from dislocation 
ph^iomenon. The modification implies that it is the representation at LF, instead of 
the one at the S-Structure level, that is the necessary level for the interpretation of 
dislocation structure. 
The conclusion above serves as a support to the latest theory of language~~the 
Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995). As a working hypothesis guiding the 
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development of the MinimaUst Program, Chomsky assinns that "knguage faculty is 
nonredundant." (1995: 168) The design of the theory should be driven by "virtual 
conceptual necessity,，. The generative theory assumes that human mind is modular. 
Each module can only process some specific type of cognitive information (e.g. 
vision, smell and language) but is insensitive to others. This is called "domain-
specificity". Moreover, when different modules communicate, they may only have 
access to the output from the relevant modules, but not the information of each 
module. Information is encapsulated. The language faculty is a module that is 
responsible for the computation of syntactic derivation. The output from the language 
module is then fed into articulartoty-perceptual (A-P) and conceptual-intentional (C-I) 
modules for phonetic and semantic interpretation respectively. Chomsky holds that 
the only necessary linguistic levels are A-P and C-L They are the interface levels 
whose representations are instructions for further processing in A-P and C-I modules. 
These interface representations from the language modules are necessary for other 
modules. The well-formedness conditions on the linguistic representation are assumed 
to be uniform across languages at the interfaces. Li other words, superficial 
differences among languages such as overt vs. covert wA-movement must be 
abstracted away. The weight of the minimalist theory is on the nature of linguistic 
representation at the interface levels. Memal levels such as D-Structure and S-
Structure in the derivational process can be dispensed with. 
The elegance of the new theory, however, requires significant reformulation of 
the principles that are formerly assumed to apply at these internal levels but are 
dispensed with in the spirit of the Minimalist Program. Here Hes the interest of the 
conclusion reached earlier. The four observations made in dislocation structures 
reveal that although these restrictions are often taken to be conditions on S-Structure 
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representations, stating them as S-Structure level conditions is met with dif5culties in 
dislocation. As we have seen, a plausible way out is to assume reconstruction of the 
dislocated phrase to its base position at LF，and at the same time tibe conditions are re-
cast as LF conditions (instead of S-Structure conditions). Chomsky suggests that there 
are several criteria in reformukting the S-Structure conditions. They are ordered in 
increasing stringency below. 
a. The condition in question can a|^)ly at LF alone. 
b. Furthermore, the condition sometimes must apply at LF. 
c. Furthermore, the condition sometimes must not apply at S-Structure. 
(Chomsky 1995: 192) [itaUc original] 
We have akeady noted the four observations can be dealt with more satisfactorily if 
the conditions are reformulated as LF conditions. We have reasons to believe that the 
four conditions mentioned meet even the most stringent criterion (c), at least in 
dislocation phenomenon. Jn other words，these conditions cannot be applied at S-
Structure. If our reconstruction analysis is adopted, dislocation necessarily triggers 
reconstruction at LF and the foui conditions are checked only at LF. The formulation 
aUows for the coexistence of sentences that meet the conditions before S p d K M as 
weU as sentences that meet the conditions after Spell-Out The fulfihnent of condition 
can take place at diff^ent points of derivation. Whether they are fulfilled before or 
after SpeU-Out in derivation is not that important. Rather it is the well-formedness of 
the LF representation that wiU be counted ultimately. The unique behaviour in 
dislocation structures suggests that requiring the conditions to be checked at LF is not 
enough. The conditions must not apply at S-Structure; otherwise the dislocation 
sentences wiU be refuted at S-Structure. If the analysis above is correct, it not only 
provides a good solution to incorporate the special cases in dislocation structures but 
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also gives support to the minimaUst assumption that intemaI levels may not be 
absolutely necessary. Merface conditions are the essential and necessary levels. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusion 
This thesis aims at finding out the properties of the lesser-known Cantonese 
RD construction and contributing to our understanding of natural language 
representation. We first compare RD in Cantonese and English. It is found that 
despite superficial similarity, they are in fact rather different. English-style RD is 
much more restricted Normally only NPs are involved in dislocation. They must be 
linked to a cataphoric pronoun in the sentence. Cantonese RD, however, seems to 
cover a wide range of RD types. The dislocated part after the SP can be an NP, PP, 
verb, adverb, and component of a sentence. They are usually not associated with a 
lexical item in the preceding sentence. Though English-style RD is possible in 
Cantonese, it is rarely fornid in the corpus. The two languages represent two 
typologically different forms ofRD. 
There are two major approaches to RD in both languages. One is afterthought 
or discourse repair type of account. While there are important findings of the 
discourse functions of RD, they are far from being adequate in explaining the 
sentence pattems and restrictions ofRD. Ross (1986) points out that English RD is 
subject to syntactic constraints Hke copying rule and upward-boundedness constraint. 
This motivates reflection on the syntactic representation ofRD. Siu (1992) represents 
the first attempt to represent Cantonese RD in formal syntax. A leftward movement 
account has been proposed in the study. 
The description of Cantonese RD in previous studies centres upon the 
fbnctions or categories of the P-string. The classification in the present thesis is done 
according to the landing sites of fronted XP. Descriptively，a total of three Dislocation 
Types are identified. D-Type I is the most unrestricted type. Any syntactic category 
can be re-located in the preclausal position via dislocation, bi D-Type H，only a 
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predicate is aUowed to appear between the subject and the outer part of a complex 
predicate. Moreover，there must be a predication relation between the subject and the 
fix>nted phrase, a VP in most cases. D-Type HI grows out of the observation of 
incomplete sentences in conversation. 
One major issue in the thesis is the justification of the syntactic dependency 
between the a-string and the p-string. Elements in the a-string are found to be 
capable of interacting with elements in the P-string. Merpretation of elements in the 
a-string depends on elements occurring in the p-string. These motivate the hypothesis 
that the a-string and the P-string are bound within a syntactic unit. I propose the 
rightward movement account promises a more constrained and consistent grammar. 
Siu (1992) was the first to adopt a leftward movement solution to dislocation 
structure. Unfortunately the claims of syntactic representation and constraints are 
either unjustified or based on problematic arguments. Consequently, following his 
spirit of leftward movement, this thesis has re-worked the representation and the 
constraints. To cover the diversity of landing sites in D - T j ^ I~HI, Generalized 
Dislocation Adjunction (GDA) is proposed. Jn line with Move-a, the moved XP can 
be adjoined to any YP, provided that constraints on dislocation are not violated 
GDA is restricted by several constraints. First, since GDA is assumed to be a 
Move-a rule, it should observe island conditions on movement Unfortunately, due to 
the inherent structure of dislocation, it is not possible to test most of the island 
constraints. GDA has been shown to o b s ^ e tiie Coordinate Structure Constraint 
Extractions of a conjunct or from a conjunct is prohibited. 
GDA is also constrained by D-Adjacency. The target XP for movement is a 
phrasal constituent immediately preceding the SP; otherwise GDA is impossible. The 
SP must be fronted together with the D-Adjacent XP. This is a pecuHar restriction on 
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movement, which is not generally found elsewhere. Syntactically, the SP is assumed 
to be located in the right branch of CP. It remains unclear why the SP is so closely 
tied to the D-Adjacent XP and how the SP can appear sentence-medially. 
Another prominent feature in dislocation is the distribution of focus. 
Dislocation specifies the a-string as the domain for focus. Whenever there is a focus 
in a dislocated sentence, it must fall on an element in the a-string. Focussing in the ¢-
string is denied. The condition accounts for the well-formedness of question and 
answer in w/2-questi0ns and the ambiguity patterns of the focus adverb zing hai and 
focus SP (e.g. zaa3) in dislocation. The final restriction of dislocation is the negation 
constraint. When the negator is in the P-string, negation cannot associate with the 
focus in the a-string. According to JackendofFs representation, the negation is 
associated wrth the presupposition. Negation must be presupposed in the discourse. 
Finally, the observations made in Cantonese dislocation suggest that LF is the 
necessairy level for interpreting dislocation structure. Various conditions that are 
assumed to hold at S-Structure have to be revised as LF conditions. The focus of zing 
hai on a constituent on the left, the appearance of indefinite NP in sentence initial 
position, and acceptance of prepositional stranding~aU violate certain condition at S-
Structure. To account for the exceptions, I propose that a fronted phrase in dislocation 
is reconstructed at its base position in the LF component. Syntactic conditions 
mentioned are checked at LF instead of S-Structure. The findings are consistent with 
the minimaUst assumption that interface levels (but not internal levek) are the 
necessary level for Hnguistic representation. 
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Endnote 
1 They include English (Ward & Biraer 1996), Chinese (Zhang & Fang 1995)，Catalan fVralIduvi 
1995) and French OLambr^cht 1981). 
2 AffectKx combines Move>a and Deleter. 
3 The view is also shared by in Matthews and Yip (1994). They indicate that due to the limited 
grammatical morphology, Cantonese (as weU as &^Ush) reKes more heavily on word order, hence 
the it is more rigid word order. 
4 Special tbanks to Prof. Liejiong. Xu and Prof. Thomas Lee for aHowing me to use part ofthe larger 
Cantonese adult corpus developed for their research project. 
Xu, Liejiong and Thomas Lee, (1996-99), Parametric Variation in Three Chinese Dialects: 
Cantonese, Shanghainese and Mandarin. RGC funded project. 
I have used 7 out of30 files. The age and sex ofinterviewees are Usted below. 
Tni m\~~~m2~ms vm rw5~me~~ffw7""" 
Age/Sex 1 8 M ~ " ~ T V M " " " 1 5 ^ ~ ~ v f l F ~ ~ ~ 3 0 M ~ ~ 5 3 M ~ ~ 4 6 M 
5 This NP does not belong to another clause. 
6 According to Luke (1990), sentence particles (or what he calls utterance particles) are bound forms 
attached to the end of utterances, indicating the mood of the sentence (e.g. indicative, interrogative, 
imperative) or expressing the speaker's attitudes and emotions. Consider gaa3 in (6). It conveys 
speaker's affirmative attitude toward the event. The more elaborate translation of (6) is “I am rather 
certain about the fact that they all like salad." 
7 Similar dislocation phenomenon is found in the dialogues of traditional plays in China. The 
dislocated element can be related to an exact copy of an element or a pronomini in the sentence. See 
Meng (1982) for discussion. 
s 
It is found that interviewee in BV06 and the interviewer often dislocate tfae adverb kei sat “actuaUy.，， 
Out of the 59 occurrences of "/utterance/ + SP + kei saf pattem, the two persons account for 56 of 
them. It seems that dislocated kei sat becomes a cUche in their speech. To minimize the overuse 
effect, I excluded those instances in their speech from the final calculation. The integers in brackets 
are number of occurrences of"/utterance/ + SP + kei saf in each interview. Only utterances strictly 
following the pattem will be discarded, tf kei sat is dislocated together with other words, that 
instance will not be excluded from the final calcuktioa. The same way of counting is also applied to 
Table 2. 
9 I conducted an informal survey on RD via the Linguist List mailing list service 
(http://www.UnguistUst.orgy I would Uke to thank the foUowing respondents for their contribution: 
Joaquim Brandao de Carvalho, Javier Perez Guerra, Rob Pensalfmi, Asya Pereltsvaig, Patrick 
Sauzet, Gregory Ward, and Colin Whiteley. 
The samples I received are drawn from languages like Jingulu [a central Australian (non Pama-
Nyungan) language], EngUsh, Hebrew, Portuguese, Spanish, Russian, and Occitan. Unfortunately, 
tlK respondents did not mention whether dislocation of other categories is possible. RD NPs in these 
languages are associated whh a cUtic or a pronoun in the sentence. Here I dte some examples. 
(i) Peire n'a donat alcan, de pan. [Occitan] (Patrick Sauzet) 
Peter CLrTio^-indet has given to*the dog, DET bread 
"Peter has given some (scil. "bread") to the dog." 
(Possible answer to "Why is there so Uttie bread left?") 
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(ii) Ona napisaia emu, Aleksu. piebrew] (AsyaPereltsvaig) 
she wrote he:dat Alex:dat 
(Translation has not been supplied.) 
(iii) Jama-mi maya-nu warlaku, wawa. [Trngulu] 
that(masc)-ERG hit-did dog child 
"That child hit the dog." OR “That one hit the dog, the child." 
^1 addition, Vallduvi (1995) also reports that an appropriate pronominal clitic must be attached to the 
verb in RD. 
(iv) Li 地 nCAREM tj t2, ei ganiveti, al calaix2. [Catdan] CVallduvi 1995) 
OBJ-LOC we will put the knife in the drawer 
1° Please see endnote 8 for explanation of the integers in brackets. 
11 See the group PN RD in Table 1. 
12 The sentence is taken from Ziv (1994). He has adopted a fiinctional explanation similar to Geluykens 
(1994). Identical expression "John" cannot enhance the "informativity" of the expression. 
13 Other funcdons ofRD in Chinese include conversational repair and afterthought 
14 Assertion here means the a-string in my terminology. Guo treats a-string as an assertion to be 
commented on by the dislocation part, P-string. 
15 According to Ross (1986), since the RD rule is upward bounded, it 'Svill, of course, both be subject 
to the Complex Noun Phrase Constraint and the Sentential Subject Constraint." (p. 259) 
16 Cantonese RD does not allow the p-string to be located in sentence-medial position. It must be 
located after SP. This is illustrated by (ii) which parallels (24a) and (25a) strucUffaUy. Nevertheless, 
it is banned. 
(i) keoi zi jyun zou gungfo hou kei gwaai wo5. [normal word order] 
s/he setfwilling do homeworic very strange SP 
"That s/he himself/herself was willing to do homework is really strange." 
(ii) *[ 一 zi jyun zou gung fo ] keoi hou kei gwaai wo5. 
setfwilling do homework s/he very strange SP 
"That sAie himselfi^ersetf was willing to do homework is reaUy strange." 
The sentence cannot be saved even if the SP is placed right before the sentential subject clause, as in 
(iii) *[ 一 zi jyun 20u gung fo ] wo5 keoi hou kei gwaai. 
self willing do homework SP s/he very strange 
"That s/he himselfi^ersetf was willing to do homework is reaUy strange." 
17 The investigation into the syntax ofPN RD, RC RD and MX RD will be beyond the scope ofstudy. 
«A 
As we will see later, dislocation applies to the sentence types inchiding: intransitive, simple 
transitive, unaccusative, double object construction, locative construction, resukative, serial verb 
construction, non-finite verbal structure, embedded sentence 
19 Because of the D-Adjacency Constraint (refer to §4.2), the first verb phrase is not eligible for 
participating in dislocation, (see § 4.2.1.4 for examples) 
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20 (2) is the Cantonese equivalent of an example in Lu (1980:30). 
Shang hai ren nei? [Mandarin Chinese] 
Shanghainese you 
"Are you Shanghainese?" 
21 According to Tang (1990), verbs like she fa (Mandarin equivalent of cit fat) take a non-finite clause. 
22 While many analyze postverbal duration/frequency phrases as adjunct, Tang (1990) argues that it 
behaves more like complement. However, the distinction between adjunct and complement is not 
crucial here. 
^ Note that when a topic is in the p-string, it normally cannot be followed by the topic markers, e.g. lel 
and aa6. Examine the contrast among (a), ¢ ) and (c) sentences in (i) and pi). 
(i) a *maai zo gaa3 laa3 go gaa ce ^ keoi ji ging. 
buyASP SP that CLcarTPRT sAie akeady 
“S/he has already bought the car." 
b maai zo paa3 laa3 go gaa ce keoi ji ging. 
buy ASP SP that CL car s/he ah"eady 
c go gaa ce aa3 maai zo gaa3 laa3 keoi ji ging. 
that CL car TPRT buy ASP SP s/he already 
"S/he has akeady bought the car." 
(ii) a ??loeng ci gwaa3 Mei Gwok M keoi heoi gwo. 
twice SP US TPRT s/he go ASP 
"S/he went to US twice." 
b loeng ci gwaa3 Mei Gwok keoi heoi gwo. 
twice SP US s/he go ASP 
c Mei Gwok lel loeng ci gwaa3 keoi heoi gwo. 
US TPRT twice SP s/he go ASP 
“As for US, s/he went there twice before.，， 
(a) and � sentences are ahnost the same. However, the addition of a topic marker in (b) sentences 
makes the sentence rather marginal, (c) sentences demonstrate that topics with markers in the a -
string do not affect the grammaticality of the dislocation. A possible account for this is that with the 
use of topic markers, the topic is normally stressed and is followed by a slight pause. This conflicts 
with the general tendency to unstress the P-string in dislocation and the absence of pause between a -
string and p-string. 
24 They are assumed to adjoin to the VP. 
251 assume that zoewg-phrase adjoins to VP. According to Matthews & Yip (1994)，Cantonese zoeng is 
close to the Mandarin ha. They both mark direct objects and occur pre-verbally. However, zoeng is 
"restricted to cases where motion takes place." (p. 144) 
26 • I assume Aat ^e/-passive-phrase adjoins to VP. Bei is coverb marking the subject in passivization. 
27 According to Tang (1990), verbs like she fa (Mandarin equivalent of cit fat) take a non-finite clause. 
28 f L .1 
The iU-formedness of(31) may also be attributable to difficuhy in processing. Reanalysis is triggered 
only towards the end of the sentence when the subject of soeng faan gaau 'Vant to sleep", i.e. daai 
gaa "everyone" appears. 
沙 This is confirmed by the w/r^juesdon test. The first NPs keoi “s/he”，Aafan cannot serve as answer to 
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a w/r-phrase. 
知 According to Grosu (1981: 1), Unbounded Dependency refers to the relationship existing between 
two linguistic objects that are separated by an arbitrarily large number of unpaired constituent 
brackets kbelled S and NP ^)erfiaps also AP and PP) 
31 Luke (1990: 7) rejects that the term "sentence particle" is problematic because it can also be pkced 
"at the end of 'smaller' syntactic units such as clauses and phrases," For the sake of convenience, I 
will still refer to the set of particles as "sentence particle" in the rest of the discussion. 
32 See §3.3.2.3’ §3.4.4.5 and §4.3.3 fbrmore details. 
33 J^^uestion SP and Non-w/i^uestion SP are the same as + DWQ SP and -DWQ SP respectively. I 
will elaborate their properties further in §3.3.2.1. 
34 The 2oewg-phrase itself can be right-dislocated when it occurs in simple sentence, 
{i) keoi — daalaan zo mel zoeng go fea zeon. 
sAie hk break ASP SP ZOENG CL vase 
"S/he broke the vase." 
35 Here are the three critical examples (p.254) from Mandarin Chinese. 
[Zhangsan wen wo [shei mai-le shu]] [strictly +wh COMP] 
ask I who buy ASP book 
'^Zhangsan asked who bought books." 
[Zhangsan xiangxin [shei mai-le shu]] [strictly -wh COMP] 
beUeve who buy ASP book 
“Who does Zhangsan believe bought books?" 
[Zhangsan zhidao [shei mai-le shu]] (?) [±wh COMP] 
know who buy ASP book 
“Who does Zhangsan know bought books?" 
"Zhangsan knows who bought books." 
36 Recent research (Aoun & Li 1993; Cole & Hermon 1994) in in-situ wh queries Huang's assumption 
that in-situ Wi-elements moves at LF. Evidence for Chinese w//-elements remaining in-situ can be 
drawn from their interaction with zhi "only". It is assumed that zhi "only" must be associated with a 
lexical constituent in its c-command domain at LF. (Principle ofLexicaI Association) This will leave 
(i) unexplained 
(i) Ta zhi xihuan shei? fMandarin Chinese] 
he only like whom 
"Whodoesheonlylike?" 
^^shei *Vhom" moves at LF, zhi "only" will no longer c-command shei. Zhi is predicted not to be 
associated with shei, which is contrary to the fact. 
To keep the Huang's insight and to accommodate the new data, Aoun & Li propose tbat "in 
Chinese the w/z-in-situ is coindexed and interpreted with respect to a question operator that is raised 
to the appropriate Spec of Comp position by S-Stmcture" (p. 210) 
37 The statement is problematic in light of many counterexamples. Here are some Mandarin Chinese 
examples in which indefinite wh-words are in affirmative contexts and factive verb complements. 
(They are He's (1996) examples cited in Hua.) 
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(i) Taxie guo shenme. 
he write-ASP what 
"He wrote something." 
(ii) wo kanjian shenme. 
I see what 
“I saw something." 
(iii) Ta zheng shi Xiao Wang chi-le shenme. 
he prove Xiao Wang eat-ASP what 
“He has confirmed Xiao Wang ate something." 
38 The semantic restriction can be seen in the Mandarin Chinese examples, (i)~(iii), taken from Li 
(1992). 
(i) a *Ta xihuan shemne. (p. 127) 
he like what 
"He likes something/anything.“ 
b Ta bu xihuan shenme. [negation] 
he not like what 
"He doesn't like anything." 
(ii) a *Ta xihuan shemne. (p. 130) 
he like what 
"He likes something." 
b Ta dagai/keneng xihuan shenme. [modals expressing tentativeness] 
he probably like what 
“He probably likes something." 
(iii) a *Wo baoyuan ni fandui/kandao shenme (dongxi). (p. 129) 
I complain you oppose/see what thing 
"I complained that you were opposed to/saw something/anything." 
b Wo yiwei ni fandui/kandao shenme (dongxi). [asserted with uncertainty] 
I think you oppose/see what thing 
“I thought you were opposed to/saw something." 
The propositions in (a) sentences are aU firmly asserted but those in (b) are not. The indefinite 
interpretation of wh is consistently obtained in ^5) sentences. 
When a f^%-^estion Operator is present, the wA-words are obHgatorily interpreted as interrogative. 
hi the following pair, (a) minimally differs from ^3) with respect to the presence of J^-Question 
marker ne. 
(iv) Ta yiwei shei xihuan shenme. 
he think who like what 
"He thought somebody liked something." 
(v) Ta yiwei shei xihuan shenme ne? 
he think who like what ff7;-Q(uestion) marker 
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"Who(x), whatOO，he thought x Uked>/r 
* ' ^ o ( x ) , he thought x liked something." 
* ' ^ a t O ' ) , he thoi^ht somebody liked>'?" 
*，独 thought who liked what." 
After the Wh>Question marker is inserted, both wA-phrases in (v.) can no longer have the indefinite 
reading. 
双 UsuaUy the referent is saUent enou^ for the hearer to infer from the prior discourse and the extra-
linguistic cues. 
^ aa3, gaa3 and ge3 can be used as either+DWQ SPsor-DWQ SPs. 
41 This is Type H Quantifiers in Homstein's classification. The other two are: 
Type I Quantifiers: “a set o fNP expressions whose mt«pretive scope domain is always wide.”（e.g. 
“any，，，"acertain") 
Type n i Quantifiers: “a set whose scope domain is unbounded if originating in some syntactic 
positions but sententially bound when originating from others" (e.g. w^-in-situ) (p. 17) 
42 The principle does not hold in English. &i this way tiw cross-Iinguistic variation can be explained. 
43 ft should be pointed out that most native speakers do not find (78) ambiguous. They only accept the 
reading in wMch " ^ o " takes wide scope over "every". 
^ Minimal Binding Requirement: A variable must be bound by the most local potential A'-bmder. 
( A o u n & L i l ^ : 7 1 ) 
45 Scope Principle: A quantifier Q^ has scope over a quantifier Qe in case QA ocommands a member of 
the chain containing Qs. (Aoun & Li 1993: 71) 
杯 ft is somewhat marginal to interpret the "every Sunday" as taking narrow scope in (81a). 
47 RD is not unconstrained. See later sections for details. 
^ (c) is grammatical but the meaning is different. The intended subject becomes object and intended 
object, subject. 
将 There is ako evidence from multiple topic construction that only the three particles ^)ut not others) 
can serve as a topic marker. While lellnel, aa3 and aa6 can mark multiple topics, others cannot. 
Consider the following sentences. 
(i) coi lel, saangcoi lel，ngo zeoi zungji sik. 
vegetable TPRT lettuce TPRT I most Hke eat 
"*As for vegetable, as for lettuce I like eating it most." 
(ii) *coi bo3/gaa3, saang coi bo3/gaa3, ngo zeoi zung ji sik. 
vegetable SP lettuce SP I most like eat 
“.As for vegetable, as for lettuce I Uke eating it most.” 
知 One exception is dim gaai 'Vhy" together with the SP ge2. For example, 
maai gam do je sik ge2, dim gaai nei? 
buy so much thing eat SP why you 
"Why do you buy so much to eat?" 
Here I suggest that this is due to the inherent w/ry-oature of the SP ge2. This is evident by the 
sentence maai gam do je sik ge2, nei?. Li this sentence, ge2 does not have to be licensed by wh-
phrase. 
51 Numeral NPs is usually interpreted as definite in subject or topic positions. When it is used in object 
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p o ^ o n , it can be definite or indefinite. Saam btm syu "three books" in the foUowing example can 
have both readings. 
keoi hai syu dim maai zo saam bun syu laa3. 
s/heat book shop buy ASP three CL book SP 
"S/he bought three books at the book shop." 
52 My proposed representation of SP in §4.2.2 originates from Siu's Level Prediction. 
53 Though (c) is not as natural as (a) and 0>)，I think it is a grammatical sentence. 
54 (105) can be analyzed as follows, 
keoi dei zau zo laa3, dou. 
[s’，[Topic keoi dei] [s- [vp zau zo laa3] [s t dou t]]] 
keoi dei is first topicalized. 2au zo kuj3 is fronted by PCP. (106) is even more straightforward. The 
VP is fronted in one operation. 
55 Siu assumes thatthe bounding node in Cantonese is S，，. 
56 Siu consider (112) possible, but very marginal, in colloquial speech. (Siu 1992: 101) 
“ f t can be marginally interpreted as a contrasdve topic. For example, there are two groups of students 
evoked in the discourse. The speaker wants to highlight that it is the three-student group that will go 
to US to be exchange students. 
58 It is true that extraction of object NP is less marked than subject NP cross-linguistically. 
评 The difference between (a) and Q>) is due to violation ofHuang's bomorphic Principle. Li (a), dou o-
commands the A-not-A operator. But at LF, A-not-A operator move to the matrix COMP, c-
conunanding the dbw~quantifier. fo 00，however, the question SP ma always c~commands dou at 
both S-Structure and LF. 
(a) ??? meige ren dou hui bu hui shaocai? 
every person aU know not know cook 
"Is it the case that everyone knows how to cook?" 
0)) meige ren dou hui shaocai ma? 
every person all know cook part. 
“Is it the case that everyone knows how to cook?" 
60 Here is an example that supports Law's theory. 
*bin go maai zo bun syu aa4? (Law 1990: 27) 
who buy ASP CL book SP 
“Is it true who bought the book?" 
As the translation indicates, aa4 is equivalent to the frame ^ s it true that ...?”. Since aa4 is in Spec 
of CP, the w/i-phrase cannot move into Spec of CP to form a well-form question. 
61 Cheng refers to those particles that can indicate the clause type as "Typing Particles". They are often 
found in in-situ languages. 
62 -,. • • 
Though SP is not always present in the dislocation, most of the instances found in the corpus possess 
one. 
^ I would like to specially thank Prof. Manfred Krifka for his stimulating comments and his patience 
with my ignorance in ti^ topic during our discussion. The series of taUcs (*investigations into the 
Nature of Focus’’）during his visit in Hong Kong (May 19~21) has been most valuable. They 
introduced to me some useful tools which not only systematize and formalize my vague ideas about 
focus in Cantonese RD but also help me discover the various subtleties of focus in RD. Without all 
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these, the discussion on fbcus would be far less>interesting. 
似 The characterization is taken from Prof M. Krifka's series of three lectures in Hong Kong (19-21 
May, 1997). 
65 The is another reading in (48a). Zfng hcd focusses the whole sentence. However, the interpretation is 
not relevant to the discussion. It is unavailable in (a), 0>) and (c). 
恥 Konig (1991) distinguishes two types of focus: Inclusive Focus and Exclusive Focus. Focus 
introduces alternatives to the focusse»d entity or event. Sentences with inclusive focus only highlights 
the focussed entity or event among the members in the set A. (A is a set whose members consist of 
the alternatives and the entity/event in focus) The sentence does not say whether the sentence is still 
tme when the focussed member is replaced by the alternative members. Exclusive focus differs in 
that the sentence becomes false when the focussed member is replace by any one of the alternatives. 
This also makes exchisive fbcus different from focussing by stress, which nonnally says nothing 
about the alternatives. 
67 To capture the weU- and ill-formedness of the responses in 0 )^ and (c), Jackendoff (1972) proposes to 
separate the sentences into two part&, that is focus and presupposition. 
(a) Is it JOHN who writes poetry? 
0>) No, it is BEX who writes poetry. 
(c) #No, it is JOHN who writes short stories. 
i i C>), the presupposition is “x writes poetry"; focus is ^ iU"; the assertion is that i i (c), the 
presupposition is “x writes short stories", and focus "John". Presupposition is assumed to be shared 
by the mterlocuters, and the assertion of 0>) and (c) is that substituting x with the value in focus is 
true. 
(c) is accepted as a valid response because. 
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